NUS National Executive Council AGENDA
Twentieth meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of Students,
Monday, 26th September 2012, Senate Room, Senate House, University of London, Malet Street,
London, WC1E 7HU
1.00pm – 2.00pm Lunch
11.00am – 5.00pm
Members:
President & Chair

Name
Liam Burns

Zones

Toni Pearce & Roshni Joshi (Further Education)
Rachel Wenstone & Sophie Richardson (Higher Education);
Danielle Grufferty & James Haywood (Society & Citizenship);
Vicki Baars & Rebecca Bridger (Union Development);
Pete Mercer & Steph Johnson (Welfare)
Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students);
Hannah Paterson & Daryl Jones (Disabled Students);
Sky Yarlett & Finn Mc Goldrick (LGBT);
Kelley Temple & Jo Johnson (Womens);
Daniel Stevens & Dennis Esch (International Students)
Sean Rillo Razcka & Fee Wood (Mature & Part Time Students);
Robin Burrett & Luke James (Postgraduate Students)
Stephanie Lloyd & Sam Reid (NUS Wales)
Robin Parker & Graeme Kirkpatrick (NUS Scotland);
Adrianne Peltz (NUS-USI)
Aidan Mersh, Alex Causton-Ronaldson, Caroline Dangerfield, Emma Meehan, Jake
Kitchiner, Jamil Keating, Jamie Woodcock, Joe Vinson, Mark Seward, Matt
Stanley, Michael Chessum, Mike Williamson, Reni Eddo-Lodge, Roshni Joshi,
Surya Prakashsh Bhatta

Liberation

Sections
Nations
Block

In attendance
Staff

Matt Hyde (Group Chief Executive); Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and Delivery);
Vic Langer (Deputy Director Policy and Delivery); Dan Francis (Democratic
Services Advisor); ACTS representative

If an item is ‘starred’ the Chair will assume that members have read and noted. Those presenting
the papers will not speak to them. Non starred items will be discussed and may require a decision.
To “unstar” an item, inform the Chair before the commencement of the meeting.
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No

Item

Action

Paper

1 Introductory & Administration
1.1

President’s Opening Remarks

1.2

Apologies for absence and welcome of new members

1.3

Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest arising from the agenda (verbal)

1.4

Minutes of last meeting on 21st May

1.5

Matters arising from previous meeting on 21st May

Note

Approve

Author
/ Lead

Time

LB

10 mins

LB

NEC/20A/12

LB
LB

2 Reports and Accountability
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Report and Notices from the National President*
Questions to the National President
Presidential and Other Appointments
Report/ Priorities and Notices from the Zone
Convenors*
Questions to the Zone Convenors
Report/ Priorities and Notices from the Liberation
Campaigns*
Questions to the Liberation Campaigns
Report/ Priorities and Notices from the Student
Sections*
Questions to the Student Sections
Report and Notices from the Nation Convenors*
Questions to the Nation Convenors
Report and Notices from the Scrutiny & Special
Groups*
Important information from CMs from the Block

Scrutinise

NEC/20B/12

LB

10 mins

Scrutinise

NEC/20C-G/12

10 mins

Note

NEC/20H-L/12

Note

NEC/20MO/12

DG, VB,
PM, TP,
RW,
AK, HP,
SY/FM,
KT
DS, SR,
LJ

Note

NEC/20P-R/12

Scrutinise
Report

Verbal

10 mins
10 mins

RP, AP,
SL

10 mins

Block

10 mins

5 mins

3 Motions and Proposals
3.1

Nominations Committee Election

Vote

10 mins

3.2

Comms Scrutiny Group

Discuss

Verbal

LB

5 mins

3.3

Triennial Rules Review

Discuss

NEC/20S/12

SF

30 mins

Break for Lunch 1.00pm
3.4

NUS Charity*

Note

NEC/20T/12

VB

-

3.5

Zones, Liberation, Sections Plans & Budgets

Approve

NEC/20U/12

LB

30 mins

3.6

Detailed internal budgets*

Note

NEC/20V/12

RW

-

3.7

Board KPI’s*

Note

NEC/20W/12

LB

-

National Demonstration Update

Discuss

NEC/20X/12

LB

30 mins

3.9

Initial Review of ODP*

Note

NEC/20Y/12

LB

3.10

NUS Brand Paper

Approve

NEC/20Z/12

LB

30 mins

3.11

Paper on the Future of Education

Discuss

NEC/20i/12

LB

30 mins

3.8

These have been approved by the Trustee Board in line with the
estimates and are sent here for information
These have been approved by the Trustee Board and are sent here
for information

Note a proposal paper for 2013 comes to the next NEC
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3.12

Motions to NEC

Debate

NEC/20ii/12

Next Meeting: 27th November 2012 London
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LB

60 mins

Report – National President
Liam Burns

NEC/20B/12

Summary
This paper outlines matters of interest to the NEC which the President is dealing with or has taken a position on
since the last NEC. The NEC are invited to:
•

Canvass the views and reactions of students’ unions on these issues

•

Question any policy positions taken

•

Make suggestions on future work concerning these issues

1) London Metropolitan University and UK Boarder Agency
(Strategic Theme: Making Education Better)
London Metropolitan University (LMU) was audited by the UK Boarder Agency (UKBA) six months ago, with the
results being reported as unsatisfactory. A follow up audit came to the same conclusion and on Wednesday 69th
August, UKBA informed LMU that they have revoked their “Highly Trusted Status”, the implications of which
were that LMU could no longer recruit or teach international students. Once students receive their “letter of
revocation”, they will have 60 days to find a new institution or leave the country. UKBA could have “zero rated”
instead, meaning that although LMU could not take on any new students, current students would continue to
study at the institution.
It appears that there are no powers for UKBA/Government to reverse this decision, save simply not sending the
letter of revocation, changing the relevant legislation or the Courts suspending/overturning the decision. LMU
have lodged a Judicial Review. A decision will be made mid next week on whether “Urgent Interim Relief”
should be granted, meaning the Courts believe there is a case to be heard. If this is granted, LMU students can
continue at the institution, however it is unclear when the Judicial Review would conclude meaning that
students could still be told to leave the country in say January. We have instructed lawyers to advise on
whether a legal challenge from NUS would increase the likelihood Urgent Interim Relief, and ultimately the
Judicial Review, being successful.
A Taskforce has been created at the request of David Willetts, including NUS, the Higher Education Funding
Council for England (HEFCE) and Universities UK (UUK), to support affected students.
Daniel Stevens, who I think should be commended for his leadership and work on this issue, has led our work
in this area with support from myself and Rachel Wenstone. Daniel organised a protest outside Downing Street
securing significant media coverage, launched a letter writing campaign, e-petition and supported students’
unions to secure support from their Vice-Chancellors. My time has focussed on investigating and authorising
legal action, securing media coverage, liaising with BIS, HEFCE, UUK and UKBA, positioning ourselves to be on
the Taskforce where I’m confident that we will secure payment of visas by BIS should students move institution
(~£300), additional financial support and ensuring receiving institutions are appropriate.
My recommendation to the NEC is that, pending legal advice which I wil receive on Wednesday 12th, we pursue
legal action. This will entail a large financial commitment (~£50,000) but (pending legal advice) appears to add
significant weight to the case for Urgent Interim Relief, the Judicial Review as a whole which is important not
just for current LMU students but for stopping a precedent of such action being acceptable.

The Trustee Board is comfortable that we are financially capable of taking such action, having confirmed that
the action we would take would not leave us liable for 3rd party costs, but were keen that the NEC were assured
that:
1. Such action would substantially increase the chances of LMU students being able to continue their
studies.
2. That we can be seen as distinct from LMU management so that we reserve the ability to hold them to
account in the future should it become clear they could have avoided this situation.
3. There is not a better expenditure to achieve our goals.
4. This would not be seen as a precedent binding NUS to take the same action should a similar situation
arise.
Questions for the NEC:
1.

Do your students’ unions believe our actions on this issue have been appropriate?

2.

Are students’ unions content for us to financially commit to legal action?

3.

Are their conversations at other institutions suggesting implications off the back of the LMU situation?

2) National Demonstration
(Strategic Theme: Winning on Funding and Participation)
Following the motion passed at the last NEC and further consultation at all Summer training events, we
launched the National Demonstration title as “#Demo2012: Educate, Employ, Empower”. Students’ unions have
begun organising local and regional planning and mobilisation activities and asking NUS to attend. We held
“Road to the National Demonstration” mobilisation event in Manchester which had 90 registered delegates from
over 40 students’ unions and received positive feedback. We have uploaded editable promotional materials and
guides to organising for the Demo with a dedicated website available imminently. A Communications Plan has
been developed to secure national coverage before and after the Demonstration.
I am confident that we have now passed the point of justifying the Demo (although a number of referendums
remain on the table) and can now focus on mobilising. Although we are doing everything in our power to avoid
it, we have to debate and agree what NUS’ response would be should we experience similar incidents of
violence from police or protestors. The Trustee Board has asked for clarity on the NECs expectations concerning
legal support for individuals should the call arise. We will be discussing this at this NEC.
The Vice-Presidents and I will now focus our time on:
•

supporting students’ unions to mobilise

•

securing support from partner organisations

•

contextualising and promoting our message nationally

•

preparing post-Demo activity

•

Mitigating risk of violence by police and protestors and scenario planning should such incidents occur (a
paper discussing this will be discussed at this NEC)

Questions for the NEC:
4.

Are your students’ unions committed to mobilising for #Demo2012?

5.

Do your students’ unions feel they are receiving enough support from NUS to mobilise?

6.

What is the views of your students’ union

Additional
Membership Events/Meetings

Sector Events/Meetings

Officer Development Programme:

NUS/Which? University Launch

(Lead & Change, Education Representation, Leading

London Met Task Force

Active Student Involvement)

UCAS Board

Aldwych Meeting (Russell Group Unions)

UCU General Secretary (#Demo2012)
Liberal Democrat Conference
Russell Group Director and Chair
Million+ A-Level reform roundtable
Trade Union Congress Conference (#Demo2012)
Universities UK Conference (90th Anniversary)
People & Planet (NUS Charity E&E work)
NotGoingToUni.com Director (Tertiary education)

Internal

Declaration of Gifts/Annual Leave

Trustee Board

Olympics Hospitality (Coca-Cola)

Chief Executive Appraisal

Lunch (Russell Group)

NUSSL Board

Annual leave (6 days)

th

90

Anniversary Staff Conference

Dinner (TUC)

Global Student Leaders Summit
University of the Creative Arts (Small/Specialists)
University of London Union (#Demo2012, London Met)

Can I also put on record my thanks to all the NEC members who helped support the Officer Development
Programme over the Summer, which got very positive feedback.

NEC/20C/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Dannie G
Any questions- danielle.grufferty@nus.org.uk
Below I have put in the priority areas of the Soc/Cit zone over the coming year:
Project/Objective:

Outcomes:

Individual Electoral Reform Campaign – twofold campaign
opposing the changes to block registration and encouraging
students’ unions to get students to register and engage hard to
reach groups in their communities so they also register.

At least 10 unions to work
with EROs to target hard to
reach groups

Outputs/Activities:

At least 10 unions to have
registration drives

Compiling best practice on working with EROs from students’
unions – term 1
Joint outreach with electoral registration officers and cabinet
office – ongoing from term 1
Written document on registration drives to disseminate to
membership – term 2
Students’ unions registration drive - ongoing
PSU to lead on lobbying for retaining some element block
registration and moves for online registration - ongoing

Project/Objective:
Campaign for the living wage – to get the tertiary education sector across the UK to become a
living wage sector including colleges, universities and unions.
Outputs/Activities:
Two masterclasses to be delivered by Citizens UK – October 2012
Guides on campaigning for the living wage and SU accreditation – September 2012
Action/event during Living Wage week – November 2012
Joint campaigning with UNISON leading up living wage week
Launch a VC/Principals pledge with Unison
Outcomes:
A network of living wage campaigners including students, unions and low paid workers on
campus.
At least 10 unions to begin implementing the living wage within the next year.
At least 10 institutions to begin implementing the living wage within the next year

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Guides produced so unions understand accreditation process

Project/Objective:
Citizenship – campaigning covering a number of citizenship issues, with a focus on securing
votes at 16 across the UK and reinstating citizenship education in FE in England
Outputs/Activities:
Votes at 16 petition – term 1
Joint actions and improved alliance with British Youth Council - ongoing
Petition to No. 10 to save citizenship education – term 1
Work with NUS Scotland on referendum voting at 16
Outcomes:
Win on votes at 16 in nations
Increased partnership working with BYC
Citizenship education reinstated in a number of FE colleges across the country
Improved understanding in the movement of citizenship and relationship to localism and
other government policy – measured via motions to conference
Project/Objective:
Unpaid Interns – campaign to stop unpaid internships and to get internships defined by law in
Westminster

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Outputs/Activities:
Monthly campaigns stunt/protest to highlight companies who are not
paying their interns - ongoing
10 minute rule bill on the need to clarify internships in law - ongoing
Identifying university careers services that are offering unpaid
internships and getting unions to take action - ongoing
Ad-hoc action on National Minimum Wage violations – ongoing
Outcomes:
University careers services to stop advertising unpaid internships.
Behaviour change in fashion, retail and arts sectors so employers stop
advertising for unpaid internships and to pay their interns at least
minimum wage
To have the following terms clarified in law internship, work placement,
volunteer.

Project/Objective:
Locality - as part of the localism agenda we get a commitment from government to improve
representation of students and youth at a local level, particularly through move to IER, get
students’ unions taken more seriously in terms of service provision and citizenship activity in
communities
Outputs/Activities:
Work with Nations to look for potential structures to get students’ unions formal recognition
in local decision making processes
Outcomes:
Funding for students’ unions to deliver innovative citizenship activity in communities

Other priorities/updates





STAR/NUS equal access kit is being designed to be sent to STAR groups for fresher’s
weeks. We plan to launch at zone conference and win a commitment to get refugees
defined as home students
We met with No10 re the National Citizenship Service and are hoping to pilot the
scheme in a number of students’ unions. The scheme has so far had excellent feedback
and has led to a number of young people gaining employment
We are working on defining our role in job creation for students and youth, this could
consist of a summit of employers or more strategic engagement with our suppliers on
the factors around graduate and youth unemployment
The Global Student Leaders’ Summit is set to be a huge success! More updates to
follow.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Membership Engagement
I attended four summer trainings and have been making an effort to call ten union officers a
week to touch base with them. I plan to continue with this, as it should also improve on zone
conference attendance!
Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Sky News on drop in England UCAS numbers
BBC Wales on unpaid internships
Radio One Show covering our interns campaign.
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Trip to the Commonwealth Education Ministers Education Conference’s Youth Forum
I've been elected to the Commonwealth Students' Association Steering Committee.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20D/12
NUS National Executive Council - TO SCRUTINISE
Officer Report: Vicki Baars – VP Union Development
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Officer Development
Programme (ODP)
#demo2012
Workplans
Student Fundraising
Induction (Transition)

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Attended and began to analyse the ODP, thinking about future
improvements.
Spoken to a number of unions about how they can mobilise for
the national demo and build activism.
I’ve spent a lot of time turning my manifesto, policy and ongoing projects into a clear work plan.
We have launched the ‘Pounds for Pudsey’ Fundraiser and
spent time with RAG societies to get people on board with the
event.
A large part of the last few months has been involved in being
inducted and supporting others induction including reviewing
the process to fill in gaps for future year as per my
responsibilities for HR/People.

Other achievements of my Zone
The zone has continued to support unions with their internal democracy and governance.
We have given the final SUEI awards of the old accreditation system and a large amount of
work is underway to review and develop the new system.
Developed a student opportunities (sports, societies, volunteering, fundraising etc.) plan with
NUS Charitable Services.
Continue to liaise closely with Pearson who won the tender in June to deliver the National
Employability Award.
Drafted the next issues of Making Change Happen ready to circulate in October to unions.
Planned UD Zone conference.
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
(as this is the first report I have submitted this covers meetings and actions attended since mid June)

Attended the FE and Democracy and Governance departmental planning days. (19th – 21st
June)
Full Time Officer Residential (24th – 26th June)
Union Development Zone Committee (6th August)
Full Time Officers and Senior Leadership planning residential (26th – 27th August)
NUSSL Board (21st/22nd June, 17th/18th September)
NUS UK Trustee Board (27th/28th June, 5th/6th September)
NUS Charitable Services Board Meeting (11th September)
Speaking at Entrepreneurial Leadership Programme (21st September)
Slutwalk (22nd September)
Asia – Europe Students’ Forum and Rectors Conference (Netherlands) (23rd – 25th of
September)
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
#Demo2012
Building a massive attendance and clear
narrative within each unions as to why they
are attending the national demo
UD Zone Conference
Large number of people attending & pos
feedback.
Small and specialist needs assessment
Events planned and advertise and agenda
written with the intention of getting a clear
strategy on how NUS can support unions.
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Student and Student Officer Employment
Support & National Officer Standards Panel
Pounds for Pudsey

Meet with GMB re supporting students and
student officers employment rights disputes
and establish panel to look at disciplinary
codes.
Get RAG’s and Unions on board to raise as
much money as possible for the BBC’s
Children in Need.

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Purpose / Issues arising
Union 95 (15th June, 30th August)
To work with unions within a specific mission
group. Look at elections best practice, demo
mobilising, motions to national conference of
interest to the mission group and how unions
can work together on common goals.
Summer Training events:
Lead officer on all bar Lead and Change 1.
SU’s 2012 & NUS Awards (2nd – 5th July)
Made contact with a large number of the
Communication for Action (17th – 19th July)
membership, finding our their priorities for
Leading Active Student Involvement (LASI)
the year, how we can support them and
(24th – 26th July)
general discussion about NUS priorities
Meet your neighbours (30th July)
especially the demo.
Lead and Change 1 (31st July – 1st August)
Lead and Change 2 (7th – 10th August)
Leeds Met Students’ Union (6th August)
Catch up with officer about #demo2012 and
student development.
ULU Training (14th August)

Delivered training session on embedding
liberation in your unions structures and
facilitated discussion for ULU VP on liberation
and #demo2012 across London.

NUS day with Sports Officers (28th August)

As a result of a self selected session at LASI
we hosted a day for sports officers to find out
what support they wanted from NUS and have
begun to deliver on such requests.
Attending a small part of NCAFC training, lots
of student activists and officer present
Attended to staff the Students’ Union stall at
freshers spoke to hundreds of students about
political action and making change happen.
Opened event and did interviews for different
student media.
Attended to talk about student development.

NCAFC Training (1st September)
East Kent College (5th September)
NUS and Amnesty International Student Media
Summit (10th/11th September)
RAG (Raise and Give) Conference (11th – 13th
September)
Portsmouth Students’ Union (20th September)

AGM debate on #demo2012

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
General personal interviews for Workers Liberty and the Socialist Party.
Comment for Yorkshire Post regarding student community volunteering.
Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
The line of political questioning of NUS for staff in the student movement is perhaps not clear
and is something we need to work on in terms of messaging.
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
None

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20E/12
September 2012
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Pete Mercer – VP Welfare
Outcomes and Outputs
Welfare Zone Conference (high
priority)
Accommodation Cost Survey
(high priority)

Housing/Planning (high
priority)

Tenants’ Rights (medium
priority)

Interfaith/Facilitation (low
priority)

National faith organisation
engagement (medium priority)

Drinkaware recognition (low
priority)

Agenda has been drafted, ready for online registration,
invitations to speakers have been sent out, and session
briefs have been written. Unions should have a clear
insight into the theme and content of the conference.
Survey has now closed and having received a record
number of submissions from institutions and private
providers. Survey results are now being analysed by
UNIPOL and will be presented in a report at the launch
next week, as well as at Welfare Zone Conference. Sus
will be able to use the comparative data to lobby their
institutions on the setting of accommodation costs, as
well as challenge them on their planning proposals and
nomination agreements with private providers locally.
Submitted evidence to the Housing Voice enquiry on our
position on the future of housing, with relation to the
planning of student accommodation, affordability issues
(particularly in the SE region), alternative housing
models, development of social housing and our
opposition to Article 4 Direction and HMO (houses of
multiple occupation) legislation – scheduled to speak at
the Housing Voice report launch in parliament. Also
reported to an All-Party Parliamentary Group on Article 4
Direction, where I gave evidence against it. Hope to keep
this momentum up and to meet with new housing
minister to discredit this legislation and planning
framework, as well as support NUS Wales in relation to
the emerging threat of Additional Licensing.
Working with Shelter to produce a booklet on deposit
protection, to increase students’ awareness of their rights
and responsibilities as tenants, as well as supporting
their Evict Rogue Landlord campaign by collecting case
studies. We’ve also promoted their letting agents survey.
Trained approximately 30 officers and staff members on
religious literacy, interfaith engagement and advanced
dialogue facilitation. SU representatives in attendance
will have acquired skills to ignite interfaith conversations
on campus and plan for interfaith events.
Met with the National Hindu Student Forum (approx. 250
delegates from 39 institutions) and the Anglican and
Methodist in HE Chaplains conference to discuss
mobilisation for the national demo, visions for the future
of tertiary education and increased engagement with NUS
more generally. We are also making plans for the
establishment of the National Sikh Student Conference,
planned for October, where we can begin these
discussions with Sikh students too.
We have been shortlisted for the Third Sector Awards for
our partnership work with Drinkaware on tackling alcohol
misuse on campuses, which ties in neatly with the
formulation of the new strategy for social responsibility
work within the NUS group. Also, Drinkaware materials

Police and Crime
Commissioners (medium-high
propriety)

Mental Health (medium
priority)

costed and produced to be in Welsh to transcend
language barriers in NUS Wales.
Have met with the Home Office to identify potential
challenges and barriers to student participation in the
elections and engagement with the commissioners, once
elected. Briefing on PCCs has been written and sent out
to membership. Liaising with the National Council for
Voluntary Youth Services, who are drafting a Charter for
Young People, which will look at alleviating some of these
participation barriers, as well as look at empowering
young people within local constituencies more generally.
Working with H-Patz (Hannah Patterson) on a guide to
looking after the mental health of activists – Hannah’s
basically done all the work thus far and it’s looking SHIT
HOT. I’m also looking to pilot a project on negative body
image, having received a funding proposal from Unilever.

Plans before the next meeting
My Priority area before the
next NEC
Welfare Zone Conference
Accommodation Cost Survey
Police and Crime Commissioners
Low Pay Commission
Interfaith Initiatives

What I hope to achieve
To be completely organised and go ahead successfully
To be launched at both zone conference and at sector
launch event
For Sus to understand and be engaged with the process
in time for November elections
Will have reported to the Low Pay Commission on
national minimum wage (age discrimination)
Will have awarded 5 bids of £1k and 10 bids of £500 to
student unions to run interfaith activities on campus

Membership Engagement
Union visit/membership event
13/6/12 Nightline Steering Group (London)
18/6/12 Mid Cheshire College Union Council
26-28/6/12 FE Leadership in Yarnfield
28/6/12 The Big Conversation in Manchester
29/6/12 FOSIS Conference in Manchester
3-5/7/12 SU2012 in Exeter
9-11/7/12 Welfare/Community training course
11-15/7/12 Education training course
25/7/12 ‘Introduction to NUS’ at Warwick SU
30/7/12 Regional Reception event (London)

7-10/8/12 Lead and Change II in Lancaster
14-15/8/12 Y Talwrn at Cardiff
16-17/8/12 UNIPOL housing training
17/8/12 The Gathering at Queen Margaret’s
29/8/12 Canterbury College awards day
30/8/12 Norwich City College Union visit
5-6/9/12 Interfaith/Facilitator training
7/9/12 Demo mobilisation event
8-9/9/12 Aldwych Group meeting in
Manchester

Media Engagement and External Relations
12/6/12 Healthy FE Initiative
19/6/12 Private Rented Sector Policy Forum
19/6/12 SLC Stakeholder Forum
20/6/12 Meeting with GMB
22/6/12 Mental Wellbeing HE Working Group
16/7/12 Interview with The Independent
17/7/12 Drinkaware Steering Group

18/7/12 Interview with The Guardian (finance)
19/7/12 SLC Stakeholder Teleconference
1/8/12 UNIPOL planning day
20/8/12 UUK Code Advisory Group
28/8/12 Meeting with Shelter
28/8/12 Meeting with Accord
1/9/12 Delegation Leader for BYC conference

Gifts and hospitality:
Dinner courtesy of UNIPOL student homes
A goldfish from UCLU, thanks to Toni (taking the nautical theme of our house party a bit too
literally) #adoptafish

NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Toni Pearce
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
No 2 FE Fees
Summer training
Plan of work
Learner Involvement
Strategies

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Concessions on plans to implement fees and loans in adult FE,
including writing off loans for access students who progress to
HE and an extra £50m of investment in student support
Developing and delivering training for student officers in FE and
attending and supporting training for HE officers
Developing a plan of work for FE across liberation, nations,
sections and zones that encompasses conference policy
mandates
Developing a new model learner involvement strategy for
Further Education and learner involvement framework

National Demo Planning and
Mobilisation
Student Governor Support
Programme
Hidden Course Costs

Planning for the forthcoming national demo and supporting
mobilisation within students’ unions
Developing the Student Governor Support Programme and
enrolling 47 colleges on the programme
New funding regulations which make hidden course costs for
adults illegal. NUS is now “FOIing” colleges to see how they
plan to implement this new guidance.
Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Response to A level reform
Participation in the skills commission
Participation in the commission on adult vocational education
Participation in the Richard Review of Apprenticeships
Contributing to the development of the Ofsted “Learner View” tool to improve student
engagement in Ofsted inspection
Response to DfE consultation on the raising of the participation age
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
FE Team meeting
FE Zone Committee*2
Developing tertiary education rational
Qualifications Reform Meeting*2
Plans before the next meeting
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
National Demo
Mobilising and organising for the national
demonstration and FE direct action
No to FE Fees
Campaigning against the implementation of fees and
loans for adults in FE, specifically on apprenticeships
Hidden Course Costs/Student Support Update 2010 hidden course costs research alongside
information from college FOIs (see above)
Apprenticeships research
Research into the education experience of apprentices
Quality Framework for Learner Voice
FE Leadership training
Zone Conference

Developing and launching the quality framework for
learner voice in Further Education
Developing and organising FE Leadership training for
student officers in further education
Planning, developing, organising and delivering a
successful FE Zone Conference

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership

Union / event visited
Buxton College
Liverpool Guild of Students
MidKent College
Student Officer Residential
Aldwych Meeting
SU2012
Education and Reprentation
Meet your neighbours - Midlands
Lead and Change 1&2
Y Talwrn
Unipol accommodation training
The Gathering
Demo mobilisation event

Purpose / Issues arising
Attending and speaking at Buxton College learner
voice conference
Attending LGoS awards
Attending and speaking at MidKent Learner Voice
Conference
Training and networking event for sabbaticals and
presidents in Further Education
Meeting with student officers of the Russell Group
following SU2012
NUS event for student officers throughout the UK
NUS Training education officers in HE – delivering a
session on tertiary education
NUS networking event for student officers in the
midlands
NUS training event for student officers throughout
the UK
NUS Wales networking and training event
NUS/Unipol training event for student officers on
accommodation issues
NUS Scotland networking and training event
For student officers organising for NUS national
demo

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Meeting with Kurdistan National Union
FE Loans roundtable with FE week, Gordon Marsden MP, BIS, AOC and UCU
LSIS Learner Voice Awards
Regular catch up meeting with Association of Colleges
All party parliamentary group on apprenticeships
Skills Commission Roundtable
157 Group/Institute for Learning Teaching & Learning Conference
Student Choice research meeting with Higher Education Academy
Meeting with EDGE
Education Funding Agency and trades union meeting
Speaking at compass seminar on tertiary education
FE loans research interview with National Institute for Adult and Community Education (NIACE)
Meeting with Department of Business Innovation and Skills re: complaints research
Speaking at Unison national delegate conference
Meeting with BBC radio1 on the future of social justice agenda within the BBC
Skills Funding Agency Advisory Board
NIACE Policy and Strategy Committee
Further Education and Skills Ministerial Advisory Panel
Keep in touch meeting with Ofsted
Roundtable meeting with UUK and AOC on Highly Trusted Status and UKBA
Profile in the Guardian Student
FE Sabbatical Profiles in FE Week
Voice of Russia panel recording (radio)
Ofqual A level reform event
Student Governor Support Programme sector steering group
Association of Teachers and Lecturers president’s reception
University Alliance meeting re: the future of education
Issues
John Hayes MP has been moved from Minister for FE, Skills and Lifelong Learning to
department of energy and climate change and has been replaced by Matthew Hancock
Supporting sector to shape chartered college states and FE guild
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests - Dinner at Liverpool Guild of Students
Awards

NEC/20G/12

NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Rachel Wenstone
*Apologies that I won’t be able to attend the meeting – please contact me at
rachel.wenstone@nus.org.uk or 07880032413*
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Planning the year ahead
Induction; Students thriving,
not surviving
Students as partners
Zone Conference
Access agreement
Small and specialist unions
Public Value of Higher
Education

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for students
and students’ unions in these areas
Have worked with sections, nations, zone committee and other FTOs
to ensure a collaborative and exciting year plan (this took a
surprising amount of time, but I hope you like it)
Project plan created and due to launch
Defining the parameters for our Manifesto on Partnership; this will
look at the process of partnership between a students’ union and
their institution
Themes and streams for Zone conference decided on; teaching,
induction, public value, partnership, research and internationalisation
All access agreements analysed (thank you lovely SU staff!)
Have met with Guild HE to look at the best way of supporting these
unions
Have launched our road-show and am putting dates in the diary for
joint campaign sessions. Have also had discussions with Nus Charity
about the best way to capture educational community projects, in
their own public value work.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
- Quality enhancement and assurance – two outputs from the NUS/QAA collaborative projects have
been published; the ‘Understanding the barriers to student engagement’ report and the 2012
Student Experience Research, both available on the Higher Education Resources page of NUS
Connect
- Supporting and informing our membership – have commissioned poster outlining the work in the
year ahead. Will be sending this out to the membership asap, and will be accompanied by a question
and answer session with me via twitter.
- London Met – supported International Students Officer
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
- Attended Sections Committee Training to hear sections’ priorities for the year ahead
- Attended NUS / UUK Parliamentary Roundtable on Visas, where ISO spoke
- HE Zone Committee Meeting to prioritise policy, plan the year ahead and discuss Zone conference
- OIA Board
- Attended University Alliance ‘Graduate Employability: Where next?’ with Shabana Mahmood MP
- Met with Fiona Way from UUK and Nick Johnston from Guild HE to discuss widening participation
and other work in year ahead
- Met with Alex Bols, 1994 Group to discuss plans for year ahead
- Student Engagement Advisory Committee (NUS, QAA, HEFCE, HEA)
- Gave a joint keynote with VP UD at WIDAR Conference setting out our plans, hops and challenges
for the year ahead
- Met with Helen Bowles and Nick Johnston Guild HE to discuss supporting small and specialist
unions and the agenda for a joint NUS Guild HE event
- Met with Mike Short, Head of HE, Unison to discuss year ahead, including strike plans, Demo 2012,
out-scouring. Planning to launch a joint briefing on local branches and SUs working together
- Met with Chris Taylor and Sarah Halpin, QAA to discuss join agendas
- Gave a keynote speech to Leeds Met Course Leaders Conference on the challenges of Partnership
- University Alliance Scenario Planning with VP FE, and SOAS officer
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Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Public Value Road show
A minimum of 10 road shows around the UK, that brings
together HE and FE student union officers
Zone Conference
A successful zone conference, that helps to create some
excellent policy proposals
Successful fringes at Labour and Tory To engage potential allies
Party Conferences
Manifesto for Partnership
A successful launch of the manifesto at Zone Conference
Induction
Access Agreements

Successful first meeting with the 10 unions involved and the
start of some excellent research
Publication of the access analysis

Out-sourcing

To create a joint briefing with Unison

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of events
to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
NUS / HEA Student Engagement Conference
ODP – Welfare and Community, Education and
Representation, Lead and Change UWE and
Lancaster, Y Talwrn, The Gathering
SU 12
London Meet Your Neighbours
UCLAN SU, Manchester Uni SU, LUU,
London Met Days of Action 30/08 and 05/09
Aldwych Group
York St John SU

Purpose / Issues arising
Delivered a speech outlining my plans and hopes
for the year ahead
To meet the membership!
Took part in a panel debate on the ‘Year ahead in
HE’
To introduce NUS and our priorities, and create
relationships between London Unions
To discuss Demo2012 and other priorities
Supported the ISO, demonstrated outside
Downing Street and Home Office
Delivered a session on history and context of
Tier 4 visa regs and Net Migration
Delivered a ‘Who and What is NUS’ session to
student faculty chairs

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
09/07 - Channel 5 News on UCAS applications
16/08 – LBC, BBC Radio 4 You and Yours, ITV London Evening News on A-level results
30/08 – BBC Radio 5 Live on London Met
Met with Arts Emergency to discuss joint working and support
Issues I have become aware of
Course closures as a result of the core and margin numbers policy – working with affected SU
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Hoodie from Bournemouth SU, Lunch from Alex Bols
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NEC/20H/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Aaron Kiely
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Defending London Met
students facing possible
deportation

Sending out Fresher’s
materials and resources for
Black Students and students’
unions across the Britain
Black Students’ Campaign
Committee meeting (8th
September)
UK Black Pride

We Are Waltham Forest

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
London Met students under attack yet again - helped organise
and spoke at hugely successful and vibrant 500-strong
demonstration outside Home Office calling on government to
reverse its decision. Building the NUS petition and getting
Black students to contact their MPs to get them back Jeremy
Corbyn’s EDM in support of London Met. Working with London
Met sabbs and International Students’ Campaign for the
maximum possible defence of these students and to fight off
threat of deportation.
Giving students the key materials they need to help organise
on their campus i.e. posters, the Black Students’ Handbook
2012/13 as well as materials for Black History Month.
Held our 2nd Committee meeting of the year. Successfully set
our priority campaigns for the year ahead, debated motions,
planned how we’re going to mobilise Black students and
discussed what we can do to get the Home Office to reverse its
decision re: London Met.
Massively successful event (beautiful weather) with many
members of the Campaign and Sky Yarlett in attendance.
UKBP continues to go from strength to strength and we are
proud to continue to support it. Met with several LGBT sections
of trade unions such as GMB, PCS, UNISON, Unite the Union as
well as Stonewall.
Building the important mobilisation alongside ‘We Are Waltham
Forest’ - spoke at rally of over 100 anti-racists alongside Stella
Creasy MP, Owen Jones and Unite Against Fascism. Supported
demands of local Mosques in calling for the march to banned.
Ultimately well over 2000 anti-fascists completely
outnumbered and the 200 EDL members were humiliated and
demoralised.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
* Large turnout of Black students in defence of London Met students.
* Producing our publicity for the NUS #Demo2012 - “Fight fees, cuts and inequality - Bring
Back EMA!”
* Over 60 Unions ordering Black Students’ Campaign fresher’s materials and resources.
* Responding to the sentencing of the killer of Anuj Bidve who was killed in Salford on Boxing
Day 2011 - we raised questions about why the incident was discontinued being investigated as
a hate crime despite that being what it was initially recorded as.
* Responding to the tragic shooting at a Sikh Gurdwara in Wisconsin.
* Committee attending the “March 4 Justice 4 Kingsley Burrell” - our Campaign will continue to
call for a fully inquiry in to deaths in custody and for investigation in to police corruption.
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
* London Met demo outside of the Home Office. Let London Met International Students study!
* Meeting about the Olympics legacy hosted by Black Activists Rising Against the Cuts.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Black History Month
The most widely celebrated Black History
Month in many years. Guide to BHM 2012
released, BSC BHM posters everywhere and
myself and Committee visiting Unions across
Britain and Ireland.
TUC Demonstration (20th October)
Joining with the largest mobilisation of labour
movement - mobilising Black community and
students to attend. Building solidarity with
working people and the most vulnerable that
are under attack from the Tories.
Tory Party Conference 2012 (protesting of
In proud Black Students’ Campaign tradition
course!)
we will be protesting the Tory-party
Conference against David Cameron, Boris
Johnson and George Osbourne whose policies
constitute a massive attack on Black
communities, fuelling racism and destroying
employment and educational opportunities for
our communities.
Stonewall Roundtable meeting
Positively contributing regarding increasing
visibility of Black LGBT people by uniting Black
and LGBT communities through anti-racism,
challenging homophobia/transphobia and
rejecting the false divide that fascists try and
put between Muslims and LGBT people.
Sikh Students’ Conference (23rd October)
Supporting Sikh students in forming a student
network that works towards making education
inclusive for Sikh students.
Student Fightback 2012 (13th October)
Speaking at this upcoming event alongside
BSC 2nd Place rep Malia Bouattia alongside
Diane Abbott MP, Salma Yaqoob and Ken
Livingstone.
Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Leading Active Student Involvement (LASI)
(Glamorgan)
Lead and Change 2 (Lancaster)
National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts
(NCAFC) Summer training (SOAS SU)
Understanding and Supporting Liberation

Purpose / Issues arising
Training event for activities and sports sabbs.
Very successful with very positive feedback on
the demo.
Training event for sabbs - successful and lots
of links made with Black sabbs across varying
institutions.
Attended Black Power caucus and promoted
#Demo2012
Successful event - lot of interest in liberation
campaigns, good contacts made & increased
contacts for the Campaign. Was a positive
space in which people could ask questions
frankly and openly.

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Islam Channel, BBC Radio London - Dotun Adebayo Show, BBC Radio Nottingham, BBC Radio
Berkshire, BBC China, BBC Radio Norwich. Met with the Palestine Solidarity Campaign
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20I/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Hannah Paterson
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Governance
Guide to looking after activist
mental health
Mentoring between FE/HE
students
Meeting as many student
officers as possible and
getting them to think about
the campaign

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Had the starting meetings and conversations with steering and
staff to discuss the plans for the governance review
The first draft of this resource is nearly completed.
Beginning conversations to work out the feasibility of this and
how it will look
Over 15 students unions have changed there meetings to
make them more accessible
Several students unions are looking into inplimenting disability
support
I have had requests from about 6 unions to get involved in
mental health campaigns
A few unions have expressed an interest in signing up to the
Access Challenge

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nations
Successful presence and media coverage of NUS at ATOS protest
Completion of the workplan for the year
I have a campaigns assistant!

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)

Liberation Committee Training - NUS training
Understanding and Supporting Liberation - NUS training
London Pride
Manchester Pride
Leading Active Student Involvement - NUS training
Lead and Change - NUS training
Y Talwyn – NUS training
The Gathering - NUS training
Diversifying the staff team/membership - meeting with Matt Hyde
Alfie (Alliance for inclusive education): I’ve met with ALFIE to talk about their campaigns for
the year, and segregated schools.
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Transport for all: meeting to discuss priority campaigns and whether we can support each
other in the coming year.
First Committee meeting of the year
British Youth Council Annual Conference
Protest against ATOS (Thanks to Pete, Vicki, Sky and Jawanza for supporting)
Meeting with DnA – a charity providing bespoke adapted technologies from and for disabled
people
Action agains UKBA

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Guide to looking Mental Health activists
Complete and make it look pretty
Governance review

Timeline and plan draw up

Disabled Activist Days

Open registration

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Visited University College of Birmingham

Purpose / Issues arising
Chat about demo and there link to NUS

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Lots of photos in the media for the Anti ATOS demo including being one of the photos on the
front page of the BBC politics website.

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20J-K/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Sky Yarlett/Finn McGoldrick LGBT officers
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Sky – Ensuring that our voice
is heard at Pride events
Sky – Planning Out in
Education training event.
Both –Attending Summer
Training Events
Finn – LGBT Leadership
Finn – Out in Sport

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Ensuring that students voices are heard demanding a free and
accessible pride.
Working with external stakeholders to provide a training event
on peer to peer education.
Learning about NUS & sharing our knowledge of the NUS LGBT
Campaign with Student Officers.
Creating / supporting active political LGBT leadership
Met with student officers from Cardiff, Glamorgan and
Swansea, steering group. Working towards the completion and
launch of the report.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Successfully ran joint liberation committee training. NUS LGBT had a presence at all summer
training events. Building and working towards the National Demonstration and TUC
demonstration.

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Sky: Demonstration against ATOS, London Met Action, planning to attend London Liberation
meeting. Meeting with Pride action group to discuss world pride and how to move forward.
Finn: Met with Stonewall / coalition for equal marriage / out in sport steering group / interfaith
meeting.
Wrote to Maria Miller regarding her priorities and equal marriage. Drafting Out in Sport.
Both: finalised workplans, met staff planning for activist training days and LGBT conference

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
nd
Preparing for our 2 Committee Meeting &
A unified active committee who feel supported
Holding it
and ready to achieve their aims.
Sky – Working with THT to appear in a video
To cover an area which is often overlooked
about Trans* sexual health
and provide a voice for Non-Binary Trans
people
Finn – Support LGBT societies Equal Marriage
Engage societies and new students in
petition
campaign
Finn – F into LGBT
Plan roundtable of LGBT feminists in liberation
campaigns and other interested parties.
Both – Meet with LGBT officers in the nations
Support LGBT officers in the nations
& hold joint liberation demo meeting
Build cross liberation momentum for
demonstrations.
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
University of Kent
University of Manchester

Purpose / Issues arising
Finn visited to overlook their liberation
strategy for the next 3 years.
Both attended to hold committee meeting

Liverpool Pride

Both attended to attend Liverpool pride.

Swansea University

Out in Sport Steering meeting.

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Sky: Appeared on BBC South East TV & BBC Radio in relation to Brighton Pride. Appeared with
Hannah & Pete on BBC.co.uk politics page at ATOS Demo.
Finn: Interview with International Herald Tribune on Gay by Degree.

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Sky attended Leeds Festival for NUS LGBT Campaign working with Workers Beer.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20L/12
Officer Report
Kelley Temple (Women’s Officer)
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Campaign Priorities

Summer Training

Handbook and Freshers
Materials
Zero Tolerance to Sexual
Harassment Campaign

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Committee voted for our campaign priority to be on Students
with caring responsibilities (Fair to Care?) and our other
campaigns to be on Liberating the Curriculum in Colleges and
the Anti cuts campaign (Stop Cutting women out of education).
Work plan completed and budget allocations completed (by
next NEC).
Summer training courses were an opportunity for me to be
part of developing student union officers, win the arguments
with them for the women’s campaign and having women’s
officers in their unions as well as helping to establish a link in
officers’ minds between good representation and liberation.
Karaoke about having women’s officers tends to be an effective
way of doing this it would appear.
Women’s Campaign handbook which will be a guide to the
campaign and how to be an effective women’s officer, win the
arguments and getting unions to adopt our national
campaigns. Creating and distributing freshers material
Accredited University of Plymouth Students' Union and Reid
Kerr College Students Association as Zero Tolerance to Sexual
Harassment.
Developing training for students unions which will be
standardised and available to all accredited unions. This will be
applicable to bar staff and security staff too.
I am also looking at a ‘re accreditation’ process, which will be
designed to ensure that student unions are following through
on their work to become zero tolerance to sexual harassment
and meeting new challenges
Creating and centralising a database of accredited unions with
applications attached which will be used for ‘re accreditation’.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Secured funding to do a project on women students and the impact (or cost) of body policing
and negative body image has on women’s participation in education
Selected the academic and topic for our research into Lad Culture on campuses
Armpits4August collaboration to have armpits4april on campuses in 2013 encouraging women
to grow armpit hair and direct action
Blog Published by the Huffington Post on the Student Movement and Consent
Interview with Cosmopolitan on students and bullying
Quote in article on women students and sex work in Sunday Express

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
NUS Full Time Officer Training
Meeting to organise women’s campaign presence at day of activism 2012
Students unions 2012 where I presented the Community Campaign award with VP HE
Welfare and Community Officer Training where VP Welfare and I led a session on Lad Culture
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Liberation Committee Training and first NUS Women’s Committee Meeting
Understanding and Supporting Liberation Training event
Communications Officer Training
Met UK Feminista to coordinate for Feminist Lobby of parliament October 20th and Workshop
for UK Feminista Summer Conference
Democracy and Governance in Relation to Liberation and the strategy for this in NUS
Lead and Change course in Lancaster
Meeting with Royal Holloway Feminist Society to formulate work plans
Save the Women’s Library Meeting
Meeting with FE team in regards to collaboration for the year regarding liberating the
curriculum in colleges
Full Time Officer year planning residential (collaboration outcomes include Fair to care as a
joint project with Welfare team)
Women and Leadership Masterclass In London for Women Student officers
British Youth Council Annual General Meeting
NEC
The Gathering in Scotland
Meeting with all the full time women’s officers in unions across the UK to identify collaboration
of work plans.
Abortion Rights Executive Committee Meeting

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next committee meeting, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next committee
What I hope to achieve
meeting
Fair to Care?
Research design completed launched to
students unions and campaign and take up
from unions regarding carers and access
agreements
Liberating the Curriculum in Colleges
Identify pilot college unions to set up staff
student partnerships supporting women in
STEM subjects, utilise specific material for
women and the curriculum and tailored
campaign opportunities.
Stop Cutting Women Out of Education
Mobilised women’s block for national demo,
media coverage about disproportionate impact
on women and liberation briefing on the cuts
Zero tolerance
Training launched and best practice on signing
up external bars.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited

Purpose / Issues arising

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20M/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Daniel Stevens, NUS International Students Officer
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
PSW Visa Delays

London Met

Campaign Infrastructure

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
- Managed to get information quickly to the BBC on visa
delays. Collected case studies and secured significant
media coverage on the issue.
- Wrote to the Home Office explaining these delays were
unacceptable.
- Designed resources for students to lobby their MP on
individual cases.
- Secured a meeting with the UKBA to discuss operational
difficulties with the current immigration system.
- Worked with London Met SU in developing a campaign
strategy.
- Coordinated a protest outside No.10 on the day of the
revocation announcement.
- Worked closely with the local UNISON and UCU.
- Supported the protest outside the Home Office and the
day of action.
- Launched the NUS petition, designed the model letter
and encouraged Unions to do key actions.
- Fed in and worked on lots of other areas such as the
Taskforce and legal issues.
- Developed a resource bank.
- Made contacts with various external
groups/organisations.
- Beginning work on repositioning the NUS ISC within
NUS.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Responded to the MAC Consultation on Tier 2 salaries.
Collected case studies on the use of agents.
Challenged many of the claims made by “Migration Watch.”
Lots of other issues surrounding London Met.

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Attended the JCWI/MRN Parliamentary Lobby and demonstration on changes to the family
system.
Attended the APPG Meeting on Commonwealth Immigration.
Met with UKCISA to discuss joint work the year ahead and officer training in October.
Met with the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants to discuss action for next year.
Met with the Migrants Rights Network to discuss action for next year.
Met with ABEP (Association of Brazilian Postgraduates and Researchers.)

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Campaign Infrastructure
Launch and develop the ISC FB, Twitter and
Website.
Discover what meetings the ISO sits on.
Introduce the IS Awards.
Mapping the IS Movement
Map the state of international representation
in the UK.
Training
Deliver IS training in October.
Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
London Met SU

Purpose / Issues arising

Education Officer Training
Leadership and Change x 2

Participated in Fibchester

Exeter

Presented on international student issues to
the Aldwych Group
Delivered a session on international students.

ULU

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
- Quoted in the BBC because of visa delays.
- UKCISA Conference
- UUK/NUS Immigration Roundtable in Parliament
- Various media bits due to London Met.

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
The NUS ISC has no handover file.
There is no record of which meetings the NUS International Student Officer should attend.

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
- Free tickets to opening ceremony rehearsal of the Olympics

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/20O/12

NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Officer Name:Luke James, PGT Rep
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last
NEC
Establishing an action plan for
PGT campaign
PG campaign briefing

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for students
and students’ unions in these areas
Held the first meeting of the PG committee, set the priority
campaigns from our policy and allocated some initial actions for
committee members. We are resolved that PGT finance and funding
should be one of the key messages at the forthcoming demo.
Co-ordinating a PG campaign briefing for summer training events,
focusing on our key messages and priority campaigns.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
- Written a blog for Connect setting out the challenges and opportunities for the PGT campaign this
year.

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
- Attended sections training day.

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC What I hope to achieve
Committee meeting
Involve nations
National Demo
Westminster HE Forum

Hold a committee meeting on the last weekend of
September to make firm plans on mobilising postgraduate
students for the National Demo.
Work with nations officers to ensure PG campaign is thriving
across all four nations.
Build towards the national demo by engaging with unions
and working with FTO’s to ensure PGT funding and finance is
one of the key messages at the national demo.
Speak to and lobby influential people and policy makers on
the crisis in postgraduate funding and our solutions.
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Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of events
to engage with the membership
Union / event visited

Purpose / Issues arising

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
N/A
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NEC/20Q/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Adrianne Peltz NUS-USI President
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC
Plan of Work (High priority)

Summer Training (High priority)
Nursing Bursary Cuts (high priority)

NEETS Strategy (High priority)

Defend EMA Campaign (High priority)

FE Student Union Governance Review
(Medium Priority)
National Demo Planning (Medium Priority)

What changes I have achieved or rights I
have defended for students and students’
unions in these areas
Developing a plan of work based on
conference mandates, that meets objectives
of new NUS-USI strategy in conjunction with
REC.
Developed and delivered NI Summer training
for all officers. Attended national summer
training.
15% cuts announced, campaign plan
developed and partnership with RCN & Unison
established. Currently mobilising student
nurses & access students.
Lobbied alongside Include Youth, the Dept for
Employment and Learning has announced
additional funding for Pre-Vocational Students
in an EMA style weekly grant.
EMA Consultation published (finally),
Campaign plan re-organised in line with new
policy and objectives. Mobilising FE students,
and working with UCU FE division
DEL requested an NUS-USI review of FE
Student Union Governance, to implement best
practice in 2013
Developing 21 Days of Activism Plan ahead of
#Demo2012, supporting SU’s in NI to
mobilise for 21.11.12

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
* Successful Launch of Equal Marriage Campaign Northern Ireland, with equality & LGBT officer
* Election of Officer Trustees to NUS-USI Trustee Board
* Supporting FE Clubs & Societies by partnering with Colleges NI & NACUE to provide support
* ROI Student Loans available from 2013 & 70% increase in support grants for NI students
* Parents in Education- Worked with Employers for Childcare on 4 yr Childcare strategy, DEL
allocated additional £12m over 4 yrs to student parents & NEETS parents.
* Contributing to Widening Participation Implementation plan- invited onto steering group
* Contributing to Higher Education Implementation plan & invited onto steering group
* Response to Pre- Registration Pharmacy consultation
* Response to Govt Policy of Performance Information in Post Prim. Education consultation
* Response to NI Assembly Commission Good Relations Strategy 12-16 consultation
* Response to Nursing Student Bursary consultation
* Commenced NUS-USI specific Brand Review
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
08/06/2012- QAA Consultation Event
08/06/2012- Holyland Interagency Meeting
18/06/2012- Dept Enterprise, Trade, Investment

20/06/2012- SHAC Board
JULY- VARIOUS FTO TRAINING EVENTS

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Complete Union training and Staff networks
Complete organisation of events and full
day
attendance
Demo2012 Mobilisation, 21 Days of Activism
Continue supporting SU’s for Demo, roll out of
21 Days of Activism and I Am the Change
training in conjunction with NUS VP’s
NUS-USI Impact Report
Impact report completed and disseminated to
key stakeholders
FE Unions Governance Review
To have research complete and report
submitted to DEL
Holyland Interagency Strategy Group
To have completed the NUS-USI contribution
to the Accommodation/Community/Safety
plan within the Holyland/ Wider University
Area Belfast
Regional Course Rep structure developed
Agree on the standardised Course Rep
structure and secure resource commitment
Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
• VARIOUs, DURING SUMMER TRAINING
• Trinity College, Dublin
• University Ulster
• University Ulster
• Queens University- Various

Purpose / Issues arising
•
•
•
•

•

Stranmillis University College- Various

•

•
•
•

St Mary’s University College
BMC
VARIOUS FE UNIONS

•
•
•

Referendum Planning
Bi-annual planning, Demo planning
Quality Matters Training
Referendum, Bi-annual planning, Demo
mobilising, student activism development
Delivering Mentor training, Governance
review session, Strategic support analysis
& Met with the VC and PVC
Governance Support and Review
Development of new course rep structure
EMA Campaign and Freshers

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
• Various UCAS, HE Strategy, WP Strategy, Nursing Bursary, EMA and Youth
Unemployment Media Engagements
JuneJuly-

SHAC AGM
VQ Awards, Stormont
The Forum for Access and Continuing Education 2012
Various Summer Training

Dept Education Special Advisor Meeting
Royal College of Nursing
Unison meeting
UCU Meeting
Colleges NI
Education and Guidance Service for Adults meeting
September- Lloyds’s Money For Life Meeting
Dept Health, Ministerial Briefing
August-

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
• Public Inquiry into Careers and Guidance in NI- NUS-USI giving evidence to the
Education Committee

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Peace One Day Concert Tickets
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NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
NUS Wales
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
University Mergers

Apprentices

Sustainability of FE learner
voice in Wales

Violence against women
action group

Zero Tolerance project

FE Student Support
campaign

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Meeting with all SU's involved in the south east merger individually if
they would like - so far Newport, RWCMD and Cardiff Met, now
planning a day for them to all meet with ourselves and NUS UK staff
to start moving forward.
Work with ACT (Wales’ largest apprentice provider) to develop
learner representative structures (including student governors)
throughout the training centres. One of the proposals is to employ a
full time apprentice to work on learner voice- we are supporting ACT
to develop and put in place the new schemes.
NUSW FE learner representation project comes to an end in June
2013 and a key phase moving forward will be sustainability. A
number of meetings with Marian Jebb (DfES-FED) current funders of
the project to discuss provision and funding post project, alongside
developing a framework for a learner voice.
Working with the group (made up of representatives of women’s
organisations in Wales) on the recommendations report to be
submitted to the Welsh Government regarding the End Violence
against Women and Domestic Abuse Bill. A large section of the
report looks at increasing provision of women’s access to specialist
VAW services, especially in rural parts of Wales. The report will be
launched in September.
Taking over the project from Rachel Brown, working with our four
pilot project unions to develop and deliver specific training for
various union and university staff and officers, developing reporting
pathways that work for each union, meeting with university staff to
discuss the logistics of making zero tolerance a campus wide policy.
With a review of EMA imminent, we will be launching our own review
into FE student support. An initial piece of research is currently
underway with a view that we will set up a commission later on in
the year.

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
- TUC Cymru about how students in Wales can mobilise for the TUC Demo in October
- NUS/HEW/HEFCW liaison meeting around the skills and employability framework and how we can
make sure students are shaping the agenda
- Attended evidence day for the ‘Review of Qualifications 14-19’ and submitted written response to
the review.
- Working with WG on the development and introduction of Learner Satisfaction Survey (LSS) which
will be launched this year.
- Meeting with Liam Kealy (ESTYN) to discuss interim report on ‘Effectiveness of Learner
involvement’ and how NUS Wales can shape the development of a framework moving forward.
- NUS Full time officer training and residential
- NUS UK and Sports officer meeting. First meeting to discuss what areas of work can be developed
for work with students activities. Including addressing current issues (BUCS mergers etc).
- Sex work project steering group
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-

Welsh Government End Violence Against Women and Domestic Abuse Bill engagement event
Live Fear Free campaign launch engagement event
Meeting with Welsh Women’s Aid about campaign collaborations over the year
NUS UK liberation committee training
Discussions with Bangor WomSoc about support over the next year/involvement in zero tolerance
Meeting with Citizens UK about living wage and long-term organisational partnership with NUSW
Violence against women action group meeting
Zero Tolerance project handover meeting
Violence against women action group conference call about report publication
Meeting to plan NUSW liberation committee training
Meeting with all the full time women’s officers in unions across the UK
NUS UK women’s committee
Violence against women action group conference call about report launch and WG engagement

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Demo 2012
Engaging on a one to one basis with each union around the
demo, how they need supporting and helping mobilising
students.
Part-time students / WP
Start work on the improvement of the fee plans. Part one is
the process that it is about a real partnership between
students and the institution. Part two is about ensuring that
they really work for widening access and that retention is a
focus.
Student Representation on the Coleg
Working with the Welsh Language officer to start designing
the new structures for student representation in the Coleg
to ensure effective student rep for all students.
‘Reimagineducation’
Working in conjunction with the demo planing activity to
engage with every SU on re-imagining education in Wales in
local planing days and workshops for officers and students.
Reclaim the night 2012
Setting a date and preparing for the second NUS Wales RTN
march in collaboration with Welsh Women’s Aid.
Living Wage
Meeting September 13th with Citizens UK on content of our
LW activist training and plans for the campaign beyond
November. Also attending NUS UK’s next LW activist
training to maintain a strong relationship and understanding
of their campaign’s progress.
Zero Tolerance Project
Delivering training for Bangor and Cardiff and Vale students’
unions and supporting and furthering all unions’ progress
with the expansion of ZT across campus.
Launch Student Governor Support
NUS Wales pilot scheme (that is currently underway in
Programme
England). The program will work with 4 colleges to support
governors throughout the year.
FE SkillSgiliau AB
Plan and promote two regional training and development
days in October for Further Education unions.
Apprentice Development
Working with ACT to develop a model for a full time
representative. Supporting them to put a learner in place.
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Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of events
to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Newport SU, RWCMD SU

Purpose / Issues arising
Personal support around the forthcoming merger

Coleg Gwent (two visits), Neath Port Talbot
College (two visits), Cardiff and Vales College
SU, Grwp Llandrillo Menai
Swansea SU (2 visits) , Cardiff SU (2 visits)

Initial meeting to discuss priorities for the year,
freshers’ fayre

FE Leadership, SU2012, Leading Active Student
Involvement (LASI), Lead and Change
(Lancaster + UWE ), Y Talwrn, The Gathering,
Understanding and supporting Liberation

Zero Tolerance – reporting pathway design and
training planning and delivery for university
accommodation welfare wardens
Summer Trainings

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
ITV Wales News - Youth unemployment story
BBC Radio Wales – Good Morning Wales 16th August: discussing A level results
Blog for NUS Connect on Julian Assange

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
UJS- YPLT ( young political leaders trip) to Israel and Palestine for a week to learn more about the
conflict in the middle east.
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NUS National Executive Council
TO DISCUSS
Triennial Rules Review
Steven Findlay, Chair Democratic Procedures Committee
This paper details this year’s review of the NUS rules and makes a series of recommendations.
Background
As you may be aware, DPC are charged with reviewing the rules of NUS every three years. The
current NUS constitution’s core (save for company law technical amendments ratified this year)
were created in July 1st 2009.
Amendments to the Articles
141. The Democratic Procedures Committee shall review these Articles every three years, with effect from the date that these
Articles of Association come into effect, and they may review them at more frequent intervals if considered appropriate.
142. An amendment to the Articles shall require the following:
142.1 The circulation by a Constituent Member, the Board of Trustees or the Democratic Procedures Committee of a proposal
to amend the Articles to all the Constituent Members (the “Proposal”); Core Constitution
142.2 A period of time (as set out in the Rules) during which any amendments to the Proposal may be submitted to the
Democratic Procedures Committee;
142.3 A resolution passed at a meeting of the National Conference by a two thirds majority vote approving the Proposal (and
either accepting or rejecting any amendments to the Proposal), as long as the resolution to approve the
Proposal shall have been circulated by the Democratic Procedures Committee to all the Constituent Members along with the
other proposals for that meeting of the National Conference; and
142.4 A special resolution of the Constituent Members making the amendments to the Articles that have been approved by
resolution of the National Conference in accordance with Article 142.3.

To this end Liam Burns, National President wrote to DPC in July as Chair of the NEC and Trustee
Board to assist in setting the terms of reference for the review:
Dear Steven,
As you will be aware, the constitution requires that a three yearly review is carried out on the rules of NUS. Whilst significant
changes to the constitution were ratified in May 2012, these were with the express and sole purpose of achieving
incorporation. As such the rest of the constitution is now due for review.
I do not believe there to be a groundswell of support for a "full blown" review of Governance. However, given your
constitutional responsibilities top oversee Democracy and Governance in NUS, I am writing to you in relation to wider
matters. I am conscious of a variety of mandates and manifesto pledges that may impact upon the rules. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing the work of Sections, their conferences and role within NUS and the Zones
The way NUS supports those unions located with London, an area with very specific concerns, needs and local
government.
The remit of each of the Zones and how their title reflects their work
Finishing the work started on corporate governance, including the ownership of NUS Services Ltd
The size, structure and rules governing NUS Conference
The size, structure and rules governing the National Executive Council

Clearly we would want as an organisation to achieve a level of coordination around these issues, and as such I would like
your committee to consider how it might work with others in NUS and NUSSL to ensure this.
Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•

The Reviews in each area will be led by others inside NUS and NUSSL, but I would like coordination between them to be
led by you as the body with constitutional responsibility for our Governance
I wish for this to be a democratic process open to consultation
I do not wish for member unions to be "over consulted" or for this to dominate given other pressing campaign mandates
I would like you to be mindful that culture is at least as important as formal structures and as such we should not always
jump straight to rule changes
I would want proposals to be ready for December to meet the motions deadline such that they could be scrutinised and
amended

Some work has already began in these areas, and aside from the review of National Conference there are individuals on the
NEC that will lead reviews in these areas. I would like however your committee to oversee the reviews, set standards around
consultation, scrutinise and test any proposals leading to formal rule changes, and coordinate joint publication of all proposals
at the right time.

The DPC has now considered this note and sets out herein a process for discussion and consultation.

Officers Leading
The current working assumption from Liam is that the following officers/reps will lead on the various
strands:
• Sections- Rachel Wenstone
• London- TBC
• Zones- Dannie Grufferty
• Corporate Governance/NUSSL- Raechel Mattey
• National Conference- Steven Findlay
• NEC- Liam Burns
In addition for each strand a member of the DPC will give oversight and advice.
Outline Process/Timings
• DPC agree coordination process in its September meeting
• A consultative phase will take place between September and the end of November via email
• Discussion at the 2 NECs during this phase
• Discussion at UD and FE Zone Conferences in October
• Individual consultations led by the relevant leading officer related to constituencies
• In December DPC in conjunction with the lead officers will make a Rules Proposal based on the
consultation (just like a Zone committee proposal)
• Between December and March this proposal may be amended by students' unions in the usual
way
• The motions and amendments are debated on at National Conference
Key headline issues
• Liam is keen that this does not dominate the year- in his view much can be improved culturally.
• Given the time to change them and complexity in doing so we are keen to try to avoid changes
to the Core Constitution (rules changes happen immediately)
• This review does not look at Liberation or Nations
• NUS Services issues are mainly for “it” but wider “scrutiny” of Corporate Governance issues
(related to the AGM at Conference) are linked and need resolution
Progress
• Discussions are being held with each of the officers leading on the strands and coordinating
timings will be agreed
• The attached consultation paper for the Zones, Conference and NEC has been developed
• Formative discussion on the NEC aspects of the consultation would be welcomed in
this meeting

NUS Triennial Rules Review:
Consultation
Introduction
The current overall Governance structure for NUS was created around three years ago following a lengthy and
detailed review. The Constitution requires a review of the rules of NUS every 3 years. Whilst there is no general
sense that the Governance of NUS requires major overhaul, as part of NUS’ commitment to continuous
improvement we are now reviewing the structures and rules to see where improvements can be made to the
culture or structures of Governance inside NUS.
Amendments to the Articles
141. The Democratic Procedures Committee shall review these Articles every three years, with effect from the date that these Articles of
Association come into effect, and they may review them at more frequent intervals if considered appropriate.
142. An amendment to the Articles shall require the following:
142.1 The circulation by a Constituent Member, the Board of Trustees or the Democratic Procedures Committee of a proposal to amend the
Articles to all the Constituent Members (the “Proposal”); Core Constitution
142.2 A period of time (as set out in the Rules) during which any amendments to the Proposal may be submitted to the Democratic Procedures
Committee;
142.3 A resolution passed at a meeting of the National Conference by a two thirds majority vote approving the Proposal (and either accepting
or rejecting any amendments to the Proposal), as long as the resolution to approve the
Proposal shall have been circulated by the Democratic Procedures Committee to all the Constituent Members along with the other proposals
for that meeting of the National Conference; and
142.4 A special resolution of the Constituent Members making the amendments to the Articles that have been approved by resolution of the
National Conference in accordance with Article 142.3.

Over the Summer the NUS National President wrote to the Democratic Procedures Committee (DPC). The
Democratic Procedures Committee are a group of nine students who are elected by NUS National Conference
each year to have oversight of the enactment and review of the National Union’s constitution and rules.
Dear Steven,
As you will be aware, the constitution requires that a three yearly review is carried out on the rules of NUS. Whilst significant changes to the
constitution were ratified in May 2012, these were with the express and sole purpose of achieving incorporation. As such the rest of the
constitution is now due for review.
I do not believe there to be a groundswell of support for a "full blown" review of Governance. However, given your constitutional
responsibilities top oversee Democracy and Governance in NUS, I am writing to you in relation to wider matters. I am conscious of a variety of
mandates and manifesto pledges that may impact upon the rules. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing the work of Sections, their conferences and role within NUS and the Zones
The way NUS supports those unions located with London, an area with very specific concerns, needs and local government.
The remit of each of the Zones and how their title reflects their work
Finishing the work started on corporate governance, including the ownership of NUS Services Ltd
The size, structure and rules governing NUS Conference
The size, structure and rules governing the National Executive Council

Clearly we would want as an organisation to achieve a level of coordination around these issues, and as such I would like your committee to
consider how it might work with others in NUS and NUSSL to ensure this.
Specifically:
•
The Reviews in each area will be led by others inside NUS and NUSSL, but I would like coordination between them to be led by you as
the body with constitutional responsibility for our Governance
•
I wish for this to be a democratic process open to consultation
•
I do not wish for member unions to be "over consulted" or for this to dominate given other pressing campaign mandates
•
I would like you to be mindful that culture is at least as important as formal structures and as such we should not always jump straight to
rule changes
•
I would want proposals to be ready for December to meet the motions deadline such that they could be scrutinised and amended
Some work has already began in these areas, and aside from the review of National Conference there are individuals on the NEC that will lead
reviews in these areas. I would like however your committee to oversee the reviews, set standards around consultation, scrutinise and test any
proposals leading to formal rule changes, and coordinate joint publication of all proposals at the right time.

Mindful of this the Democratic Procedures Committee have developed the process below. In addition DPC have
resolved that:
•
•
•

the process be consultative
proposals be ready for formal consideration and amendment by December
unions should not to feel “over consulted” & for the process not to dominate the year

There are six thematic strands to the review, each with a lead officer. These are detailed over the page. The focus
of this consultation exercise is
•
•
•

the size, structure and rules governing NUS Conference;
size, structure and rules governing the National Executive Council; and
remit of each of the Zones and how their title reflects their work.

Other consultation for the remaining strands is detailed overleaf.
There are four ways in which you can feed into this review. The first three are informal
•
•
•

The consultation questions contained in this document which will inform DPC’s original proposals. Individual
students and student officers can respond but we would ideally like the proposals to be discussed widely by
students’ unions and a response from those members fed in.
There will be an open space to discuss the review at both the Union Development and Further Education
Zone Conferences in October.
The National Executive Council (NEC) will discuss National Conference and the NEC in September and
November. The NEC includes fifteen councillors with specific responsibility to consult with member unions on
their views on the council papers. More information at www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

DPC believe these three informal feed in spaces are open and will allow students’ unions to have their say in a
busy autumn term. We are keen that students’ unions and student officers feel enabled to concentrate on issues
of defending and extending the rights of the students in their institutions, especially in a term containing an NUS
National Demonstration.
Following these three points, we will create a Rules Proposal (as required by 142.1 in the constitution) that will
reflect the consultation. This will be circulated to all member students’ unions in December at the same point, and
in the usual way as the Zone Policy Proposals to National Conference 2013.
Scrutiny
As for all proposals, between December and March students’ unions will be able to debate this Rules Proposal
and will be able to submit amendments to it. These may be submitted by any students’ union in membership of
NUS and will not count towards the usual word limit for zone amendments. This is the fourth way that students’
unions can have their say on the Rules Proposal.
Culture
DPC will consider where extra support and guidance can be given to process and delegates. As such the Rules
Proposal may contain some resolutions pertaining to culture and systems rather than specific changes in the NUS
Articles.

How the core consultation will work in visual form
Month
Actions
September

October

Students &
Students’ unions
respond to this
consultation until
30th November

NEC discuss review
Proposals discussed at
Union Development &
FE Zone Conferences
NEC discuss review

November

DPC produce a Rules Proposal

December
January

Students’ unions debate the Rules Proposal
and submit amendments to them

February
March
April

Rules Proposal & Amendments deadline
Rules Proposal & Amendments debated at National Conference 13

NUS Services Ownership: Raechel Mattey Raechel.Mattey@nus-wales.org.uk
NUS Services Limited (NUSSL) is an organisation set up to deliver a buying consortium for students’ unions (to
reduce costs and deliver benefits) as well as a number of support services (such as the NUS Extra card) and
infrastructure for NUS UK. It is owned by students’ unions on a private share basis (these shares cannot be
bought by the general public so ownership stays within students’ unions). NUS owns one third (33%) of the
NUSSL shares.
Some unions benefit widely from NUSSL but own no shares within it and therefore have no direct say on how the
organisation is run. NUSSL is a not for profit organisation run for the benefit of students and students’ unions but
current structures means that money cannot always be directed easily to some areas. As a result proposals are
being developed to enhance and improve the internal Governance of NUS Services, and change its ownership.
NUS Services shareholders are being consulted directly on the proposals which will be presented for approval to
NUS Services Convention in 2013. Full details are available from the Chair of NUS Services, Raechel Mattey, at
Raechel.Mattey@nus-wales.org.uk
Review of NUS Structures in London: XXXXX XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX@XXXXX.com
A number of mandates exist relating to the creation of bespoke NUS structures and services for unions in London.
In part these respond to the existence of wider political structures of concern to students. In addition this year a
review is taking place of ULU which NUS is likely to be consulted on.
Unions in London will be consulted directly on proposals which will be presented to National Conference in 2013.
Full details are available from XXXXXXXXXXXX@XXXXX.com
Sections: Rachel Wenstone rachel.wenstone@nus.org.uk
Sections are parts of NUS focussed on types of student. There are currently three sections; International
Students, Postgraduate Students and mature & Part Time Students. Each has a committee and summer
conference. Concern has been expressed recently about their effectiveness, including questions around the
support for them from NUS.
Unions and students involved in each of the sections will be consulted directly on proposals which will be
presented to National Conference in 2013. Full details are available from the Vice President Higher Education,
Rachel Wenstone, at rachel.wenstone@nus.org.uk

Conclusion
We have tried to be as focussed as possible in this consultation, but of course you may have wider views on any
spect of NUS. In any event if you would olike to feed in thoughts or views, or have a question, do let us know at
democracy@nus.org.uk
All the best

Steven Findlay
Chair, Democratic Procedures Committee

Conference, NEC and Zones: The Initial Consultation
You can respond to this consultation using this document and email it to democracy@nus.org.uk. If you have any
questions or access requirements please contact democracy@nus.org.uk or by calling the Democratic Services
department on 0845 521 0262.
Process
The consultation below outlines the current situation and then asks your view on it and for any specifics points
you wish to make.
Section 1 About you
1.1. Your Name
1.2. Are you submitting on behalf of a
students’ union (SU)?
If so where was this submission
discussed or agreed?
If not please detail any capacity in
which you are submitting (ie NEC
member, ordinary student, etc)
1.2.a Name/details SU you are
submitting on behalf of

1.3. Have you been to NUS National
Conference before?
Do you or your union have outline
thoughts or views on it?

1.4. Have you been to an NUS Zone
Conference before?
Do you or your union have outline
thoughts or views on it?

1.5. Have you been to any other NUS
democratic event before?
Do you or your union have outline
thoughts or views on them

Section 2: The remit of each of the Zones and how their title reflects their work
The NUS “Zones” are the five policy sections of the National Union and they have day-to-day responsibility for the
consultation on, proposal of and carrying out of the National Union’s policy in five areas:
• Higher Education;
• Further Education;
• Union Development;
• Welfare; and
• Society and Citizenship.
The Zones report to the National Conference and the National Executive Council and are directed by them. The
system is based on the idea that a single national Executive directly responsible for all of NUS’ work was too
unwieldy. Each Zone has a committee that leads the Zone and consists of a full time officer elected by National
Conference and other members from students unions that are elected by that Zone at its Zone conference. Each
committee also has the power to co-opt non student non voting advisors as it sees fit, normally staff from SUs.
Initial Views/Vice Presidents/Committees
Each zone is assigned to a full time paid representative (a vice-president) and an elected committee of six
students (at least two of which come from FE in the case of all but FE and HE committee) who meet at least four
times a year. The committee may co-opt a member who is not a student for expertise but they have no vote on
the committee.
What are your initial view on Zones?
What is good about this system of
Conferences, Vice Presidents and
Committees? Why?
Do you think that dividing up the work
of NUS in this way is helpful- if not
what would you do to change things?
Do you believe that each zone should
have a full time VP? Why?

Do you believe that the make up of the
committee is correct? Why?

Think again about the remit of the Further Education Zone. Remember that issues in the Society & Citizenship,
Union Development and Welfare zones can also affect students within the FE sector.
Further Education: Matters directly affecting the educational experience on campus in FE institutions; FE
Institutional Funding, FE Student Funding, Courses & Curriculum, FE work based learning, 14-19 Agenda, FE
Learner Voice, Marking & Assessment, Qualifications Framework and relationships with FE sector agencies (e.g.
Association of Colleges) in conjunction with the National President.
Do you believe that the remit of the
zone is appropriate? Why?
Do you believe that the zones title is
appropriate? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the FE Zone?

Think again about the remit of the Higher Education Zone. Remember that issues in the Society & Citizenship,
Union Development and Welfare zones can also affect students within the FE sector.
Higher Education: Matters directly affecting the educational experience on campus
HE Institutional Funding, HE Student Funding, Courses & Curriculum, Postgraduates, Part Time Students,
Plagiarism, Student Contracts, Marking & Assessment, Admissions, RAE, Qualifications and relationships with HE
sector agencies (e.g. QAA, HEFCE, OIA) in conjunction with the National President.
Do you believe that the remit of the
zone is appropriate? Why?
Do you believe that the zones title is
appropriate? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the HE Zone?

Think again about the remit of the Society & Citizenship Zone:
Society & Citizenship: Students are citizens in the global context, their values, judgements and decisions impact
upon wider society, and wider society impacts upon them. Global Conflict, Environmentalism, Students in the
community (not housing), Student Voting, Volunteering, World Poverty, Political Issues in the Community, Votes at
16, General political participation, Minimum Wage.
Do you believe that the remit of the
zone is appropriate? Why?
Do you believe that the zones title is
appropriate? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the Society & Citizenship Zone?

Think again about the remit of the Union Development Zone:
Union Development: Issues affecting and about Students’ Unions Campaigning capacity, Building an Activist
Culture, Organising, Students’ Union funding, NUS Structures, NUS Reform, Students’ Union Democracy,
Participation, Involvement, Student Activities, Governance, Training, Student Media, Student Sport.
Do you believe that the remit of the
zone is appropriate? Why?
Do you believe that the zones title is
appropriate? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the Union Development zone?

Think again about the remit of the Welfare Zone:
Welfare: Issues for students as students but outside of the classroom: Institutional Housing, Private Housing,
Students at Work, Diversity and Discrimination on campus, Council Tax, Advice, Sexual Health, Benefits, Crime,
Student Health issues
Do you believe that the remit of the
zone is appropriate? Why?
Do you believe that the zones title is
appropriate? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the Welfare zone?

Zone Conferences
Each zone has a conference held in October which are designed to allow students and student officers to discuss
policy issues in an informal environment. These help inform the discussions at National Conference but are not
binding.
Each zone conference is split into two parts:
• A paid for section including workshops, guest speakers, plenaries and a gala dinner where delegates are
charged an amount that covers the costs for the event. Further Education delegates are able to attend at a
reduced rate
• A free section with informal policy discussion and elections for the zone committee members (all the
democratic elements of the conference). Each union gets one vote at the conference.
• Although the elections take place at the conference you do not have to attend the conference to stand. Any
student in membership of NUS can stand.
To save costs on venue and travel for delegates, zone conferences are held one after another in a single week.
It is up to unions to decide who they send to these events and who has the vote for that union for the election.
What’s good about Zone
Conferences? What do you like?

What could we change about Zone
Conferences and why?

Would you change anything about the
powers or remit of Zone Conferences?
Why?
Zone Conferences have not proved
successful at involving “ordinary”
students. How can we better involve
ordinary students in policy formation?
Do you think that having a paid for and
a free section is appropriate? Why?

Should Zone events be held in a single
week? Why?

Unions can send delegates as they
feel appropriate. Should DPC stipulate
any rules on who can attend? Why?
Do you have anything else to say
about the Zone Conferences?

Section 3: The size, structure and rules governing of NUS Conference
Role and powers
The National Conference is the Sovereign Policy Making Body of the National Union. It is responsible for the
following:
• producing policy or position statements outlining the general activities that the National Union intends to
undertake in order to carry out its mission and fulfil its objects;
• carrying out a range of administrative functions in relation to the National Union like approving the budget;
and
• holding elections for posts of Officers and Committee Members
The National Conference determines the policy of the National Union either of its own motion at a meeting of the
National Conference, or by adoption of policy decisions taken by the National Executive Council, the Nations,
NUS-USI, the Liberation Campaigns, or the Student Sections in between meetings of the National Conference.
The National Conference also appoints and remove the NUS Trustees.
Do you think this is the appropriate
role for National Conference? Why?
What do you like about National
Conference? Why?
If you’ve been to national Conference,
how would you improve it?

Size/Shape
National Conference is the single biggest expenditure of the National Union each year. It represents the summit of
a year of work and is central to choosing the leadership and direction of the National Union.
Every students’ unions can send a number of delegates for free to attend this conference. The number of
delegates they can send is based on their student numbers and a formula set by the previous National
Conference. Bed and breakfast accommodation is provided for free.
The conference lasts for twenty five hours based over three days (usually Tuesday lunchtime until Thursday
afternoon). This includes time for debating policy, electing officers, discussing the internal workings of the
National Union (including setting the budget) and a number of fringe meetings and breaks.
Conference costs NUS approx. £200k net and there is always a tension between spending money on decisions
and spending money on carrying them out.
There are also tensions between:
•
•
•
•

Looking back and looking forward
Business that is informal versus formal business
Spending time on elections or policy
Being small enough to allow participation whilst being big enough to be representative

Do you think the size (and spend) of
National Conference is appropriate?
Would you change it? Why?
Do you think the length of National
Conference is appropriate? Would you
change it? Why?
What do you think about the balance
between Looking back and looking
forward? What would you change as a

result?
What do you think about the balance
between Business that is informal
versus formal business? What would
you change as a result?
What do you think about the balance
between Spending time on elections
or policy? What would you change as
a result?
What do you think about the balance
between Being small enough to allow
participation whilst being big enough
to be representative? How?
Do you have any other views on the
Size and make up of the Conference?

Policy & Process
NUS needs to prioritise issues, and have a view on those issues. National Conference’s main role is to settle NUS’
view on these questions.
The policy is divided into three sections
• Proposals from the zone committees that has been informed by delegates at zone conferences. These are
published in December.
• Amendments to these proposals from students’ unions. They can do these between December and March.
• Motions from students’ unions on issues that have not been proposed by the zone committees. They can do
these up until March.
Each students’ union has up to 1,400 words with which to submit changes to zone proposals or propose new
ideas.
Policies are debated in an order decided on by delegates to the conference. They get to prioritise them by voting
a few weeks before the conference.
If it was up to you how would NUS
prioritise which issues to work on?
Why?

If it was up to you how would NUS
debate and settle its views on issues.
Why?

Is there anything specific about the
current process that you would
change? Why?

Section 4: The size, structure of the National Executive Council and Trustee Board
NEC
The National Executive Council is the interim policy body and its officers provide the Political Leadership of the
National Union. The National Executive Council is the most senior policy body outside of the National Conference.
The National Executive Council:
• decides emergency policy of the National Union in between meetings of the National Conference;
• appoints members to various committees;
• sets up special committees of significance to the National Union whose work applies to more than one Nation,
Student Section, Liberation Campaign or Zone;
• interprets and develop policy and plans arising from it;
• holds the Zones and their work to account;
• advises the Trustee Board on the meaning of policy, political priorities and allocation of resources of the
National Union
• in conjunction with the Trustee Board proposes the Budget for the National Union to National Conference by
the President
It is made up of two reps from each of the following:
• The five Zones
• The four liberation campaigns
• The three nations
• The four sections
In each of the above cases two people from each attend- usually a Full Time Officer and an additional rep from
each area. In addition the National President attends, along with a block of fifteen members elected by National
Conference (five of which are reserved for FE) which provide for political diversity on the NEC. These roles are not
remunerated.
Trustee Board
The Trustee Board of NUS holds the organisation’s resources in trust and applies them in the pursuit of NUS as
expressed through Conference and the NEC.
Its powers under include
• management and administration of the National Union;
• the Detailed Internal Budgets of the National Union; and
• in conjunction with the National Executive Council, the formulation and proposal to the National Conference of
the Budget of the National Union as presented by the National President.
Trustees are made up of the following persons:
• Not more than five Officer Trustees, of whom one shall be the National President;
• Not more than six Student Trustees; and
• Not more than four Lay Trustees.
The two bodies
The NEC discusses and debates NUS’ politics, and the Board applies NUS’ resources to these ends. There is a
balance of power between the two bodies. In extremis if the Board thinks the NEC has resolved something highly
risky it can overrule it. On the other hand if the NEC believes the Board is not acting in the interests of NUS it can
remove any or all of the Board. This system guarantees that NUS is both representative and careful with its
resources.
What’s good about the NEC? What
works? Is this the right remit for the
NEC?

How could we make the NEC better
and why?

The “Block of 15”- how could we
change this and why?

What’s good about the Trustee Board?
Why?

Would you change anything about the
Trustee Board? Why?

Political Budgets and Workplans 2012-13
Paper to National Executive Council September 2012
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Purpose of Paper: This paper details the intended key projects for each of the Zones, Liberation
Campaigns and Sections for 2012-13. In addition it builds on discussions held at the July NEC to
recommend a budget allocation for each area from the pot. It contains several recommendations for
approval.
Background
At the last NEC it was agreed to follow a process for the allocation of zone, liberation campaign and
section activity costs budgets. An overall “pot” was agreed by national conference in the estimates,
each area was allocated a basic amount at the July NEC. Detailed mandates and subsequent planning
by convenors means that we can now propose final budgets for each area to the September NEC.
In this context “activity costs” covers the budget allocated specifically to that zone, liberation
campaigns or section. It does not include convenor salary, tax or NI; nor does it include any costs or
income relating to those areas’ conferences. It does include the “running costs” of the zone (convenor
travel and accommodation, meetings costs etc) as well as programme costs for particular projects,
initiatives and campaigns.
Work Planning
NUS has a degree of complexity which it is worth explaining here.
•

•
•

Zones, Liberation, Sections: These are the political areas outlined in the constitution. Each has a
committee, a conference, a plan of work following from mandates and a set of policy. Zones are
Union Development, Further Education, Higher Education, Society & Citizenship and Welfare. The
Liberation campaigns are Womens, LGBT, Black Students and Disabled. The Sections are Mature &
Part Time, International and Postgraduate.
Departments: There are a number of departments inside NUS HQ whose job is to assist in the
development and delivery of Policy. These are the Social Policy Unit; the Higher Education Unit; the
Further Education Unit, the Democracy & Governance Unit and the Political Strategy Unit.
Strategic Themes: NUS has a strategic plan which contains a “Big Strategic Goal” and five
strategic themes. The BSG is focussed on The Future of Education & the General Election, and the
five themes are Winning on Funding & Participation; Making Education Better; Securing a Fairer
Society; Transforming Students through Activities and Development; and Building Strong Students’
Unions.

The focus for this summer’s work planning has been on collaboration. Staff and officers have worked
together to create realistic and resource aware plans. As a result each of the Zones, Liberation, &
Sections plans are also allocated to a staffed department. There are a number of joint projects
between Zones, Liberation, & Sections. In addition each key project has been marked to make clear
which Strategic Theme it fits inside.
Things to note
• The priority campaign and Nations already have allocations inside the budgets
• A number of the priorities outlined in the “Building Strong Students’ Unions” and “Transforming
Students” parts of the strategic plan are delivered inside NUS’ Charitable Vehicle and thus are not
included in the plan
• Each department has a number of additional objectives related to membership contact and
development of information for students’ unions
• A number of projects included in this plan are externally funded and thus attract separate funding
from external bodies
• Committees costs are included in a separate budget line
• £10,000 has been set aside to contribute to a long term campaigning fund
• In the estimates £10,000 was set aside for “Joint Special Projects”- following the discussion at the
Feb NEC and mandates to Conference, this should be used principally on projects being coordinated
between the areas by the current NEC coordinating committees; ARAF (Anti Racism Anti Fascism)
and LED (Liberation, Equality and Diversity). As these two committees have not yet formally met
no proposal for budget allocation is included in this paper.
• Some areas at the end of the paper already have a budget allocated (ie activism)

Budget
This year the baseline “pot” for zones, liberation campaigns and sections was agreed at National
Conference as £180,000, along with £10k for joint projects (an overall increase of 22k on the previous
years’ estimates).
The proposed budget for each area is recorded at the start of each section. This has been developed
following detailed work planning with staff and officers in each area and department.
Area
Further Education
Higher Education
Welfare
Society & Citizenship
Union Development
LGBT
Womens
Black Students
Disabled
International
Mature & Part Time
Postgraduate
Joint Special Projects
TOTAL

(Full
Budget
year)
15,900
15,500
13,500
16,100
18,000
17,000
17,000
16,650
16,650
12,000
3,500
5,500

last

Proposed Budget
£18,000
£17,000
£16,500
£17,000
£15,500
£17,500
£17,500
£17,500
£17,500
£14,000
£4,000
£6,000
£10,000
£2,000
£190,000

Key Performance Measures
For each project a key performance measure has been selected, a mixture of Outputs and Impacts.
These will be reported on across the year.
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
FURTHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
SECTIONS
SECTIONS
SECTIONS
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT

Six PIYP reports launched in November
3 major and/or 6 minor education recommendations adopted
Which? University launches September 2012
Joint guidance on Hidden Costs issued in March
10,000 students and supporters marching through central London
400 Liberation Activists trained
3600 trained activists
180 delegates attend FEStival
Government U-Turn on FE Fees
‘True Cost of College’ research published
Establishment of a National Independent Adjudicator for student complaints
Research and recommendations on offender learning published
Research and Recommendations report on apprenticeships IAG produced
Qualifications and Policy Commission reflects position on level 2 and 3 qualifications
FE Teaching & learning Audit Tool produced
Updated College Mergers toolkit produced that is UK wide/relevant
Learner Engagement Hub launched
70 Officers trained on FE Leadership
Truth about youth issues film is produced
5% increase LSS response rates in London
Enrichments Cuts research report
100 delegates attend education summit with 80% positive feedback
100 delegates attend education summit with 80% positive feedback
10 unions supported to develop research and practice in induction
Publish Manifesto for Students as Partners
20 Unions undertake Impact work on supporting teacher excellence
10 Unions successfully win on local timetabling campaigns
10% increase in cash bursaries for students
Publish postgraduate funding discussions paper
Target 80 to training and 30 at each development day with 80% positive feedback
Joint UUK. Million + conference on Mature Students
Clear policy stance on youth and graduate unemployment for Conference 2013
communicated widely to unions, public and policy makers
60 HE students’ union using opportunities barometer with clear progression in impact
shown by the majority of clubs
Increase in number of FE unions submitting policy to National Conference

UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT
UNION DEVELOPMENT

UNION DEVELOPMENT
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
WELFARE
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT
CIT

DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
WOMENS
LGBT
LGBT
LGBT
LGBT
LGBT
LGBT
LGBT
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK

STUDENTS
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
STUDENTS

Online Training programme launched for officers
Returning Officer support provided for 100 UK students’ Unions and Training
Delivered to 40 Deputy Returning Officers
Better functioning Good Governance Code with 50 unions using the tool and ‘shared
documents’ section utilised
Formal collaborative partnership with a trade union and 50 students' Union officers
joining that union
FE Engagement Hub Launched
70 officers trained on FE Leadership
HE in FE students are better able to engage with their unions & unions better able to
tackle experience of HE in FE students – measured though NSS Q23 response. NUS

understands specific needs of small and specialist unions – measured through
review responses.

Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo
Accommodation Costs Survey Report produced
Launch of NeighbourHub
NUS Group signed up to Time to Change pledge
Best practice guide to Healthy FE produced
10 candidates have documented interaction with Sus/make statement about
students in Police and Crime Commissioner Elections
Grants issued to 10 students’ unions to organise interfaith activities
30 students’ unions implemented external speaker guidelines
5 sites get blocked as a result of SU lobbying
Government clarifies what is meant by ‘reasonable grounds’ for searches and returns
to pre-reform policies
Islamic students and others with specific objections to interest can access FE/HE
loans
10 unions have election registration drives
4 unions to start Open Book programmes over the next year
At least 10 institutions to begin implementing the living wage within the next year
Win on votes at 16 in nations
Commitment from major fashion house to back pay their interns
20 unions/STAR groups to begin dialogue with their universities on equal access.
Global justice toolkit launched
30 students’ unions to commit to switch to the co-operative bank.
Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo
5 pilots with unions on National Citizenship Service
5 unions secure additional funding to deliver citizenship activity in communities
10 candidates have documented interaction with SUs/make statement about
students
15 students’ unions will get accredited by the Access Challenge
15 students’ unions take part in DHM activities across the UK
50 people participate in the mental health days
NAS established
Media Coverage for supporting carers in 1 national paper and 1 online feature.
10 womens anti-cuts campaigns being run on a local level, with reported
successes/impact.
Adapted briefing on LTC launched
40 unions sign up to zero tolerance on sexual harassment standards/projects
100 women mobilised for the MWR and RTN actions.
100 Women across all three events have been supported to become leaders and/or
activists
30 students’ unions down load the resources for each of the briefings
Report on Lad Culture Launched January
20 LGBT students trained in running sessions in secondary schools
Report - Media Coverage on out in sport: Print: 1 Nationals, 2 locals; Radio – 1
national, 3 locals; 5 web
100 people attending LGBT Student Leadership across all 4 events
‘F into LGBT’ document circulated and workshop
50 LGBT student activists involved in day of Action
30 students/officers trained on creating trans-friendly environments
20 number of students’ unions take part in LGBT HM activities across the UK
BS Fresher’s Packs to over 60 Unions
BHM 25 events held across the country
15% increase in the number of Black Student Officers elected
ARAF Conference held with 80% satisfaction rating
Black Womens Conference held
Black Anti Cuts Briefing Released
10 IPJ key events held across UK

ZONE: FURTHER EDUCATION
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £18,000
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: N/A

FEstival 2012

Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Outcomes:

Registration open – 3 September 2012
FE Unit to promote to CMs UK-wide – until 21 September 2012
Next phase of No2FEfees launched – 28 September 2012

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
Project Manager: Steve Coole
Delivery team: FE Unit; Jim Dickinson; Events team;
Workshop delivery staff
Officer: Toni Pearce
Impact:

180 delegates (SU Officers, Class Reps, Student
Governors, LVPs, student activists) attend the
event on 28 September

Key Performance Measure: 180 delegates attend FEStival
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

No2FEFees campaign
Source: FE Zone Budget
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Outcomes:

Gain support from 30 private training providers - September 2012
Get AoC, AELP, and large apprenticeship providers to sign up to joint
campaign – September 2012
Template MP letter online – September 2012
Local campaigning materials online – September 2012
National Demo – 21 November 2012

New student leaders and activists are
welcomed to the movement
CMs UK-wide are informed of this
year’s NUS campaigns relating to FE

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
Project Manager: Gemma Painter
Delivery team: Katie Shaw;
Lewis Cooper; Dani Beckett; PDAs
Officer: Toni Pearce
Impact:

A government U-turn on the introduction in 2013
of 24+ Advanced Learning Loans for apprentices.

Level 3 apprenticeships for those aged
24+ will continue to be subsidised by
government and employers

Key Performance Measure: Government U-Turn on FE Fees
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Hidden Course Costs campaign

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter
DT: FE Unit assistant; Project researcher; PDAs
Officer: Toni Pearce

Hidden Costs Research (inc. design and print of report)
Source: FE Zone Budget
Campaign in a box
Source: FE Zone Budget
Outputs/Activities:
•

Results collated from Freedom of Information requests to all colleges
in England on implementation of SFA guidelines on hidden course costs
– October 2012

Outcomes:
•
•

Colleges forced to be transparent about their
arrangements for adult course costs
Colleges forced to admit whether they are

Impact:
Further education will be accessible to
all regardless of age or socio-economic
background, and students entering

•
•
•
•

Results from FOI requests announced in time for AoC Conference –
November 2012
Repeat 2009 research – ‘The True Cost of College’ – to account for
impact of loss of EMA – findings published February 2013
A ‘campaign in a box’ toolkit enabling unions to call for transparency
on hidden course costs, including a booklet of case studies on those
who have lost EMA – February 2013
A wave of walkouts over course costs and the lack of a coherent
financial support package for students in further education –
November 2012

•

using Learner Support funds to supplement
adult course costs
Post-EMA evaluation of hidden costs of
education for young people

further education are aware of all
course costs and financial support
packages in advance

Key Performance Measure: ‘True Cost of College’ research published
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

External redress for student complaints
Outputs/Activities:
•

•
•

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter
DT: Lewis Cooper; PDAs; Dan Baxter
Officer: Toni Pearce

Outcomes:

Lobby the Minister of State for Further Education, Skills and
Lifelong Learning to create an independent complaints adjudicator
as part of the creation of Chartered Community College Status and
the FE Guild – September 2012 and on-going
Students’ unions across the UK to send “a letter of complaint” on
lack of independent adjudicator to MPs and ministers responsible
for FE – October 2012
Response to students’ unions from government in time for
announcement at FE Zone Conference – October 2012

•
•

Impact:

Examples of successful college complaints
systems promoted by sector improvement
bodies
The Further Education & Skills sector will
have a national independent adjudicator for
student complaints

The Further Education and Skills sector
will be granted the same supporting
mechanisms as other public services
Students in further education will be
afforded a vital safety net as the
government adopts a “lighter touch”
approach to the inspection and
regulation of colleges and learning
providers

Key Performance Measure: Establishment of a National Independent Adjudicator for student complaints
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Action on offender learning
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Research scoping paper and literature review – December 2012
Work with sector partners to conduct research into offenders’
experiences of education, focusing in particular upon range and
quality of provision on offer – January 2013
Work with organisations such as the Prisoners’ Education Trust to
develop a model for learner voice within prisoner education –
January 2013

Outcomes:
•

•

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter
DT: Irfan Zaman/Jen Hope
Officer: Toni Pearce
Impact:

A better understanding within the student
movement of the transformative and
rehabilitative power of education upon
offenders
An evidence base to support our
argument that offender learning provision
should not solely be based on
employability outcomes

Key Performance Measure: Research and recommendations on offender learning published

NUS able to speak with authority on the
offender learning experience,
reinforcing our existence as the
definitive voice of further education
students
Established representative structures in
prisoner education

ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

IAG and the Apprentice Experience

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter
DT: Jonathan Bennett; Lewis Coakley; PDAs; Learner
Engagement Officers

Source: Apprentice Extra Card funding
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Respond to Richard Review of Apprenticeships – September 2012
•
A research report on the apprentice
Identify specific research topics, considering in particular the
experience
impact of IAG on uptake of apprenticeships – 7 September 2012
•
An evidence base to support our
•
Conduct research amongst apprentices and non-apprentices to gain
campaign to improve information, advice
insight into the influence of IAG upon education and training
and guidance provision
choices – September/October 2012
•
The National Careers Service website
•
Include impact of 24+ Advanced Learning Loans, and experience of
improved, and the face-to-face service
workplace mentoring, within research scope – September/October
extended to those aged under 19
2012
•
Conduct focus groups on National Careers Service website –
October 2012
•
Use focus group findings to lobby Department for Education to
extend National Careers Service to those aged under 19 –
November 2012 and ongoing
•
Research report produced – December 2012
•
Event at large training provider to promote apprenticeship
engagement in Learner Satisfaction Survey – January 2013
Key Performance Measure: Research and Recommendations report on apprenticeships IAG produced
•
•

ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Qualifications and Assessment Reform
Outputs/Activities:
•
Establish Qualifications Policy Commission – September 2012
•
Respond to A level reform consultation – September 2012
•
Campaign for awarding organisations to be nationalised and/or
made subject specific – from January 2013
•
Use findings from Qualifications Policy Commission to shape GCSE
reform – on-going
•
Use Qualifications Policy Commission to establish NUS policy on
level 2 and 3 qualifications UK-wide

NUS established as the definitive voice
of apprentices, via National Society of
Apprentices
Access to apprenticeships improved
Apprenticeship route considered a
credible post-16 option for all
Apprenticeships have a voice as
trainees as well as workers
Young people are guaranteed face-toface careers guidance from qualified
IAG practitioners

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter; Debbie McVitty
Delivery: Nick Entwistle; Gareth Lindop
Officers: Toni Pearce; Rachel Wenstone

Outcomes:
•
•
•

NUS has better developed policy on the
future of A levels and GCSEs, including
developed stance on modularisation
NUS able to influence the way vocational
qualifications are considered in university
admissions
Specific qualifications only available with
one awarding organisation

Impact:
Students aware of likely progression
routes when undertaking qualifications
Students no longer have to suffer
‘qualifications lottery’ resulting from
different awarding organisations
offering same qualification

A Qualifications and Credit Framework
incorporating all vocational and general
qualifications on offer, fit for the
tertiary education system of tomorrow
Key Performance Measure: Qualifications and Policy Commission outcomes reflect NUS position on level 2 and 3 qualifications UK-wide

ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Learning & Teaching

PM: Gemma Painter
Delivery: Dan Baxter; PDAs
Officer: Toni Pearce

Learning Audit Tool
Source: FE Zone Budget
Outputs/Activities:
•
•

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:

Outcomes:

NUS statement on qualified teachers in further education –
September 2012
Learning Audit tool launched to accompany NUS Teaching &
Learning Charter – March 2012

•
•

Impact:

NUS establishes policy on qualified
teachers in further education
Further education students able to
demand specific improvements in
teaching and learning standards

Further education students remain
entitled to high quality teaching
standards
Further education students empowered
to ‘co-produce’ their learning
experience alongside teachers

Key Performance Measure: FE Teaching & learning Audit Tool produced
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

College mergers and federations

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Steve Coole
Delivery: Natalie Maver; Emily Cannon; Stuart
Jones; PDAs
Officer: Toni Pearce; Vicki Baars; Graeme
Kirkpatrick; Raechel Mattey; Adrianne Peltz
Impact:

Work with staff and officers in the nations to ensure that College
•
NUS has a coherent, UK-wide offer to
Mergers Toolkit is updated with policy context from Scotland,
support students’ unions within merging
Wales and Northern Ireland – October 2012
or federating colleges
•
Work with staff and officers in NUS Scotland on regionalisation
•
Students and their representatives have
project – ongoing
a significant stake in merger and
•
PDAs to ensure that College Mergers Toolkit is used in any
federation processes
college/union merger in England – ongoing
Key Performance Measure: Updated College Mergers toolkit produced that is UK wide/relevant
•

ZONE: FE, UD
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MEB, BSSU

A whole sector approach to Learner Involvement

Newly merged or federated colleges
and unions are fit for the communities
they serve

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Steve Coole
Delivery team: Learner Reps Project Officer; FE Unit
Officer: Toni Pearce

Learner Reps Project
Source: External – LSIS
Learner Engagement Hub
Source: FE Zone Budget
Outputs/Activities:
•

New NUS/LSIS Learner Involvement Resource launched at FEstival

Outcomes:
•

New Learner Involvement Resource to

Impact:
NUS has a coherent learner voice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

– September 2012
Learner Reps Project Officer recruited – September 2012
LI Resource and LVQF referred to in AoC/AELP FE Guild bid –
September 2012
LI Resource, LVQF, and NUS Model SU Constitution referred to in
Chartered Community College status framework – autumn 2012
Seven cohorts of colleges participate in Student Governor Support
Programme (SGSP) briefing events – September/October 2012
Seven cohorts of colleges take part in a further two SGSP
benchmarking events – until March 2013
NUS Learner Voice Quality Framework (LVQF) introduced to Ofsted
inspectors – September 2012
NUS LVQF badged by LSIS and AoC – November 2012
Learner Engagement Hub launched, bringing together Learner
Involvement Resource; Learner Involvement Impact Report tool;
LVQF; Learner Reps training materials; SGSP toolkits; Discussion
forum – January 2012
NUS LVQF to be developed as part of the FE Project in Wales with
support from WAG and Estyn in Wales
NUS secondee to LSIS to embed LVQF in English colleges – by
March 2013
New Learner Reps training materials completed and launched –
March 2013
Model Constitution case studies collected - April 2013
Model Constitution Review meeting – May 2013
Learner Involvement Resource, LVQF, and Model Constitution
piloted in 10 colleges – by June 2013

•
•
•
•

replace 2006 model
Learner Voice Quality Framework
encourages colleges to support and
develop students’ unions
Learner Engagement Hub
New Learner Reps training materials
Colleges providing better support to
student governors as a result of peer led
regional meetings and national induction
training

support offer to colleges and students’
unions, with sector and government
backing
NUS learner voice model is embedded
into FE Guild and Chartered College
Status, and into inspection practices in
Wales
Future of students’ unions in FE is
secured
Improved support available to student
governors
More effective student governors on
college corporations

Key Performance Measure: Learner Engagement Hub launched
ZONE: FE, UD
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TRANSFORMING STUDENTS

Support for student leaders in FE
Source: External – LSIS
Outputs/Activities:
Support and champion the sabbatical apprentice at South Devon
College
•
Increase the number of sabbatical apprentices by five – by June
2013
•
Facilitate an officer network for a minimum of 20 sabbaticals and
those that have completed advanced leadership starting with an
event in February 2013
•
Train 70 delegates on introductory and advanced FE Leadership November 2012
•
Confirm funding for FE Leadership in November and Officer
Residential in February
•
Obtain additional funding for the June FE Leadership Course and
Officer Residential
Key Performance Measure: 70 Officers trained on FE Leadership
•

Outcomes:
•
•
•

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Steve Coole; Gareth Lindop
Delivery: Amanda Stanford; FE Unit; D&G Unit
Officers: Vicki Baars; Toni Pearce
Impact:

70 officers trained on FE Leadership
20 Officers actively networking and
organising
Increased capacity for promoting the
sabbaticals as apprentice model

•
•
•

Increased level of activism
Improved student voice
structures in FE colleges
Increase in the number of FE
sabbaticals (apprentices)

ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: BSG

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:

The Truth About Youth
Source: External - The Co-operative East Anglia
Outputs/Activities:
•
One regional event in the East of England based on campaigning
and activism – October 2012
•
Students identify issues that are important to them based on
cooperative campaigns and the NUS theme of Educate, Employ,
Empower – October 2012
•
One film produced, shot and edited based on students from the
regional event that have tried to tackle their issue(s) pre, during
and post Demo 2012 – November/December 2012

Outcomes:
•

PM: Katie Shaw
Delivery: Steve Coole; Irfan Zaman; Abigail
Coombs; Dan Higgins
Officer: Vicki Baars
Impact:

Additional resource/material for ‘I am the
Change’ to inspire potential activists

Activist base expanded in FE

Key Performance Measure: Truth about youth issues film is produced
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

FE Choices Project
Source: External – Skills Funding Agency
Outputs/Activities:
•
Promote use of the Learner Satisfaction Survey for quality
improvement and learner voice purposes
•
Embed LSS into Student Governor Support Programme
•
Research, develop and promote an Adult Engagement Strategy to
increase participation of the survey amongst adult students, and
pilot with one IACL provider
•
Work with a small number of HE students’ unions to develop
promotional materials to better engage FE in HE students in the
Survey
•
Hold an engagement event at a major apprenticeship provider
•
Increase response rates within a number of targeted providers in
London
Key Performance Measure: 5% increase LSS response rates in London
ZONE: FE
Project/Objective:

Outcomes:
•
•

PM: Dan Baxter
Delivery: Learner Engagement Officers
Officer: Toni Pearce
Impact:

LSS more widely used by part-time
students, adult students and apprentices
Better LSS response rates in London

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY, EDUCATION

LSIS Secondment Project

The Learner Satisfaction Survey has a
more representative response rate and
is viewed more favourable as a tool for
quality improvement within the sector

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Gemma Painter; Steve Coole
Delivery team: NUS secondee; PDAs
Officer: Toni Pearce

Source: External – LSIS
Outputs/Activities:
•
Work with NAMSS to conduct research into the impact of cuts to
Enrichment Entitlements to the educational experience of 16-19
year olds – before Match 2013
•
Coordinate research into the impact of the Expert Learner, and
examine its effects on current learner representation systems in FE

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:

Outcomes:
•
•
•

Enrichment Cuts research report
Expert Learner research report
NUS/LSIS continue to work in partnership on
support and interventions for Learner Voice

Impact:
NUS works alongside the FE sector to
voice impact of recent funding cuts
upon learners aged 16-19

•
•

– before March 2013
Coordinate LSIS/NUS networks for Learner Voice Practioners –
October 2012 & February 2013
Gain sector-led endorsement of LSIS Talking Learner Voice tool
and NUS Learner Voice Quality Framework, and ensure providers
work with both tools – until March 2013

•

Practitioners
Colleges and learning providers are
compelled to quality assure their learner
involvement mechanisms

Students’ unions form part of a quality
assured learner voice system
Learner Voice Practitioners are
developed according to the LLUK
National Occupational Standards

Key Performance Measure: Enrichments Cuts research report
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION, FURTHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

The public value of education

Taking unions on a journey to enable them to articulate, campaign and lobby for the public value of education, and
determine what the future of education should be
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Facilitating local meetings of unions to develop understanding and
campaign plans for post-demo (September-November 2012)
‘Big Ideas: summit on the future of education’ – February 2013
Consultation on the future of education – February-March 2013

NUS tackles once and for all the coexistence of ‘expert learners’ and
learner reps, and develops policy on
this

DEPARTMENT: HEU, FEU
People:
PM: Debbie McVitty
Officers: Rachel Wenstone (with Toni Pearce)
Staff involved: HE and FE teams (various)

Outcomes:

Impact:

Unions have understanding of concepts around
public value and are enabled to use these as
campaign platform
At least 10 localised campaigns in defence of
education provisions
100 delegates attend education summit with 80%
positive feedback
At least 50% response rate to education
consultation.
Meaningful outcomes from consultation which can
be fed into ongoing debate and future policy.

Increase in activism – measured by
incidents of constructive campaign
action

Key Performance Measure: 100 delegates attend education summit with 80% positive feedback

Unions informed and engaged in public
value agenda – measured by event
attendance and response to
consultation
Quality of public debate improved –
measured by local media coverage, Q
on Question Time, local council reports
or data published.
LT – shaping key debates in 2015/16
GE

ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £17,000
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION, FURTHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

The public value of education

Taking unions on a journey to enable them to articulate, campaign and lobby for the public value of education, and
determine what the future of education should be
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Facilitating local meetings of unions to develop understanding and
campaign plans for post-demo (September-November 2012)
‘Big Ideas: summit on the future of education’ – February 2013
Consultation on the future of education – February-March 2013

DEPARTMENT: HEU, FEU
People:
PM: Debbie McVitty
Officers: Rachel Wenstone (with Toni Pearce)
Staff involved: HE and FE teams (various)

Outcomes:

Impact:

Unions have understanding of concepts around
public value and are enabled to use these as
campaign platform
At least 10 localised campaigns in defence of
education provisions
100 delegates attend education summit with 80%
positive feedback
At least 50% response rate to education
consultation.
Meaningful outcomes from consultation which can
be fed into ongoing debate and future policy.

Increase in activism – measured by
incidents of constructive campaign
action

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Students thriving, not surviving – induction
Developing our understanding of the induction process as a way to support student integration, retention and
success.
Testing the ‘action research’ method as a means of supporting and developing research practice in students’ unions
& coping with diverse membership and student body – 10 unions recruited to undertake mini-research
projects/analyses of practice.

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM: Debbie McVitty
Officer: Rachel Wenstone
Staff: Gary Hughes, Nick Entwistle
Reference point: Jane Sterry, NUS Scotland

Also, briefing on attainment ideally produced in partnership with Liberation campaigns
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment of unions – September 2012
Meeting 1 – setting up expectations – September 2012
Meeting 2 – interim findings & development of outputs – January 2013
Meeting 3 – final findings – May 2013
Project output (to be determined by findings and discussion with
unions) – June 2013

Quality of public debate improved –
measured by local media coverage, Q
on Question Time, local council reports
or data published.
LT – shaping key debates in 2015/16
GE

Key Performance Measure: 100 delegates attend education summit with 80% positive feedback
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

Unions informed and engaged in public
value agenda – measured by event
attendance and response to
consultation

10 unions supported to develop research and
practice
Resource produced to support students’
unions/sector in co-producing or lobbying for
improved induction practice

Impact:
ST – new knowledge/understandingmeasured through feedback from
engaged unions
MT – engagement from sector –
measured by response to project

•

Attainment briefing – February 2013

outcomes
LT – enhancements to practice –
measured by known new practice

Key Performance Measure: 10 unions supported to develop research and practice in induction
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Students as partners
Stating exactly what we mean when we say students are partners and support unions to push their institutions to
develop their partnership approach in a more robust way.

Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Publish Manifesto for Partnership – October 2012
Provide ongoing follow-up support to unions – November 2012 ff
(either joint workshops or bespoke consultancy)

DEPARTMENT: HEU, SEU
People:
PM (oversight only): Debbie McVitty
Officer: Rachel Wenstone
Staff involved: Ellie Russell, Nick Entwistle
(manifesto creation); Bethan Payne, Gary Hughes
(union support)
Involved: sparqs – partnership work

Outcomes:

Impact:

Manifesto published & launched at HE Zone

Moving ‘students as partners’ from
rhetoric to reality – measured through
shifts in discourse in sector and unions

20 unions seek follow-up work
Basis established for ongoing sector debate on
implications of students as partners discourse

Measurable improvements at institution
level – measured through consultancy
process

Key Performance Measure: Publish Manifesto for Students as Partners
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Supporting teacher excellence/student engagement in the
professionalisation of HE teaching
Run a second year of the student-led teaching award project, focusing on developing less-resourced unions to roll
out teaching awards and on development of good teaching practice emerging from last year’s awards data.
Initiate debate about role of students in the continuing professional development of HE academic teaching staff
Outcomes:
Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Series of events designed to support roll-out and impact of
teaching awards (SLTA project)
Seminar series on student engagement and teaching CPD targeted
at educational developers and SU officers/staff (under
development)

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM (SLTA): Oliver Williams
PM (debate): Debbie McVitty
Officer: Rachel Wenstone

15 unions supported to roll out teaching awards
20 unions supported to undertake impact work
Growth of knowledge about how SLTAs can effect
change to teaching practice
Growth of understanding of student role in
teaching development

Key Performance Measure: 20 Unions undertake Impact work on supporting teacher excellence

Impact:
Better relationships between
institutions and SUs – measured
through project participant feedback
Practice around teaching enhancement
– measured by examples
More meaningful student engagement
in CPD – measured through practice

ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Timetables

Launch a campaign for course timetables to be provided at least 6 weeks in advance of the course so that students
with other responsibilities can plan their time effectively
Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Campaign guidance published – January 2013
Follow-up support provided to interested unions

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM: Nick Entwistle
Officer: Rachel Wenstone
Staff involved: Bethan Payne

Outcomes:

Impact:

Minimum 10 unions campaign on provision of
timetables

Earlier provision of timetables at
institutions whose unions have
effectively campaigned for change –
measured by occurrence

Key Performance Measure: 10 Unions successfully win on local timetabling campaigns
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Widening Participation and Access Agreements
Support unions to engage in widening participation practice and policy at the institutional level
Work at national level to improve regulation around access
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outcomes:

Undertake analysis of access agreements – August 2012
Report on analysis of access agreements – October 2012
Regional workshops on engagement in WP – Autumn 2012
Joint NEON/NUS working group on student engagement in WP –
Autumn 2012
Access Bootcamp workshops – Jan/Feb 2013
Guide to WP published – March 2013

DEPARTMENT: HEU, PU
People:
PM (access & oversight): Debbie McVitty
Officer: Rachel Wenstone
PM (workshops): Bethan Payne
PM (publication): Nick Entwistle
Involved: Alan Roberts
Impact:

Increased student engagement in WP policy and
practice
At least some access recommendations adopted
by OFFA
Development of good practice in student
involvement in WP
At least 40 unions engaged through various
workshops or one-to-one advice
100 downloads of WP publication

Increase in cash bursaries for students
negotiated through the access
agreement with concomitant reduction
in fee waivers – measured through
OFFA data
Growth of practice – measured through
access agreements and through
examples Validation from membership and the
sector

Key Performance Measure: 10% increase in cash bursaries for students
ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION, UNION DEVELOPMNT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: BSSU

Small and specialist unions/HE in FE
Work with UD Zone developing provision for and engagement with small and specialist unions and support for HE in
FE students.

DEPARTMENT: HEU, DGU
People:
PM: various (includes Debbie McVitty, Kate Wicklow,
Emma Powell, Nick Entwistle)
Officers: Rachel Wenstone and Vicky Baars

Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•

2 joint events with GuildHE bringing together VCs and SU officers
to discuss key policy areas
Support for networking of like unions organised by UD
Co-produce with UD a formal review of support for small/specialist
unions and HE in FE & publish recommendations
Work across FE, HE, SEQ, and UD to provide a suite of resources
for FE and HE unions supporting HE in FE students eg on learning
resources, dual support systems, NSS Q23 etc.

Outcomes:

Impact:

Events well-attended and receive good feedback
Unions engage in review

Small and specialist unions feel
positively towards NUS – measured
through member perception survey

Recommendations for support that NUS can build
on to put really effective systems in place for
supporting small/specialist unions and HE in FE

NUS understands specific needs of
small and specialist unions – measured
through review responses

HE in FE students are better able to
engage with their unions & unions
better able to tackle experience of HE
in FE students – measured though NSS
Q23 response
Key Performance Measure: HE in FE students are better able to engage with their unions & unions better able to tackle experience of HE in FE students
Unions are networked and able to draw on shared
practice

ZONE: POSTGRADUATE
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £6,000
ZONE: POSTGRADUATE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Postgraduates

Campaign for extension of student loans to postgraduate taught students and for better conditions for
postgraduates who teach.

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM: Adam Wright
Officers: Luke James & Robin Burrett, with Rachel
Wenstone
Staff: Gary Hughes

Develop our approach to postgraduate engagement and seek a real and meaningful extension of engagement
opportunities at postgraduate level.
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autumn event for sabbaticals and part-time officers who support
postgraduates – 25 October
Publish postgraduate funding discussion paper – October 2012
Conduct scoping work into conditions for postgraduates who teach
– Autumn 2012
Sector roundtable on postgraduate engagement – December 2012
National day of action with UCU – date tbc
Campaign resource to support campaigning on PGs that teach –
January 2013
Lobby action on postgraduate funding – February 2013
Regional workshops on postgraduate engagement
Brief unions on research concentration and REF

Key Performance Measure: Publish postgraduate funding discussions paper

Impact:

National consensus built around necessity of
postgraduate taught funding

Improved engagement of postgraduate
students in policy and campaigns

Local campaign action on terms and conditions for
postgrads that teach

Enhanced likelihood of postgraduate
taught funding

Recommendations for improved postgraduate
engagement practice

Better terms and conditions for PGs
who teach

Wider engagement among unions with
postgraduate campaign

ZONE: INTERNATIONAL
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £14,000
ZONE: INTERNATIONAL
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

International

Campaigns and projects to remove international students from net migration figures, regulate and greater
transparency of international fees, reduce incidence of hate crime and support the experience of students in
transnational education.

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM: Nick Entwistle
Officer: Daniel Stevens
Staff: Bethan Payne, Shatara Ford

Work to build effectiveness and reach of international students’ campaign
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International students training – October 2012
Publish report on international student employability – October
2012
Fees and hate crime briefings – Spring 2013
Lobby and rally action on immigration – Autumn 2012
Online and face to face events on transnational education –
October 2012
Report and toolkit on transnational education – November 2012
International networking/development days – throughout year
Warwick Integration Summit & international awards – March 2013

Outcomes:

Impact:

Series of opportunities for engagement in
campaign:
Target 80 to training and 30 at each development
day with 80% positive feedback

Thriving international campaign measured by participation in events,
actions and feedback

Learning and action opportunities for unions
around fees, hate crime, international
employability – at least 30 downloads per briefing
National action and lobbying on immigration – at
least 20 unions or 200 students engaged.
At least 10 unions working on transnational
education

Key Performance Measure: Target 80 to training and 30 at each development day with 80% positive feedback

Improved partnership with sector on
international student issues
Better understanding of transnational
education with better representation for
students on transnational campuses –
measured by improvements in practice
Removal of students from net migration
– or shift in public debate towards this
position eg through formal adoption by
Labour party.

ZONE: MATURE & PART TIME
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £4,000
ZONE: MATURE & PART TIME
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Mature and part-time students
Work to follow up research published in 2012 with focus on issues like involvement, retention, finance, child-free
campuses – supporting students’ unions to campaign on and work on these issues for mature students.

DEPARTMENT: HEU
People:
PM: Adam Wright
Officers: Fiona Wood and Sean Rillo-Rackza, with
Rachel Wenstone
Staff: Gary Hughes

Develop understanding of experience of mature and part-time students studying in further education colleges.
Build effectiveness and reach of mature and part-time students campaign.
Note: wider focus on taking account of experience of mature and part-time students in wider projects
Outcomes:
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•

Training event for sabbatical and part-time officers with
responsibility for mature and part-time students - October 2012
Series of resources designed to support unions to develop work
with and for mature students on various topics – throughout year
Direct consultancy and support to unions working on these areas
Joint UUK, million+ conference on mature students – January 2013
(tbc)

Impact:

National conversation about experience of mature
students with ideas for good practice developed
and shared

Institutions and students’ unions take
action on mature student retention –
measured by practice

At least 20 unions doing work on mature and parttime student engagement supported through visits
and consultancy

MPT campaign feels supported by, and
integrated into, NUS – measured by
conference

Child-free campuses challenged where they exist

Children welcomed onto campus –
measured by practice

Key Performance Measure: Joint UUK. Million + conference on Mature Students

ZONE: UNION DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £15,500
Project/Objective:

People:
Staff:Lewis Coakley
Comms team, Charitable Services team, relevant
project staff– key delivery team

Employment/Unemployment

Skills for Employment: National Employability Award
Budget: Cost neutral with the potential to raise income
A new look at careers services
Budget: Only staff time and travel
Taking on the unemployment landscape for study leavers
Budget: Only staff time and travel
Policy: NUS; Developing Students as well as Unions

Officer – Vicki Baars & Raechel Mattey

High Priority
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Roll out of Employability Award to 10 member unions with external provider
Pearson – commence October 2012
- Full scheme open to all member unions from January 2013
- Produce plan for roll-out into Further Education – March 2013
- 2 non-affiliate unions in initial pilot as affiliation tool
- Website launched in October with current provider of pilot website, with
new website ready for roll out in January.

Nationally recognised award for student skills
- Website run by external provider containing NUS
branding and information
- NUS engagement with wider student body
increased
- Data on student employability through award
available

- Student employability increased
(evidenced in future years)
- Member unions engage with NUS in
new way (Membership Perception
Survey)
- Students recognise NUS as key
element in gaining employment
- NUS reputation with private sector
improved

Analysing the current careers landscape and thinking big in our policy
opinions going forward… What actually working?
Collaborating with organisations (campaigning, public and private) already
working in job creation and demanding job growth.
Build evidence base of issues relating to unemployment.
Strong policy position for conference 2013 –
Model Policies created for unions to adapt and debate so as they have clear
views on study leavers employment opportunities.

Policy position on post study employment advice
and guidance.
More jobs available for all at appropriate entry
levels

Better post study employment advice
Reduce youth and graduate
unemployment.
Increasing destination post study
satisfaction?

Strong policy stance across the movement
Key Performance Measure: Clear policy stance on youth and graduate unemployment for Conference 2013 communicated widely to unions, public and policy makers

Project/Objective:

People:

Quality Opportunities in Students’ Unions

Staff: Lewis Coakley

Deepening Participation

Policy: Don’t Just Widen Participation – Deepen Participation, Developing Students as well as Unions
Medium Priority

Outputs/Activities:
Publish & Promote the report from 2012 Deepening Participation
commission and participation in Students’ Union research.
Guidance for unions on obtaining membership data especially
demographical from their parent institutions.

Officers: Vicki Baars

Outcomes:

Impact:

The movement will understand what is meant by
the term deepening participation and what is
needed to achieve it.

More students will have access to
opportunities during their time in
education with the potential to increase
satisfaction and retention.

The movement will better understand barriers to
lasting participation.

Key Performance Measure: 60 HE students’ union using opportunities barometer with clear progression in impact shown by the majority of clubs
Project/Objective:

Developing Further Education Unions

Budget: Staff/ officer time and travel only
Policy: Prioritise Further Education Students Unions
Students’ Union Development; More Important Now Than Ever
Medium Priority
Outputs/Activities:
- Working with FE Unit to establish students’ unions in 4 FE colleges where
they don’t exist – across year
- Working with FE unit to develop 4 students’ unions in FE to improve their
autonomy and effectiveness – completed May 2013 – across year

People:
PM: Al Powell
Emma Powell, Chris Shelley, Jamie Scudamore, FE
team – key delivery team
Officer – Vicki Baars, Toni Pearce
Outcomes:
- 12 FE students’ unions make significant progress
in their development
- Case studies produced for use in future years
with other FE unions

Impact:
- More developed and better engaged
member unions in FE
- FE membership have more ownership
over NUS policy

- Working with FE Unit to encourage 4 students’ unions in FE to engage with - Increase in number of FE unions submitting
NUS’ democracy – across year, focussed on National Conference, March
policy to National Conference
2013
Key Performance Measure: Increase in number of FE unions submitting policy to National Conference
Project/Objective:

People:
PM: Amanda Stanford
Emma Green, Chris Shelley, Al Powell, Emma Powell,
Jamie Scudamore – key delivery team
Officer – Liam Burns & Vicki Baars

Developing Officer Development Programme
Policy: Developing Students as well as Unions
Budget: Applied for in Democracy and Governance departmental budget
Low Priority
Outputs/Activities:
- Full review of ODP package, including summer residential courses,
masterclasses and trustee training – October 2012
- Work commencing on developing and delivering online training including
writing of strategy – Beginning January 2013- Promotional plan for 2013
programme agreed with comms team – January 2013
- Longitudinal feedback from 2012 programme received – November 2012
- Develop online Learning and Development Hub for use by student officers
and staff – December 2012
- Train the Trainer events run for unions staff and officers to drive up
internal development in SUs – November 2012 and February 2013
- Webinars for trainers in the student movement to discuss ideas and issues

Outcomes:
- Student and Officer Trustee Training package
produced
- Summer courses reviewed and improved for
2013
- Online training available
- Central point for officers to find training
materials
- Train the Trainer events held
- Webinars and discussion forums held and
recorded

Impact:
- Courses improved as evidenced by
feedback
- Standards of officer improved
- Engagement with NUS increased
- union’s capacity to develop their own
students increased (we collate
evaluation forms to measure)

Key Performance Measure: Online Training programme launched for officers
Project/Objective:

Improving democratic structures and processes in students’ unions
Policy: Don’t Just Widen Participation – Deepen Participation
Internationalising Students’ Unions Cont…

Policy: Global union development, Don’t Just Widen Participation – Deepen Participation
Budget: Applied for in Democracy and Governance departmental budget
Medium Priority
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 interventions in UK students’ unions relating to democratic
processes – by June 2013
Returning Officer support provided for 100 UK students’ unions – Jan –
April 2013
Training delivered to 40 Deputy Returning Officers – December 2012
Pilot project on re-writing election procedures with 6 unions – Start in
October 2012
Pilot project on diversifying elections with 6 unions – Jan – April 2013
Deliver monthly D&G update with resources and guidance – start
September 2013 with printed chart sent to unions
Working with Strategic Support Unit to deliver relevant support to
unions pre and post diagnostics
Self assessment toolkit put online electronically

People:
PM: Emma Powell
Al Powell, Chris Shelley, Jamie Scudamore, Emma
Green , Bethan Payne (International Objective only)–
key delivery team
Officer – Vicki Baars & Daniel Steven (International
Objectives only)

Outcomes:

Impact:

- SU Democratic processes changed and improved
following consultancy interventions
- Election statistics improved
- New elections rules and regulations produced
and tailored to union’s needs
- Series of briefings and guidance delivered
through monthly email that highlights work across
the unit
- Series of interventions following up on
diagnostics to improve students’ unions
- Online resources
- Materials and guides used in election training
- Website utilised by 40 unions (website

- more students involved in students’
unions, as evidenced by their own data
and our tracking of the impact postintervention
- Involvement in elections increased
and improved, evidenced in elections
survey
- membership trust that NUS are the
experts in democracy and governance
related activity
- increased involvement in SU
democracy from international students
(elections survey and analytics tool)

Possibly exploring if this could become a spoke of SUEI?
monitoring)
Resource made widely available
Pool of people able to brief unions to carry out the project and to run
workshops at events.
Key Performance Measure: Returning Officer support provided for 100 UK students’ Unions and Training Delivered to 40 Deputy Returning Officers
•
•
•

Project/Objective:

People:
PM: Al Powell
Emma Powell, Chris Shelley, Jamie Scudamore,
Amanda Stanford – key delivery team
Officer – Vicki Baars

Improving the Governance of Students’ Unions
and developing trustee boards to become more effective
Budget: Applied for in Democracy and Governance departmental budget
Policy: Students’ Union Development; More Important Now Than Ever
Medium Priority
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Trustee Induction Guide produced – October 2012
Good Governance Code review group formed – October 2012
Good Governance Code review complete – March 2013
Preferred Suppliers of Trustee Board Performance tools identified and
promoted – October 2012
•
Lay Trustee Networking events delivered – November 2012, March
2013
•
Trustee Training Programme delivered – Plan launched in October
2012, delivered across the year
•
Create central trustee vacancy pages on nusconnect for SU trustee
vacancies – November 2012
•
Promote Trustees’ Week around the movement and have 3 activities
run by SUs that contribute to it – November 2012
•
20 interventions in UK students’ unions relating to governance issues
•
Create model documents for use in Scotland – October 2013
•
Produce guidance on the Charity Act in Northern Ireland and guide
unions through the relevant processes
•
Pilot ‘peer board reviews’ with 6 unions – January 2013
•
Supporting unions through Question 23 fallout where required
Key Performance Measure: Better functioning Good Governance Code with

•
•
•
•

Impact:

- Materials online for use by unions
- More effective boards in supporting
- Better functioning Good Governance Code with
and developing students’ unions as
50 unions using the tool and ‘shared documents’
measured by results in the Good
section utilised
Governance Code
- Student and Officer trustees receiving various
- Improved quality of lay trustees
skills based training from NUS
through increased applications, as
- Expert provision of trustee board training from
measured in Governance Survey
NUS and external providers with clear levels of
- Improved perception of NUS at ‘top’
differentiation between the two
level of students’ unions
- Lay Trustees in students’ unions engaging with
- Improved perception of NUS in wider
each other and NUS at regional events
charity sector
- Central point to promote trustee vacancies to
- Stronger relationships between SUs
wider sector and society
and institutions (Good Governance
- 4 HE and 6 FE unions in Northern Ireland ready
Code)
to register with NI Charity Commission in 2013-14
- Unions with poor institutional relationships
identified through Q23 response
- Guidance on handling Q23 developed with HE
team
50 unions using the tool and ‘shared documents’ section utilised

Project/Objective:

People:
Staff: Lewis Coakley, Al Powell, Chris Shelley, Jamie
Scudamore.

Strong Staff, Officer and Student Support
Officer Transition Guidance
National Officer Standards Panel
Student/Student Officer Employment Support

Officer: Vicki Baars

Policy: Manifesto commitment and Developing Students as well as Unions.
High Priority
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes

Impact:

Guide produced on sabbatical officer transition period – April 2013

Resource pack on transition produced for use by union

Tracked implementation in 10 unions to monitor effectiveness of new
guidance – June/July 2013

Establishment of national conference that is seen as
THE event to attend to learn and develop in the
student movement

Improved officer induction process in
students’ unions creating better
prepared officers

Focus groups of sabbatical officers to explore needs in transition –

Officer involvement in process
increases engagement with NUS.

November 2012

Creating space on NUS connect for information and best practice
relating to student opportunities to be collated and shared

New system of handling officer disciplinary issues created – fully
implemented May 2013.
Pilot group of 10 unions formed – September 2012.
Guideline process and policies created – October 2012.

Consistent process for handling officer disciplinary
issues for use across UK.
Data on reasons for issues formed to instruct future
guidance from NUS.

Student officers are more will understand their
employment status and rights better.
Student officer and student staff will be more likely to
be unionised and effectively represented.

Increased trust in decisions made.
Improved perception of NUS evidenced
through Membership Perception
Survey.
Less student officers and student staff
will have to go through disciplinary
unsupported.
Better and more consistent working
right and conditions will be embedded
for student staff and sabbatical officers.

Review, update and promote NUS advice on the employment status of
sabbatical officers.
Invest time in a nominated trade union to helping them to understand
the complexity of sabbatical employment so they can effectively
represent sabbatical officer in disciplinary.
When confident in the nominated unions ability to represent sabbatical
officer we’ll invest resource in increasing trade union memberships
among members.
Promote student staff unionisation and offer support when developing a
recognition agreement.
Key Performance Measure: Formal collaborative partnership with a trade union and 50 students' Union officers joining that union
ZONE: FE, UD
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MEB, BSSU

A whole sector approach to Learner Involvement

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Steve Coole
Delivery team: Learner Reps Project Officer; FE Unit
Officer: Toni Pearce

Learner Reps Project
Source: External – LSIS
Learner Engagement Hub
Source: FE Zone Budget
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

New NUS/LSIS Learner Involvement Resource launched at FEstival
– September 2012
Learner Reps Project Officer recruited – September 2012
LI Resource and LVQF referred to in AoC/AELP FE Guild bid –
September 2012
LI Resource, LVQF, and NUS Model SU Constitution referred to in
Chartered Community College status framework – autumn 2012
Seven cohorts of colleges participate in Student Governor Support
Programme (SGSP) briefing events – September/October 2012

Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

New Learner Involvement Resource to
replace 2006 model
Learner Voice Quality Framework
encourages colleges to support and
develop students’ unions
Learner Engagement Hub
New Learner Reps training materials
Colleges providing better support to
student governors as a result of peer led

Impact:
NUS has a coherent learner voice
support offer to colleges and students’
unions, with sector and government
backing
NUS learner voice model is embedded
into FE Guild and Chartered College
Status, and into inspection practices in
Wales

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Seven cohorts of colleges take part in a further two SGSP
benchmarking events – until March 2013
NUS Learner Voice Quality Framework (LVQF) introduced to Ofsted
inspectors – September 2012
NUS LVQF badged by LSIS and AoC – November 2012
Learner Engagement Hub launched, bringing together Learner
Involvement Resource; Learner Involvement Impact Report tool;
LVQF; Learner Reps training materials; SGSP toolkits; Discussion
forum – January 2012
NUS LVQF to be developed as part of the FE Project in Wales with
support from WAG and Estyn in Wales
NUS secondee to LSIS to embed LVQF in English colleges – by
March 2013
New Learner Reps training materials completed and launched –
March 2013
Model Constitution case studies collected - April 2013
Model Constitution Review meeting – May 2013
Learner Involvement Resource, LVQF, and Model Constitution
piloted in 10 colleges – by June 2013

regional meetings and national induction
training

Future of students’ unions in FE is
secured
Improved support available to student
governors
More effective student governors on
college corporations

Key Performance Measure: FE Engagement Hub Launched
ZONE: FE, UD
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TRANSFORMING STUDENTS

Support for student leaders in FE
Source: External – LSIS
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Support and champion the sabbatical apprentice at South Devon
College
•
Increase the number of sabbatical apprentices by five – by June
2013
•
Facilitate an officer network for a minimum of 20 sabbaticals and
those that have completed advanced leadership starting with an
event in February 2013
•
Train 70 delegates on introductory and advanced FE Leadership November 2012
•
Confirm funding for FE Leadership in November and Officer
Residential in February
•
Obtain additional funding for the June FE Leadership Course and
Officer Residential
Key Performance Measure: 70 officers trained on FE Leadership
•

ZONE: HIGHER EDUCATION, UNION DEVELOPMNT
Project/Objective:

•
•
•

DEPARTMENT: FURTHER EDUCATION UNIT
People:
PM: Steve Coole; Gareth Lindop
Delivery: Amanda Stanford; FE Unit; D&G Unit
Officers: Vicki Baars; Toni Pearce
Impact:

70 officers trained on FE Leadership
20 Officers actively networking and
organising
Increased capacity for promoting the
sabbaticals as apprentice model

STRATEGIC THEME: BSSU

Small and specialist unions/HE in FE
Work with UD Zone developing provision for and engagement with small and specialist unions and support for HE in
FE students.

•
•
•

Increased level of activism
Improved student voice
structures in FE colleges
Increase in the number of FE
sabbaticals (apprentices)

DEPARTMENT: HEU, DGU
People:
PM: various (includes Debbie McVitty, Kate Wicklow,
Emma Powell, Nick Entwistle)
Officers: Rachel Wenstone and Vicky Baars

Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•

2 joint events with GuildHE bringing together VCs and SU officers
to discuss key policy areas
Support for networking of like unions organised by UD
Co-produce with UD a formal review of support for small/specialist
unions and HE in FE & publish recommendations
Work across FE, HE, SEQ, and UD to provide a suite of resources
for FE and HE unions supporting HE in FE students eg on learning
resources, dual support systems, NSS Q23 etc.

Outcomes:

Impact:

Events well-attended and receive good feedback
Unions engage in review

Small and specialist unions feel
positively towards NUS – measured
through member perception survey

Recommendations for support that NUS can build
on to put really effective systems in place for
supporting small/specialist unions and HE in FE

NUS understands specific needs of
small and specialist unions – measured
through review responses

HE in FE students are better able to
engage with their unions & unions
better able to tackle experience of HE
in FE students – measured though NSS
Q23 response
Key Performance Measure: HE in FE students are better able to engage with their unions & unions better able to tackle experience of HE in FE students – measured
though NSS Q23 response. NUS understands specific needs of small and specialist unions – measured through review responses.
Budget: £1,000 for event support and travel and subsistence costs for 2
meetings of review group

ZONE: SOC & CIT, UNION DEVELOPMENT
Project/Objective:

Unions are networked and able to draw on shared
practice

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Protest Rights

working with Defend the Right to Protest and Liberty to ensure students know what their rights at protest and their
human rights regarding the police. Supporting Alfie Meadows and other students who were unjustly arrested as a
result of protesting.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
External: Defend the Right to Protest, Liberty
Others: Vicki Baars
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Short guidance on protest rights – sent to the membership by end of
October

Students and students’ unions are well informed
about protest rights.

Contributes to a successful national
demonstration

Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo

Significant pressure to have Alfie Meadows
acquitted of all charges.

Students feel like they know what to do
if they get into trouble with the police,
they feel safe, and know where the
lines are in terms of peaceful protest.

Joint phone app with Liberty

Joint work with Liberty to respond to human rights
abuses (as and when)
Key Performance Measure: Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo

ZONE: WELFARE
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £16,500
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

NUS/Unipol Accommodation Costs Survey report for 2012/13
Outcomes:

Outputs/Activities:
Fieldwork completed – 31 August
Draft report received – 1 October
Final report received – 15 October
Officer launch – 29 October (Welfare Zone Conf)
External Launch – 9 November
Briefing on using the report - 16 November
Campaigning materials produced – 23 November

DEPARTMENT: SOCIAL POLICY
People:
PM: Joanna Goodman
Key delivery team: Conrad Hughes, David Malcolm,
Lizzie Bone, Will Hoyles
Officer: Pete Mercer
Impact:

Latest report in longitudinal series on
accommodation costs
Research data for national and local campaigns
Contributes to local provision/future of student
housing discussions
Branded campaign for use by students’ unions

Key Performance Measure: Accommodation Costs Survey Report produced
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

Students’ unions able to use NUS data
in rent negotiations – 15 unions do so
Local BBC press coverage using
regional data – 10 articles

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Local provision consultation
Outputs/Activities:
Work with AMOSSHE to build picture of service provision in HE – December
2012
Pull together information on provision in FE, particularly the Healthy FE
initiative – December 2012
Put together case studies and toolkit – February 2013
Work cohesively with other zones around developing locality theme –
October 2012
Develop Neighbour Hub – January 2013

Key Performance Measure: Launch of NeighbourHub
ZONE: WELFARE/DISABLED
Project/Objective:

Continued focus on rising costs of
student accommodation

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Joanna Goodman
Key delivery team: David Malcolm
Officer: Pete Mercer
Outcomes:
Impact:
Case studies produced
Unions will be able to explore models of
Neighbour Hub made available for sharing of
service provision and assess the needs
resources
of their student body – 15 unions use
Clearer overall picture of state of service provision
case studies and toolkit to develop their
developed
ideas around service provision
Recommendations on assessing impact of service
Unions will be able to think innovatively
provision and innovative ways of meeting student
about how students and their needs
need produced
interact with the local community – 10
unions will run projects to make their
facilities and activities available to the
wider community

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Mental health campaigns: NUS signs up to the Time to Change pledge
and uses this as springboard for further activity

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Graham Atkinson/Joanna Goodman
Key delivery team: Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Minda
Burgos-Lukes
Officer: Pete Mercer/Hannah Paterson

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

NUS Group signs up to Time to Change pledge – Term 1
Activity to encourage SUs to sign up – Term 2
Conversion of NUS Scotland and NUS-USI mental health materials – Term 2

NUS builds relationships with mental health
campaign groups

NUS recognised as a good employer in
respect of MH

Activist ‘cookbook’ put together with ideas for work in this area – Term 2
Improved campaigns and provision on campus
Activist training days run – Term 3
regarding mental health
Key Performance Measure: NUS Group signed up to Time to Change pledge
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Healthy FE

Outcomes:

Get data/consult with FE unions, along with other information on local
service provision – Term 1
Best practice guide produced, to connect with local provision toolkit – Term
2

Improved initiatives on health in FE

Key Performance Measure: Best practice guide to Healthy FE produced

Correlation between funding and success of
initiatives established

Impact:
Demonstrate impact of enrichment
budget cuts on students in FE to
government

More coherent case for funding on enrichment in
FE

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Police and Crime Commissioner Elections

Outputs/Activities:

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Pete Mercer
Key delivery team: Joanna Goodman

Outputs/Activities:

ZONE: WELFARE / SOC CIT
Project/Objective:

20 students’ unions signed up to the
Time to Change pledge

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Joanna Goodman
Key delivery team: PSU, David Malcolm, Wales, Lucy
Hawthorne
Officer: Pete Mercer/Dannie Grufferty

Outcomes:

Impact:

Meeting with ACPO and other relevant orgs e.g. Howard League for Penal
Students/SUs engage in the process of electing
Crime Commissioners take students’
Reform and NCVYS – 14 September
PCCs
views into account
Briefing on elections, voter turnout and how to construct a ‘student
10 candidates have documented
manifesto’ in collaboration with Soc & Cit – 28 September
Students are influential in the policy aims of PCCs
Session at Welfare Zone Conference – 29 October
interaction with SUs/make statement
Election day – 15 November
about students
Key Performance Measure: 10 candidates have documented interaction with Sus/make statement about students in Police and Crime Commissioner Elections
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TRANSFORM STUDENTS

Faith Project
Outputs/Activities:
Training
Students & Faith (Sep)
Building good interfaith relations (Sep)
Religious diversity and anti-discrimination (Nov)
National Student Interfaith Forum (Nov & Feb)

Outcomes:

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Kat Luckock
Key delivery team: Kat Luckock & Alison Fernandes
Officer: Pete Mercer
Impact:

Officers/staff better informed about the needs of
different student groups, and how to support them

Improved experiences at FE & HE by
students of faith

Officers/staff able to organise or support interfaith
activities with student groups

Improved relations between students
from different religious and belief
backgrounds

Liaising with national student faith groups, maintaining relationships,
National faith groups supported to develop and
supporting them with training etc.
better engaged in the student movement
Grants for SUs to organise interfaith activities (Nov – April)
Developing case studies
Advice and information
Key Performance Measure: Grants issued to 10 students’ unions to organise interfaith activities
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Mitigating the risk of Hate Speech (external speakers)

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:

PM: Kat Luckock
Key delivery team: Kat Luckock & Alison Fernandes
Officer: Peter Mercer
Outcomes:
Impact:
Active students’ unions and society activities with
potential risks (of external speakers) identified
Reduced Hate Speech and improved
and mitigated
student activities

Outputs/Activities:

30 students’ unions implemented external speaker guidelines
Ad hoc support and advice as required
Case studies developed and shared
Training on implementing the guidance
Guidance amended for Scotland and Northern Ireland
Good Campus Relations Conference (Mar 2013)
Key Performance Measure: 30 students’ unions implemented external speaker guidelines
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Cyber-bullying

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Pete Mercer
Key delivery team: Joanna Goodman

Outputs/Activities:
Briefing produced for FE unions incorporating hate crime research and ideas
for positively tackling discrimination – Term 1
Anonymous online support made available – Term 2

Outcomes:
Government closes down websites with UK hosting
Students’ unions successfully lobby institutions to
block websites with anonymous posting

Key Performance Measure: 5 sites get blocked as a result of SU lobbying
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Stop and search
Outputs/Activities:
Write to Home Secretary to condemn current stop and search procedures in
FE colleges – Term 1
Produce briefing for FE colleges on improving procedures in their own
institutions – Term 2

Impact:
Support provided to students who have
experienced cyber-bullying via online
mechanism
SUs equipped to lobby institutions – 5
successfully get sites blocked

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Pete Mercer
Key delivery team: Joanna Goodman

Outcomes:
Government clarifies what is meant by ‘reasonable
grounds’ for searches and returns to pre-reform
policies

Impact:
Students’ experiences of stop and
search are improved through improved
regulation

Students’ unions successfully lobby institutions to
improve their own procedures

SUs equipped to lobby institutions – 5
successfully get improvements to
institutional policies

Key Performance Measure: Government clarifies what is meant by ‘reasonable grounds’ for searches and returns to pre-reform policies
ZONE: WELFARE
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Student finance (non-PIYP)

work on ancillary areas of student finance policy outside of the scope of Pound in your Pocket

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: David Malcolm
Officer: Pete Mercer
Key delivery team: Lewis Cooper
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Lobby MPs/Lords to secure earlier introduction of alternative student finance
system – term 1

Government brings forward legislation on
alternative student finance

Gather case studies on overpayments, lobby BIS/MPs – term 1

Government changes policy on overpayments of
SFE support so they cannot force recovery of such
payments arising from official error

Produce briefings on:
Institutional debt – term 1
Time out from studies – term 1
Additional fee charging – term 2

Accurate information produced on complex areas
of student finance policy

Key Performance Measure: Islamic students and others with specific objections to interest can access FE/HE loans

Islamic students and others with
specific objections to interest can
access FE/HE loans
Students are not required to repay
money paid as a result of official error
as with benefits
SUs have best available information on
current issues

ZONE: SOC & CIT
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £17,000
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Individual Electoral Reform Campaign

twofold campaign opposing the changes to block registration and encouraging students’ unions to get students to
register and engage hard to reach groups in their communities so they also register.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Dannie Grufferty
Key delivery team: Lucy Hawthorne/Lewis Cooper
External – Electoral Commission and cabinet office

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Compiling best practice on working with EROs from students’ unions – term
1

At least 10 unions to work with EROs to target
hard to reach groups

More students and low participation
groups registered to vote

Joint outreach with electoral registration officers and cabinet office –
ongoing from term 1

At least 10 unions to have registration drives

Consistent registration drives in unions,
funded by the EC.

Written document on registration drives to disseminate to membership –
term 2

ERO’s to take increased responsibility
and accountability for people adhering
to registration laws

Students’ unions registration drive - ongoing

Clarification of role students’ unions
can play in future constitutional
reforms and election drives

PSU to lead on lobbying for retaining some element block registration and
moves for online registration - ongoing
Key Performance Measure: 10 unions have election registration drives
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Open Book

campaign to develop participation in further and higher education getting unions start up offender education
programmes along the lines of the Goldsmiths’ Open Book model.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
External – Open Book team (Goldsmiths) Danny
Azfal/Joe Baden
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Launch guide and disseminate to membership – term 1

Booklet to be sent to membership, interested
unions.

NUS helps get ex-offenders back into
education.

At least 4 unions to start Open Book programmes
over the next year

Increased understanding of students’
unions role in the community and of
how to run outreach projects.

4 workshops (at least 1 in an FE college) delivered from the Open Book
team
Presence at zone conference, engage students with offender education

Increased knowledge of education for hard to
reach groups amongst the membership
Key Performance Measure: 4 unions to start Open Book programmes over the next year

ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Campaign for the living wage

to get the tertiary education sector across the UK to become a living wage sector including colleges, universities
and unions.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
External: UNISON, Citizens UK
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Two masterclasses to be delivered by Citizens UK – October 2012

A network of living wage campaigners including
students, unions and low paid workers on campus.

Guides on campaigning for the living wage and SU accreditation –
September 2012
Action/event during Living Wage week – November 2012
Joint campaigning with UNISON leading up living wage week

At least 10 unions to begin implementing the
living wage within the next year.

Students’ unions are empowered to
understand their responsibility to lowpaid staff on their campuses

At least 10 institutions to begin implementing the
living wage within the next year

SUs have stronger relationships with
cleaners, security staff, trade unions

Guides produced so unions understand
accreditation process

We get some kind of public
commitment that the tertiary education
sector will commit to become a living
wage one.

Launch a VC/Principals pledge with Unison
Key Performance Measure: At least 10 institutions to begin implementing the living wage within the next year
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

A more ethical tertiary education sector

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Citizenship

campaigning covering a number of citizenship issues, with a focus on securing votes at 16 across the UK and
reinstating citizenship education in FE in England

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
Key delivery team: NUS Scotland (Russell, Robin)

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Votes at 16 petition – term 1

Win on votes at 16 in nations

Joint actions and improved alliance with British Youth Council - ongoing

Increased partnership working with BYC

Increased political power of young
voters drives party political policy

Petition to No. 10 to save citizenship education – term 1

Citizenship education reinstated in a number of FE
colleges across the country

Work with NUS Scotland on referendum voting at 16

Key Performance Measure: Win on votes at 16 in nations
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

Unpaid Interns

NUS is seen as a leader in political
engagement amongst youth

Improved understanding in the movement of
citizenship and relationship to localism and other
government policy – measured via motions to
conference

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

campaign to stop unpaid internships and to get internships defined by law in Westminster

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty

External: InternAware, TUC, GraduateFog
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Monthly campaigns stunt/protest to highlight companies who are not paying
their interns - ongoing

University careers services to stop advertising
unpaid internships.

10 minute rule bill on the need to clarify internships in law - ongoing

Behaviour change in fashion, retail and arts
sectors so employers stop advertising for unpaid
internships and to pay their interns at least
minimum wage

Identifying university careers services that are offering unpaid internships
and getting unions to take action - ongoing
Ad-hoc action on National Minimum Wage violations - ongoing

To have the following terms clarified in law
internship, work placement, volunteer.

Internships to be defined in law
Increase in paid internships offered to
graduates
Unpaid internships to be illegal in
practice as well as theory
We get commitment from another
fashion house to back pay their interns.

To have a clear definition of paid work and what
constitutes work placements, volunteering and
work shadowing.
Key Performance Measure: Commitment from major fashion house to back pay their interns
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Equal Access campaign

joint campaign with Student Action for Refugees to encourage institutions to change their policies so asylum seekers
pay home fees for their study and can access student support and bursaries

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer Dannie Grufferty
External: Student Action for Refugees
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Launch campaign – at Soc/Cit Zone Conference

20 unions/STAR groups to begin dialogue with
their universities on equal access.

Launch equal access petition/pledge – Early September

Increased joint work between students’ unions
and local STAR groups.

Launch equal access campaign guide – Early September
Identify at least 20 unions and universities to take up the campaign – term
1

National policy change on equal access

Unions and universities signing up to the pledge to
National level lobbying - ongoing
bolster national action
Key Performance Measure: 20 unions/STAR groups to begin dialogue with their universities on equal access.
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

Internationalism

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

develop an internationalism strategy which is broad enough to respond to human rights, global student issues and
cultural differences. Developing standard practice on how the zone responds to global justice issues from time
sensitive responses to those on going

Home fees for asylum seekers
Asylum seekers to have access to the
same student support as home
students
Asylum seekers to be seen as a
vulnerable group and treated as such

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
Key delivery team: Lucy Hawthorne, Phil Hadley
(global justice toolkit)
Others: Dion Watts, Mike Day, Daniel Stevens

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Global justice toolkit: to cover a straightforward method to respond to
global issues

Increased guidance for student officers on how to
respond to global justice issues, including
briefings for international students in crisis while
studying in the UK

NUS is seen as a leader in delivering
innovative global justice issues, and
has at least two visible campaigns a
year that have some positive results
and press.

Ad-hoc responses to global justice, humanitarian issues and international
ethical issues

NUS will play a role in developing a
new kind of international union of
students, out of the GSLS.

Key Performance Measure: Global justice toolkit launched
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Ethical and Environmental

supporting the E&E team’s work by developing a strategy around ethical banking/investment and potential for
mutual banking in the student movement.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
Key delivery team: E&E team

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Ethical and Environmental masterclass - September

Improved understanding of ethical and
environmental campaigns amongst students union
officers.

More ethical students’ union sector

Ethical banking campaign – produce further guidance and identify interested
unions, day of action with Move Your Money - ongoing

30 students’ unions to commit to switch to the coShareholder activism – FairPensions training student officers to take on
operative bank.
corporations at their AGMs - ongoing
Key Performance Measure: 30 students’ unions to commit to switch to the co-operative bank.
ZONE: SOC & CIT, UNION DEVELOPMENT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Protest Rights

working with Defend the Right to Protest and Liberty to ensure students know what their rights at protest and their
human rights regarding the police. Supporting Alfie Meadows and other students who were unjustly arrested as a
result of protesting.

Students’ unions have an increased
buy-in in terms of our E&E work.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer: Dannie Grufferty
External: Defend the Right to Protest, Liberty
Others: Vicki Baars
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Short guidance on protest rights – sent to the membership by end of
October

Students and students’ unions are well informed
about protest rights.

Contributes to a successful national
demonstration

Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo

Significant pressure to have Alfie Meadows
acquitted of all charges.

Students feel like they know what to do
if they get into trouble with the police,
they feel safe, and know where the
lines are in terms of peaceful protest.

Joint phone app with Liberty

Joint work with Liberty to respond to human rights
abuses (as and when)
Key Performance Measure: Joint materials produced with Defend the Right to Protest for national demo

ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

National Citizenship Service

run some pilots with unions so they can deliver a programme to participants on the scheme.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer Dannie Grufferty
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

5 pilots with unions, some of whom will deliver projects in communities.

NUS is seen as a partner in the scheme, giving us
legitimacy with the government and private sector
bodies.

Engagement with employers funding the scheme with the potential of
creating apprenticeships/jobs out of it.

We will be seen as a key player in tackling youth
unemployment.
Key Performance Measure: 5 pilots with unions on National Citizenship Service
ZONE: SOC & CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Locality

as part of the localism agenda we get a commitment from government to improve representation of students and
youth at a local level, particularly through move to IER, get students’ unions taken more seriously in terms of
service provision and citizenship activity in communities

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Lucy Hawthorne
Officer Dannie Grufferty
Key delivery team: Pete Mercer, Jo Goodman,
Nations
Impact:

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Work with Nations to look for potential structures to get students’ unions
formal recognition in local decision making processes

Funding for students’ unions to deliver innovative
citizenship activity in communities

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Police and Crime Commissioner Elections

More funding to SUs for community
work
Improved reputation of SUs in the
community – mentions in local
authorities
Greater influence of students/young
people in local decision making – eg
planning

Key Performance Measure: 5 unions secure additional funding to deliver citizenship activity in communities
ZONE: WELFARE / SOC CIT
Project/Objective:

Students’ unions will play a real role in
getting some of the most
disadvantaged people in society into
education and employment.

DEPARTMENT: Social Policy
People:
PM: Joanna Goodman
Key delivery team: PSU, David Malcolm, Wales, Lucy
Hawthorne
Officer: Pete Mercer/Dannie Grufferty

Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Meeting with ACPO and other relevant orgs e.g. Howard League for Penal
Reform and NCVYS – 14 September
Briefing on elections, voter turnout and how to construct a ‘student
manifesto’ in collaboration with Soc & Cit – 28 September
Session at Welfare Zone Conference – 29 October

Students/SUs engage in the process of electing
PCCs

Crime Commissioners take students’
views into account

Students are influential in the policy aims of PCCs

10 candidates have documented
interaction with SUs/make statement

Election day – 15 November
Key Performance Measure: 10 candidates have documented interaction with SUs/make statement about students

about students

ZONE: DISABLED STUDENTS
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £17,000
ZONE: DISABLED
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Access Challenge

To promote increasing accessibility of students’ unions to students’ unions and to accredit students’ unions as an
access challenge organisation.
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Produce a range of communications to promote the Access Challenge to
Students’ Unions
To produce resources that explain the Access Challenge in more detail
To monitor and evaluate applications
To accredit successful Access Challenge Unions
To support the Access Challenge Award at the NUS Awards

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
Minda Burgos-Lukes – PM
Delivery by Campaigns Assistant

Outcomes:

Impact:

15 students’ unions will get accredited by the
Access Challenge

Students’ Unions are more accessible
spaces for disabled students.

A union will receive further recognition for their
hard work by receiving an NUS Award

Measure: Number of entries into the
Access Challenge award

Key Performance Measure: 15 students’ unions will get accredited by the Access Challenge
ZONE: DISABLED
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Disabled History Month

To promote, celebrate and encourage the work of disabled people throughout history.
Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Materials produced for students’ unions about DHM
Information on NUS websites about DHM

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM: Minda Burgos-Lukes
Delivery by Campaigns Assistant

Outcomes:

Impact:

15 students’ unions take part in DHM activities
across the UK

Students have a greater awareness of
the important disabled people
throughout history.
Measure:

Key Performance Measure: 15 students’ unions take part in DHM activities across the UK
ZONE: DISABLED
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Mental Health Work

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM: Minda Burgos-Lukes

to increase the support for mental health inside students’ unions

Delivery Team: Emma Green and Campaigns
Assistant
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Mental Health Guide for Activists produced
Mental Health Days run across the UK
Resources online updated

Outcomes:

Impact:

50 people participate in the mental health days

A greater understanding of supporting
students’ with mental health in
students’ unions

100 people download the activist guides

Measure:
Key Performance Measure: 50 people participate in the mental health days

ZONE: DISABLED
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

National Advocacy Service

To lobby for the introduction for a NAS to support disabled students to port their personal support packages across
the UK to increase their access to education.
Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Meetings with senior civil servants
Identifying how the project could be set up and run

Key Performance Measure: NAS established

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM: Jim Dickinson
Support by: Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Lewis Cooper

Outcomes:

Impact:

An NAS is established

Disabled students will have the ability
to move throughout the UK with their
care support package and increase
their choices to access education.

ZONE: WOMENS
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £17,500
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Supporting Carers

To research the needs of student carers in England and develop a range of recommendations to improve the
support provided to student carers in England.
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Scope Research – August 2012
Launch Research Project – Sept 2012
Review Findings – Jan 2012
Report Developed – Feb 2012
Launch Research – March 2012

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM: Lucy Buchanan-Parker (LBP)

Outcomes:

Impact:

The project will deliver a detailed research report
that will highlight the support needs of student
carers in England

NUS is able to lobby and argue
effectively on behalf of student carers
in England
Measure: Research report produced
and disseminated to major influencers
Media Coverage in 1 national paper and
1 online feature.

Key Performance Measure: Media Coverage for supporting carers in 1 national paper and 1 online feature.
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Women and the Cuts

PM: Minda Burgos-Lukes (MBL)
Support from Lucy Buchanan-Parker and the
Campaigns Assistant

to increase awareness of the impact of education cuts on women students.

Outputs/Activities:

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Women’s Groups and students’ unions have
Evidence of anti-cuts campaigns being
access to information about how cuts impact on
run on a local level, with reported
women students to use in their local campaign
successes/impact.
work.
Key Performance Measure: 10 womens anti-cuts campaigns being run on a local level, with reported successes/impact.

•
•
•

Localising the fight briefing – December 2012
Session delivered at Women’s Conference – March 2012
Women and the Cuts session delivered at Activism 2012

ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: MAKING EDUCATION BETTER

Liberating the Curriculum

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM:

Supporting women students in FE institutions to have stronger and more active students’ unions that work with the
institution to shape a more accessible and woman-friendly learning environment for women.
Outputs/Activities:
•
Adapt Liberation, Equality and Diversity in the curriculum to make
it relevant to FE. This will offer information on how course material
and content can be more inclusive of women and more woman
friendly
•
Offer information, support and guidance on how to set up
student/staff partnerships, societies and mentoring schemes for
women studying subjects that are traditionally dominated by men.

Outcomes:
•
Better support mechanisms available for
women in colleges who are studying
subjects dominated by men.
•
Course content is more woman friendly
and showcases positive role models and
representations of women

Impact:
•
Women on courses feel
supported and recognise a
change in the environment
•
There is an increase of women
enrolling on and completing
courses dominated by men

Key Performance Measure: Adapted briefing on LTC launched
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Zero Tolerance

to increase the number of unions that have adopted the Zero Tolerance on Sexual Harassment policy
Outputs/Activities:
•
Develop Database and new process – August 2012
•
Evaluate applications – December 2012
•
Review process and develop next steps – January 2012

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM: Minda
Support from Campaigns Assistant

Outcomes:

Impact:

That 40 number of students’ unions have signed
up to the zero tolerance on sexual harassment
policy and are working to meet the
standard/criteria

That there is a reduction in the amount
of sexual harassment on UK campuses
(tested by future research)

Key Performance Measure: 40 unions sign up to zero tolerance on sexual harassment standards/projects
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Coalition Work

the Women’s campaign works with a range of other organisations to advance the position of women in society

Outputs/Activities:
•
Abortion Rights – to promote and support the work of AR to women
students through our networks and to take part in any relevant action
•
Million Women Rise – to organise and mobilise for the Million Women
Rise Action – March 2012
•
Reclaim the Night – to organise and mobilise for the London Reclaim
the Night and support other initiatives around the UK – November 2012

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM – MBL – support from EG and LBP and the
campaigns assistant

Outcomes:

Impact:

Students’ Unions positively engage with this work
and NUS mobilises at least 100 women for the
MWR and RTN actions.

NUS is perceived to be playing a role in
the wider women’s movement (no
measure)

Key Performance Measure: 100 women mobilised for the MWR and RTN actions.
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TRANSFORM

Women and Leadership
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•

Women in Leadership Masterclasses x 3 – Sept/Oct 2012
I Will Events – Jan 2012
Sister Activist – October 2012

DEPARTMENT: DGU
People:
PM – Emma Green (EG) with support from MBL and
Vic Langer (VL)

Outcomes:

Impact:

100 Women across all three events have been
supported to become leaders and/or activists in
their students’ unions

An increase in women’s participation in
students’ union elections (Election Data
through D&G Survey)

Increase in number of unions at
Women’s Conference
Key Performance Measure: 100 Women across all three events have been supported to become leaders and/or activists
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

Issue Briefings

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM – LBP with support from MBL and EG

Outputs/Activities:
•
Women and the Demo – Oct 2012
•
Equal Pay – Oct 2012
•
Trans Action Day – November 2012
•
Women and disability – December 2012
•
International Women’s Day – March 2012
•
Women and the informal economy – March 2012

Outcomes:

Impact:

That 30 students’ unions down load the resources
for each of the briefings (stats from comms)

That students’ unions are able to run
local action/campaigns.
Measure through feedback at the end
of the year from the mailing list

Key Performance Measure: 30 students’ unions down load the resources for each of the briefings
ZONE: WOMEN
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Lad Culture on Campus

an investigation/research project into who owns campus culture and the impact that ‘lad culture’ has
Outputs/Activities:
•
Literature Review – Nov 2012
•
Focus Groups – Nov 2012
•
Data Analysis – Dec 2012
•
Report Findings presented – Jan 2012
•
Next Steps Meeting – Feb 2012
Key Performance Measure: Report on Lad Culture Launched January

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM – LBP will oversee an external research team
from Sussex University to carry out the research

Outcomes:

Impact:

A report into the issue of ‘lad culture’ on UK
campuses is produced that enables NUS to lead a
constructive and challenging debate on the issue
across the sector.

A change in campus culture across the
UK – measured by a lack of evidence of
‘lad culture’ prevailing.

ZONE: LGBT
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £18,000
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Out in Education

DEPARTMENT: DGU
People:
PM: Emma Green
With support from Schools Out, LGBT Officers and
LGBT CA

Offer training and support to LGBT students on Further and Higher education to go into secondary schools and run
sessions on tackling homophobia and being positive about LGBT.
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
20 LGBT students trained in running sessions in
•
Out in Education Training Day – October 2012, ran with Schools Out
secondary schools and feel confident to take the
•
Training resources and materials produced and circulated to those who
programme forward.
attend
•
On-going support for trainees, offering advice and guidance on their
Secondary schools across the country receive
sessions ran by LGBT students that allow them to
sessions and how to tailor them to difference schools’ needs
•
Record of achievements of trainees, how the sessions are going and
explore creating a more LGBT friendly
feedback from sessions
environment.
Key Performance Measure: 20 LGBT students trained in running sessions in secondary schools
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Out in Sport

research into the experiences of LGBT students in sport and a series of recommendations focused on improving the
student experience of LGBT students through participation in sports.
Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•

Data Collection – August 2012
Initial findings and press work – September 2012
Report Launch – October 2012
Further Action Plan – November 2012

Impact:
Secondary schools build links with local
LGBT movements and recognise an
improvement in their school in creating
a more LGBT friendly environment.
Measure: Through record keeping,
updates and feedback, we are able to
measure positive change and
improvement in secondary schools
where sessions have been run.

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People:
PM: Lucy Buchanan-Parker (LBP)with support from
LGBT CA

Outcomes:

Impact:

A comprehensive report that looks at the
experiences of LGBT students in sport is produced.
This will enable NUS to speak with authority of
these issues and to develop recommendations and
campaign asks based on evidence.

Experiences improved through effective
lobbying and campaign work Nationally
and Locally

Report - Media Coverage: Print: 1
Nationals, 2 locals; Radio – 1 national,
3 locals; 5 web
Key Performance Measure: Report - Media Coverage on out in sport: Print: 1 Nationals, 2 locals; Radio – 1 national, 3 locals; 5 web
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TRANSFORM

LGBT Student Leadership and Training Programmes
Outputs/Activities:
•
Leadership Training – Sept 2012
•
Activist Days x 3 – December 2012

Outcomes:

PM- Emma Green (EG) with support and delivery by
Minda Burgos-Lukes (MBL)
Impact:

100 people attending across all 4 events

Key Performance Measure: 100 people attending LGBT Student Leadership across all 4 events
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

DEPARTMENT: DGU
People:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Increase in LGBT participation in
Students’ Union elections (Measured by
the D&G Survey)

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:

F into LGBT

Take a broader look at women’s involvement in the LGBT Campaign, particularly trans women, and see where there
could be improvement on making the campaign more accessible to women.
Outputs/Activities:
•
Round Table discussion with committee members from LGBT and
Women’s Committee who represent women and trans women and
relevant externals to discuss how to what needs to be done.
•
Run women specific sessions at activist days.
•
‘F into LGBT’ document circulated and workshop on this provided at
conference to give more background

PM –Finn McGoldrick, with support from Minda
Burgos-Lukes

Outcomes:
Following the consultation, create motions to go
forward at LGBT conference making
recommendations on how to make the campaign
more women-friendly

Impact:
Recognised increase of women’s
9particularly trans) participation in
NUS LGBT events and the democratic
conference
Measure: By collecting data from
conferences over a five-year period

Key Performance Measure: ‘F into LGBT’ document circulated and workshop
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Equal Marriage

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM – MBL, with support from PPA, Comms, CA and
external stakeholders

Pending the outcomes of the recent consultation on Equal Marriage, we may need to run a series of activities to
support Equal Marriage for all.
Outputs/Activities may include:
Outcomes:
•
Day of Action – January 2013?
Create links with external organisations working
•
Lobbying the Government, through actions, petitions and letters
towards the same objective
•
Media coverage of any actions
Successfully lobby the government on Equal
Marriage and gain support from MPs
Become a prominent organisation in the campaign
for Equal Marriage
Key Performance Measure: 50 LGBT student activists involved in day of Action
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Trans Training Day

Offer training and guidance to LGBT Societies and SUs on how to become more trans-friendly and better at
engaging trans people in to their activities.
Outputs/Activities:
•
Training Day for societies and sabbatical officers, offering information
on how to create trans-friendly environments and consider ways in
which they can engage trans students.
•
Further information and guidance updated and created to offer more
support on how to create a trans-friendly environment.

Impact:
Activists engaged and supportive of our
agenda, pushing it on a local and
national level
Measure: Number of student activists
involved in Day of Action and lobbying
and media coverage.

DEPARTMENT: DGU
People:
PM: Emma Green
With support from Sky Yarlett and LGBT CA.

Outcomes:
30 students/officers trained on creating transfriendly environments.

Impact:
More trans people engage in societies
and SUs.
Measure: More trans people at NUS
events and involved in the student
movement

Key Performance Measure: 30 students/officers trained on creating trans-friendly environments
ZONE: LGBT
Project/Objective:

LGBT History Month

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

To celebrate the work of significant LGBT people throughout history

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM – MBL with delivering by the Campaigns Assistant

Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Briefings developed – Oct 2012
Resources on NUS Online and nus.org.uk updated and developed – Oct
2012
Launch of LGBT History Month – Nov 2012
Website takeover – (sometime during) Nov 2012
Student Media update – Oct 2012

Outcomes:

Impact:

XX number of students’ unions take part in LGBT
HM activities across the UK

Students have a greater awareness of
the important LGBT people throughout
history.

Key Performance Measure: 20 number of students’ unions take part in LGBT HM activities across the UK

Measure:

ZONE: BLACK STUDENTS
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: £17,500
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: VARIOUS

Organising the Campaign

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda Burgos-Lukes
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Developing a strong responsive and supportive Campaign that is able to effectively link up with students across
campuses.
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
Committee meetings (travel, food, accommodation) x6 across the
Supported Unions and Black Students’ Officers
year (3 in Autumn/Winter, 3 in Spring)
•
Fresher’s Packs with key campaigning materials
Developing the Campaign Committee in to an
•
Black Students’ Campaign Handbook 2012/13
effective national network of student leaders
•
Committee implementing priority campaigns (including travel to
important events nationally e.g. UAF, supporting campuses, BHM,
Updated Handbook for 2012/13 including Black
creating BSOs & responding to racist incidents; organising regional
perspectives, support on campaigns, information
activist events)
about the Black Students’ Campaign
•
Rosa Parks poster
•
Because poster
Fresher’s Packs to over 60 Unions and frequently
distributing our materials throughout the year at
key
student/NUS/priority events

Impact:
Increased engagement in BSC and our
priority campaigns e.g. increasing
participation in our events, more media
coverage and developing engagement
with BSOs and more created.
Increasing activity in key Campaign
areas through use of acclaimed
handbook - essential resource and
organising tool for Black students
throughout the year.
Measured through contact from
Committee/at our Conferences

Key Performance Measure: BS Fresher’s Packs to over 60 Unions
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Black History Month
Supporting and promoting Black History Month during October leading to increased recognition of struggles of Black
majority of humanity and celebrating vast contribution Black communities make to society
Outputs/Activities:
•
National event
•
Materials including a Guide for BHM 2012 and a poster for
campuses
•
Supporting local events (including speaking engagements)
•
“Because..” video
•
NUS Website ‘take-over’

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda BurgosLukes, Comms
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Outcomes:
Black History Month celebrated across even more
institutions
Increased awareness of the what BHM means and
why it’s important
“Because..” video being shared on social
networks, inspiring students to get involved with
BSC

Impact:
Contributing to wider Black
communities who are celebrating BHM
Making BHM even more known and
making BSC a leading organisation
celebrating it
More people visiting Black Students’
Section on NUS websites

Key Performance Measure: BHM 25 events held across the country
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: BETTER UNIONS

‘Operation: Black Students’ Representation’

Black students are consistently under-represented across our movement, from within SUs and NUS. Many
institutions lack Black students’ engagement or even Black Students’ Officers

DEPARTMENT: UD
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda BurgosLukes, Emma Green
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Outputs/Activities:
•
Launch event
•
Producing a guide to standing in your Union
•
Support for students standing in their unions - including travelling
to join them campaign on their campus
•
Training - i.e. help with manifestoes, public speaking training, how
to build your campaign team, how to promote yourself
•
Support with creating officer positions (e.g. speaking at Union
meetings/committees)

Outcomes:
More Black students elected as sabbatical officers
More Black Students’ Officers positions created
More Black students elected as part-time officers
More Black students attending NUS events and
Conference

Impact:
More Black sabbs compared to last year
An audit of liberation officers
Anecdotal evidence
Monitoring attendance at NUS events of
Black students

Key Performance Measure: 15% increase in the number of Black Student Officers elected
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Fighting racism, Islamophobia and fascism

DEPARTMENT: SPU
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda BurgosLukes, ARAF staff?
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Playing our role in NUS ARAF Conference, developing a student movement that prioritises challenging racism in all
its forms and celebrating multiculturalism and diversity
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
* Major activity of Campaign will be the ARAF Conference - to
Maximum mobilisation of Black students at anticome from ARAF budget
fascist mobilisations in defence of multiculturalism
•
Locally responding to racism on campus - e.g. at LSE, City Uni,
A successful ARAF Conference that empowers
Leeds Met where there was a racist lecturer
students to campaign against all forms of racism
•
Mobilising against the EDL and far-right - organising protests,
and fascism
campaigning against EDL targeting Muslim community
Uniting communities at direct threat from far-right
•
Working with national Anti-Racism Anti-Fascism campaigns to
and all those opposed to them e.g. Jewish
mobilise students against far-right
communities, Black communities, LGBT people,
•
Celebrating diversity and multiculturalism on campuses - e.g.
women, disabled people, labour movement
supporting SUs in running events, building strong anti-racism
activists.
campaigns on campus and giving advice to activists in dealing with
Campuses that champion multiculturalism and
racist incidents, a briefing
diversity and actively challenge racism
•
Campaigning against racism in the police, deaths in custody and
education students on their rights and supporting call for full
implementation of Macpherson report recommendations
Key Performance Measure: ARAF Conference held with 80% satisfaction rating
ZONE: VARIOUS
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME:

Cross-Liberation Work

Supporting Black women, disabled and LGBT students

Outputs/Activities:
•
A Black Women’s Conference
•
A Black LGBT event
•
Black Mental Health Briefing (working with DSC and BHM UK)
focussing on importance of welfare services for Black disabled
students & warning against cuts to these vital support services

Impact:
Fascists kept off of campuses
Anti-racism becoming priorities of
unions
Putting issues of police racism and ongoing injustice on the agenda
Exposing racism and rising
Islamophobia and increasing confidence
of students to challenge racism

DEPARTMENT:
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda Burgos-Lukes
(working with other liberation Campaigns)
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Outcomes:
(outcomes ultimately decided by Black
women/Black LGBT students) - generally
increasing participation in student movement and
supporting self-organisation and celebrating
diversity of Black student population and the

Impact:
More Black women/LGBT students
participating across all areas of NUS
Strengthened links with wider Black
communities
Student movement to recognise and

contribution women and Black LGBT students
make
Briefing to be distributed across institutions

work to redress the detrimental impact
of welfare cuts on Black communities &
racism within system

Key Performance Measure: Black Womens Conference held
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Equality in Education - no to fees and cuts

DEPARTMENT: PSU/SOCIAL POLICY
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda BurgosLukes, International Students’ Campaign
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Mobilising Black students to campaign against education cuts, fees and inequality and campaigning against racism
and discrimination within education
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
NUS National demonstration - including posters, leaflets, meetings
Maximum mobilisation of Black students at the
to support Black students mobilising, placards and travel for
NUS demo
Committee members to the demo
Increased activity against cuts that are having a
•
Supporting Black students fighting locally against cuts - these
devastating effect on Black students and Black
funds will be used to support Black students in urgent campaigns
communities
to save courses and departments facing cuts. For example last year Briefing providing specific information on impact
London Metropolitan shamefully cut its Caribbean Studies course.
of cuts on Black and other oppressed communities
•
Anti-cuts briefing - providing Black students with arguments
and practical advice that is then translated in to
against cuts and how to campaign against them
action
To reverse government decision on London Met
•
Defending international students - e.g. Let London Met
licence to teach non-EU students and to challenge
International Students study, no to hate crime
discrimination against international students
Key Performance Measure: Black Anti Cuts Briefing Released
ZONE: BLACK
Project/Objective:

International Peace and Justice

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOCIETY

Impact:
Black students who are some of the
hardest hit by the government will be
empowered to challenge austerity
agenda.
Enabling Black students to fully
participate in anti-cuts movement
despite barriers such as racism.
Courses and departments saved,
concessions won etc.
To stop international students being
deported & halt government attacks on
international students

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People: PM: Aaron Kiely
Staff delivering: Abdi Mohamed, Minda Burgos-Lukes
Officer: Aaron Kiely

Campaigning for justice for the Black majority of humanity, against war, climate chaos and supporting progressive
developments across the world
Outputs/Activities:
Outcomes:
•
Commemorating 100 years of the African National Congress
Supporting students campaigning for international
•
Mobilising students against war, opposing Trident nuclear weapons
peace and justice on campuses
and supporting right to education across the world
Increasing support for funding education and not
•
Supporting indigenous rights in Latin America and the Caribbean
war
•
Campaigning for climate justice
Key Performance Measure: 10 IPJ key events held across UK

Impact:
Students and unions hosting events on
supporting justice across Africa, the
Caribbean, Asia, Arab countries and in
Latin America.

ZONE: PRIORITY CAMPAIGN
PROPOSED BUDGET ALLOCATION: N/A
ZONE: PRIORITY
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Pound in Your Pocket

DEPARTMENT: POLICY UNIT, SPU
People:
Project lead: Graeme Wise
Key Staff:
Alan Roberts, David Malcolm, Clare Huxley

Outputs/Activities:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Outcomes:

Overall summary report (print and PDF) - Nov 28 2012 (content
completion by 26 Oct)
Six reports as indicated below (PDF only) – Nov 28 2012 (content
completion by 26 Oct)
o
Cross-cutting narrative report ‘the Student Support Challenge’
o
Literature Review
o
Report of the PIYP Survey
o
Report of the Microcommissions
o
Policy Proposals Paper
Supplementary report on ‘the student labour market and the role of
paid work’ – Nov 28 2012 (content completion by 26 Oct)
Infographics poster – Nov 28 2012
Microsite to showcase the above, plus interactive elements – Nov 28
2012
Launch conference (half day, London) – Nov 28 2012
Union Councils tour, Jan-Mar 2013
Political work, Jan-Jun 2013

Officers: Liam Burns, Pete Mercer
Impact:

Enhanced profile for student financial support
issues within the student movement

New formal NUS policy coherent with
recommendations

Enhanced understanding across multiple
stakeholders of the challenges involved in
developing student financial support policy

Increased media attention on student
financial support issues, e.g. coverage
items counted

Enhanced understanding across multiple
stakeholders of student experiences of and
attitudes to student financial support

Increased political attention on student
financial support issues, e.g.
Parliamentary debate held, PQs asked,
direct engagement with MPs/Peers
measured

Stimulating interest across multiple stakeholders
in the student labour market and the role of paid
work
Improved, evidence-led policy for NUS

Policy changes in line with our
recommendations on (for example):
Public spending priorities
Student loan repayment terms
Student-facing systems, processes and
practices
National Scholarship Programme
Discretionary hardship support

Key Performance Measure: Six PIYP reports launched in November
ZONE: PRIORITY
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: TBSG

Further and Higher Education in the Good Society
(in collaboration with Compass)

Outputs/Activities:

DEPARTMENT: POLICY UNIT
People:
Project lead: Graeme Wise
Key staff: Alan Roberts, Alex Jones, Lewis Cooper,
Debbie McVitty, Gemma Painter

Outcomes:

Officers: Liam Burns, Toni Pearce, Rachel Wenstone
Impact:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think piece(s) published - early October 2012
Informal gathering at Labour Party Conference – early Oct 2012
Involvement in some form in zone conferences – late Oct 2012
Expert seminar held – early Dec 2012
Involvement in ‘future of education’ event – Feb 2013
Second expert seminar (?) – April 2013
Compass Conference Session – June 2013
Final report completed – September 2013
Party conference activity – October 2013

Provocation of ideas in the public sphere around
educational goods and values, tertiary education,
lifelong learning, and the connections between
learning, localities and labour markets

Labour Party policy for GE2015 reflects
the priorities and proposals outlined at
the end of the project (primary
objective).

Influenced Labour Party policy process (primary
objective)

Liberal Democrat and Green Party
policy for GE2015 reflects (secondary
objective).

Influenced Liberal Democrat and Green Party
policy processes (secondary objective)

In comparing them point-by-point, 3
major and/or 6 minor
recommendations adopted is probably
a success.

Key Performance Measure: 3 major and/or 6 minor education recommendations adopted
ZONE: PRIORITY
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Enhancing Information and Advice for HE Applicants

DEPARTMENT: POLICY UNIT
People:
Project lead: Graeme Wise
Key staff: Alan Roberts, Dan Higgins, Kate Wicklow,
Debbie McVitty
Officers: Liam Burns, Rachel Wenstone

Outputs/Activities:
•

•
•
•

Continue to develop collaboration with Which?, in the following terms
(by end Oct 2012):
o
Which? University successfully launched with NUS involvement
and branding as per agreement (Sept 11 2012)
o
90% of ‘priority one and two unions’ have submitted data for
W.U.
o
W.U. financial support advice checked and endorsed by NUS
o
W.U. high-level editorial content submitted by NUS to meet
needs assessment
Run a review seminar of the Which? service to inform improvement and
options for future development – Feb 2013 (possib. use future of
education event / strategic conversation as vehicle)
Develop ‘going to uni’ app or similar for rollout at the end of the 12/13
UCAS cycle
Plan in place for new ‘e-mentoring’ service in collaboration with Which?
and Brightside – June 2013

Outcomes:

Impact:

Improved source of independent information and
advice for HE applicants

Improved applicant understanding of
higher education choices (we could run
a short survey asking about the service
via our database, giving us an
independent evidence base from
Which?)

NUS and students’ unions associated with major
information and advice initiative and with a
growing ‘making better choices’ agenda
NUS and students’ unions have variously endorsed
and authored editorial content for the service
Clear future plan for development and innovation,
especially in the fields of contextual advice, and
‘deep’ quality such as advice on course content
and different approaches to learning and teaching

Key Performance Measure: Which? University launches September 2012

Increased applicant traffic to students’
union websites, and increased
registrations on NUS Digital in the late
summer period
Further evolution of the service
recognisably attributable to NUS
influence and involvement

ZONE: PRIORITY
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

Tackling Hidden Costs in Higher Education

DEPARTMENT: POLICY UNIT
People:
Project lead: Alan Roberts
Key staff: Debbie McVitty, HE Consultants
Officer: Rachel Wenstone

Outputs/Activities:
•
•

Joint guidance (NUS, UUK & GuildHE) to HEIs issued for 2013 entry –
March 2012
Agreement (NUS, UUK & GuildHE) to joint-fund more in-depth,
independent research into student costs in 2013/14 – March 2012

Outcomes:

Impact:

Issue of hidden costs has increased profile in the
HE sector

Student costs become more
transparent across the board

Acceptance within the sector, as a minimum, in
the principle and practice of costs transparency

Students no longer expected to meet
‘unacceptable’ costs and charges that
should more properly be provided as an
inherent part of programmes

Acceptance within the sector that certain costs
should be included as an inherent part of
programmes and not ‘extra’

Future in depth research to examine
the issue in detail and test impact of
guidance

Key Performance Measure: Joint guidance on Hidden Costs issued in March
ZONE: PRIORITY
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FUNDING & PARTICIPATION

National Demonstration

Against education cuts and lack of youth opportunities including employment.

Outputs/Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobilisation materials online – 7th September 2012
Mobilisation event – 7th September
Logistics Online – 20th October
Risk Assessment/Event Plan – 20th October
Video Competition – 7 Sept – 15 Nov
Demo Happens – 21 Nov

Outcomes:

DEPARTMENT: POLICY UNIT
People:
PM: Dani Beckett
Lisa Pool, Vicky Thomas, Vic Langer, Will Hoyles –
key delivery team
Officer – Liam Burns
Impact:

10,000 students and supporters marching through
central London
Safe event without any major incidents

Key Performance Measure: 10,000 students and supporters marching through central London

Increase in the number of student
activists for term 2 activities (measure
– Membership Perception Survey)
Media Coverage: Print: 2 Nationals, 3
locals; Radio – 1 national, 5 locals; 10
web

ZONE: ALL LIBERATION
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: FAIRER SOC, TRANSFORM

Liberation Activist Days
Run Joint Liberation Activist days in the first term for Liberation Activists. These days will incorporate all four
Liberation Campaigns and will aim to provide some skills-based training on public speaking, networking, running
effective campaigns and topic-specific sessions on priority campaigns and individual issues.
Outputs/Activities:
•
Comms plan for promotion of the days
•
Events support on logistical plans for the day
•
Staff support in the run up to, on the days and post the days
•
Feedback on the success of the days

Key Performance Measure: 400 Liberation Activists trained

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
PM – Minda Burgos-Lukes with support from
Liberation CAs, EG, events and external presenters.

Outcomes:
•
Increased interest in all four campaigns –
someone who may have only attended
one of the campaigns’ activist days may
become interested and supportive of
others
•
Allow delegates who wanted to attend
multiple events, but didn’t have the time
or budget, to attend one event where
they can learn about all of the campaigns
they’re interested in
•
Allow us to pool together our time and
resources and free up staff’s time to
allow them to work on other priorities
•
Show how productive cross-liberation
working can be and allow delegates to
network with people from different
Liberation Campaigns
•
Ensure we have a good number of
activists attending each event

Impact:
Liberation activists across the country
receive training, support and guidance
on how run effective campaigns and
build strong activist networks on
campus.
Measure:
Good attendance at events
Feedback from the events
We see an increase in cross-liberation
and liberation campaigns on campus.
Case studies on how the events have
had a positive impact at a local and
national level.

ZONE: UD, PRIORITY, SOC CIT
Project/Objective:

STRATEGIC THEME: BSG

Building and maintaining strong campaigning unions

(Including Online Training Modules and Videos, also see Developing Officer Development Programme)
Policy:

DEPARTMENT: PSU
People:
Staff: Abigail Coombs, Dani Beckett & Phil Hadley.
Officers: Vicki Baars & Dannie Grufferty

High Priority
Outputs/Activities:

Outcomes:

Impact:

Development of activists through organising for the national demo (see
demo plan for demo outputs)

10,000 students and supporters marching through
central London

Increase in the number of student
activists for term 2 activities (measure
– Membership Perception Survey)

Safe event without any major incidents

I am the change materials sent to unions
I am the change competition launched

Making Change happen brochure produced & circulated at Zone
conferences.

500 changes made
25,000 total votes
Campaign outcomes dependent on winner

15 unions to enquire about activist training

Creating activists from students not
usually involved with NUS campaigns.
Individual campaign impacts dependent
on winning change.
Introduce students to the world of
‘activism’.

5 unions wanting to share their own case studies?
300 students to attend

Activism 2012

Media Coverage: Print: 2 nationals, 3
locals; Radio: 1 national, 5 locals, 10
web

500 ‘hits’ on the page

Feedback: 80% of students would
come again
NUS viewed as effective campaigns
organisation
Encourage students to sign up for
activist training

Online resources (campaign literature, inspiring videos, etc.) on an ‘Activist’
page on the website that links with the Activist Development Programme.

Train the trainer for staff and officers so they can train a greater number of
activists.

Pilot scheme covering 12 areas in the UK with 1520 attendees in each
Encourage each attendee to run the training to at
least 20 students on their campus. (Total target of
3600 trained activists.)
6 campaigns staff network meetings

Support students undertaking activist
training
NUS Campaigns team has a sustainable
Activist Development Training
programme.

Campaigns staff network – meetings every two months at different
students’ unions

Campaigns hub and resources (e.g. toolkit) developed and collated

Toolkit / resources downloaded by ## students’
unions; website hits (& other analytics?)

Survey (member perception
survey/other?) % of staff perceive
campaigns are effective (clear aims,
focused on impact, evidence etc)
Survey - % of unions perceive
resources & hub integral to
campaigning

## training workshops delivered to officers & staff
Survey - % of officers & staff believe
training is useful / helped them develop
effective campaigns / training

Campaigns training for students’ unions – through Summer training and
other events throughout the year plus ad hoc workshops – includes
development of new training
Key Performance Measure: 3600 trained activists

NEC/209/12
Subject:

Detailed Internal Budgets

Paper ref:

TB12/1H

Produced by:

Dave Farbrother, Group Finance Director

To:

NEC

Date:

22nd August 2012

Paper already received by

Audit, Risk and Remuneration sub committee

Paper destination

Trustee Board

Action for this body

Approve

Summary The Detailed Internal Budgets are to approve. They will have been discussed by the
ARR subcommittee on 5th September 2012.
Equality and Diversity issues
None
Management prepare budgets, by department, on an annual basis, which set out the
anticipated income and expenditure for the organisation at a departmental level. These are
submitted to both ARR and NEC for approval. They are based upon the Estimates that have
been approved by National Conference, with updates on those areas where we have been able
to obtain better information or make more accurate assessments. They comprehend the key
priorities for the year as set out by National Conference.
There remains some work to be done in both the phasing and the allocation of certain amounts
between the campaign areas.

Salary &
NEC Costs

Activity
Costs

Income

Net

Higher Education Zone

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Further Education Zone

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Welfare Zone

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Society & Citizenship Zone

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Union Development Zone

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Priority Campaign

0

70,000

0

(70,000)

Activism & Campaign Capacity

0

55,000

0

(55,000)

Women’s Campaign

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Black Students Campaign

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Disabled Students

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

LGBT

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

International Students

26,129

0

0

(26,129)

Mature & Part Time

0

0

0

0

Postgraduate

0

0

0

0

POT

0

180,000

0

(180,000)

Access

0

0

0

0

Other

0

20,000

0

(20,000)

261,290

325,000

0

(586,290)

Democracy

0

52,552

0

(52,552)

National Conference

0

270,000

40,000

(230,000)

National Executive Council

0

35,500

0

(35,500)

Liberation Conferences

0

170,000

60,000

(110,000)

Zone Conferences

0

60,000

60,000

0

Affiliations

0

20,000

0

(20,000)

Access

0

45,000

0

(45,000)

SUBTOTAL

0

653,052

160,000

(493,052)

Political Strategy Unit

387,059

67,400

0

(454,459)

Higher Education Unit

241,632

28,800

0

(270,432)

Further Education Unit

224,256

29,829

0

(254,085)

Social Policy Unit

158,602

22,400

0

(181,002)

Democracy & Governance Unit

352,157

42,500

0

(394,657)

0

170,000

170,000

0

89,540

10,000

0

(99,540)

135,213

20,000

0

(155,213)

1,588,457

390,929

170,000

(1,809,386)

Details
1. Zones, Liberation & Sections

SUBTOTAL
2. Governance

3. Policy & Delivery Unit

Officer Development Programme
Policy Unit
Management & Overhead
SUBTOTAL

4. Business Services & Resources
126,080

5,000

46,784

(84,296)

Finance

0

257,957

0

(257,957)

NUSHQ

76,173

119,570

0

(195,743)

Customer Services

0

81,443

0

(81,443)

Human Resources

0

107,124

0

(107,124)

IT

0

402,120

0

(402,120)

Events & Conferencing Unit

Strategic Development

136,056

60,768

0

(196,824)

SUBTOTAL

338,309

1,033,982

46,784

(1,325,507)

Communications

299,261

108,500

98,085

(309,676)

SUBTOTAL

299,261

108,500

98,085

(309,676)

Scotland

334,360

106,593

0

(440,953)

Wales

235,600

84,050

0

(319,650)

NUS-USI

123,505

0

96,598

(26,907)

SUBTOTAL

693,464

190,643

96,598

(787,509)

NUS Extra

0

0

1,370,000

1,370,000

Affiliation Fees

0

0

3,720,000

3,720,000

5. Communications & Marketing

6. Nations

7. Unrestricted Income

Other Core & EFP Income

0

0

1,299,333

1,299,333

SUBTOTAL

0

0

6,389,333

6,389,333

Contingency

0

0

35,000

35,000

Irrecoverable VAT

0

130,000

0

(130,000)

Pension Deficit Contribution

0

213,234

0

(213,234)

SUBTOTAL

0

343,234

35,000

(308,234)

Premises (inc. Nations)
Recharge - Business
Development

0

576,602

0

(576,602)

150,000

150,000

SUBTOTAL

0

150,000

(426,602)

SURPLUS

343,078

8. Provisions & Contingencies

9. Infrastructure

0
576,602

TOTAL EXCLUDING CHARITY
10. Charity
NUS Charitable Services will be financed by a donation from
NUS
SUBTOTAL

(240,000)
SURPLUS

103,078

1 | ZONES, LIBERATION & SECTIONS

In this section you will find costs relating to NUS’ range of centrally run campaigns and some
costs relating to relevant full time officers. A detailed explanation of what each area covers is
given below each subsection. Some income directly related to this area is illustrated at the end
of the section.
The allocation of activity costs for Zones, Liberations and sections will be agreed by the NEC at
their meeting in September.

1.1

| Zones

“Zones” are 5 areas of core work for NUS, each carrying a Vice President, a committee, a
conference and a programme of activities, campaigns and work.
Further Education Zone
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Union Development Zone
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Higher Education Zone
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Welfare Zone
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Society & Citizenship Zone
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Zone Conferences
Total

Officer Costs
£0

Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

£0

Net
(£26,129)

Activity
Costs
£60,000

Income
£60,000

£0

FE Zone: This area includes the honorarium for the Vice President Further Education as well as
the budget for FE Campaigning Activity as carried out by the FE Vice President and Zone
Committee. The totals include work campaigning on FE Education Campaigns and some FE
Learner Voice campaign activity. The budget includes the Vice President costs.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Union Development Zone: This area includes the honorarium for the VP Union Development,
as well as the budget for developing active strong students’ unions as carried out by the Union
Development Vice President and Zone Committee. This includes work on union governance,
democratic participation, and student activities. The budget includes the Vice President costs.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

HE Zone: This area includes the honorarium for the Vice President Higher Education as well as
the budget for HE Campaigning Activity as carried out by the HE Vice President and Zone
Committee. This includes work campaigning on HE Education Campaigns and HE Learner Voice
campaign activity. Some similar work is covered by external funding- listed separately in
section 3. The budget includes the Vice President costs.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Welfare Zone: This area includes the honorarium for the VP Welfare, as well as the budget for
Activity as carried out by the Welfare VP and Zone Committee. This includes areas of campaign
work such as sexual and mental health, housing & accommodation. The budget includes the
Vice President costs.
Activity
Costs

Income

Society and Citizenship Zone: This area includes the honorarium for the new VP Society and
Citizenship, as well as a budget for Activity as carried out by the Society and Citizenship VP
and zone committee, including areas of work such as community, volunteering and
internationalism. The budget includes the Vice President costs.
Net
£0

Zone Conferences: The budget for the zone conferences show them at a break even. Any
overspend will be met by the Zone allocation budget on a conference by conference basis.

1.2

| Liberation Campaigns

NUS runs a range of politically autonomous campaigns centred around tackling discrimination
and the rights of particular groups of students. In most cases the costs of the campaign, and
any elected officers are allocated under each section. Liberation conferences are managed
centrally from a subsidy pot.
The costs relating to staff support for liberation campaigns are included elsewhere in Section
3- Research, Policy & Political Strategy.
Women’s
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Black Students
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Disabled Students
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

LGBT
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Liberation Conferences
Total

Officer Costs
£0

Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

Net
(£26,129)

£0

£0

Net
(£26,129)

Activity
Costs
£170,000

Income
£60,000

Net
(£110,000)

£0

Women’s: This area includes the costs for the National Women’s Officer and Committee, all
conferences, network days and campaigns. It does not include the cost of women’s research
staffing support which is included in research and policy.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Black Students: This area includes the costs for the National Black Students’ Officer and
Committee, and campaigns. It does not include the cost of Black students staffing support
which is included in research and policy.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Disabled Students: This area includes the costs for the National Disabled Students’ Officer
and Committee, and campaigns. It does not include the cost of Disabled students staffing
support which is included in research and policy, nor does it include accessibility costs which
are included within Democracy.
Activity
Costs

Income

LGBT: This area includes the costs for the National LGBT Officers and Committee, and
campaigns. It does not include the cost of LGBT staffing support which is included in research
and policy.

Conferences: This area includes all direct costs and income relating to the conferences of
Liberation campaigns. It is managed as a central subsidy pots. Individual budgets for the
conferences are agreed as the year progresses.

1.3

| Student Sections

NUS run a range of “student sections”- groups and activity centred around the rights of
particular types of students. Conferences in this area are required to break even. The costs
relating to staff support for student sections are included elsewhere in Research, Policy &
Political Strategy.
Mature and Part Time Students
Total

Officer Costs
£0

International Students
Total

Officer Costs
£26,129

Postgraduate Students
Total

Officer Costs
£0

Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Net
£0

£0

£0

Net
(£26,129)

Mature and Part Time Students: This area includes the costs for the National Mature
Students’ Rep, the National PT Students rep, the M&PT Committee, and their
activity/campaigns. The reps are not “officers” and thus no Staff/NEC costs apply.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

International Students: This area includes the costs for the National International Students
Officer and Committee as well as the conference and campaigns. The budget includes the cost
of the Full Time Officer Position. Staff support for this area is included inside Section 3Research, Policy & Political Strategy.
Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Net
£0

£0

Postgrad Students: This area includes the costs for the National Taught Postgraduate
Students’ Rep, the National Research Postgraduate Students’ Rep, and their
activity/campaigns. The reps are not “officers” and thus no Staff/NEC costs apply. Staff
support for this area is included inside Section 3- Policy and Delivery Units.

1.4

| Priority Campaign

Priority Campaign (4 Nations)
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£70,000

Income

National Demo
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£55,000

Income

Staff & NEC
Costs
£261,290

Activity
Costs
£555,000

£0

Net
(£70,000)

£0

Net
(£55,000)

Income
£120,000

Net
(£696,290)

Priority Campaign: This is the key campaign budget for the year and is allocated to the
campaign(s) chosen as a priority by the National President. This year this represents all
expenditure (other than that on the National Demo) on NUS’ “Funding our Future” campaign
area, as well as funding priority campaigns in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

National Demo: This area houses costs for NUS’ National Demonstration to be held in
November.
Zones, Liberation & Sections
Total

2 | GOVERNANCE
Section 2 includes costs relating to NUS’ central governance and democratic structures. A
detailed explanation of what each area covers is given below each subsection.
Democracy
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£72,552

Income

Access Needs
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£45,000

Income

National Conference
Total

NEC Costs

National Executive Council
Total

NEC Costs

£0

Net
(£72,552)

£0

Net
(£45,000)

Income
£40,000

Net
(£190,000)

Democracy: This area contains a range of functions including safeguarding, affiliations
campaigns, committees training and an allocation for out of pocket expenses for volunteers

Access Needs: This is area contains a fund for access.

£0

Activity
Costs
£300,000

£0

Activity
Costs
£35,500

Staff & NEC
Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£423,052

National Conference: This area contains all of the costs and income associated with NUS’
National Conference, along with some costs that relate to the Democratic Procedures
Committee and their meetings. It also houses the budget for Elections and the Chief Returning
Officer and a provision for any extraordinary meetings of National Conference. This budget
includes targets for sponsorship income and no expected extraordinary conferences.
Income
£0

Net
(£35,500)

Income
£40,000

Net
(£383,052)

National Executive Council: This area contains the salary and expenses for the President
and all of the costs relating to meetings of the NEC, its committees, travel and expenses for
the “Block” members. There is also a provision in here for a fund to carry out visits to
Welcome Week and a fund for the training and development of NUS’ Full Time Officers.
Governance
Total

3 | POLICY AND DELIVERY UNITS
This area includes all of the central units based at HQ, many of which include regionally based
outreach staff. Each area combines capacity building and voice support activity.
Political Strategy Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£387,059

Activity
Costs
£67,400

Income

Higher Education Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£241,632

Activity
Costs
£28,800

Income

Further Education Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£224,256

Activity
Costs
£29,829

Income

Social Policy Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£158,602

Activity
Costs
£22,400

Income

Democracy & Governance Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£352,157

Activity
Costs
£42,500

Income

Officer Development Programme
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£170,000

Policy Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£89,540

Activity
Costs
£10,000

Income

Management & Overhead
Total

Staff Costs
£135,213

Activity
Costs
£20,000

Income

Staff & NEC
Costs
£1,588,457

Activity
Costs
£390,929

£0

Net
(£454,459)

£0

Net
(£270,432)

£0

Net
(£254,085)

£0

Net
(£181,002)

£0

Net
(£394,657)

Political Strategy Unit: This area houses our campaigns and political strategy staff, as well
as Press and Public Affairs staffing. Costs include media monitoring, public affairs monitoring,
party conference attendance and the NUS Annual Reception.

Higher Education Unit: This unit includes staff support for research and policy in all areas of
Higher Education as well as regional development staff that specialise in HE issues.

Further Education Unit: This unit includes staff support for research and policy in all areas of
Further Education as well as regional development staff that specialise in FE support.

Social Policy Unit: The Social Policy Unit houses research and policy staff support for
Welfare, including areas like Accommodation, Student Funding and Student Health, as well as
staff support for all four of NUS’ liberation campaigns.

Democracy & Governance Unit: This unit includes staff support for areas of work such as
Union Governance, Officer Development, support from NUS’ Governance, as well as regional
support staff that specialise in Democracy & Governance issues.
Income
£170,000

Net
£0

Officer Development Programme: This area houses the National Training Programme for
HE Officers and is budgeted to break even.

Policy Unit: The Policy Unit houses the policy staff.

£0

Net
(£99,540)

£0

Net
(£155,213)

Management & Overhead: This area includes central management costs and overhead of
the Campaigns Directorate.
Research, Policy & Political Strategy
Total

Income
£170,000

Net
(£1,809,386)

4| BUSINESS SERVICES & RESOURCES
The Business Services area is responsible for the efficient and effective running of NUS on a
range of issues from events to facilities, as well as key services such as human resources and
finance.
NUSHQ
Total

Staff Costs
£76,173

Activity
Costs
£119,570

Income

Strategic Development
Total

Staff Costs
£136,056

Activity
Costs
£60,768

Income

Finance
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£257,957

Income

Events & Conferencing Unit
Total

Staff Costs
£126,080

Activity
Costs
£5,000

Human Resources
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£107,124

Income

IT
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£402,120

Income

Customer Services
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£81,443

Income

Business Services
Total

Staff Costs
£338,309

Activity
Costs
£1,033,982

£0

Net
(£195,743)

£0

Net
(£196,824)

£0

Net
(£257,957)

Income
£46,784

Net
(£84,296)

NUS HQ: This area includes the key central running costs of NUS including reception duties.

Strategic Development: This area includes the senior management team.

Finance: This area comprises the shared service cost of finance, provided by NUS Services.

Events and Administration Unit: This area houses the events department of NUS providing
central events organisation and support, and events support costs to the organisation.

£0

Net
(£107,124)

£0

Net
(£402,120)

£0

Net
(£81,443)

HR: This area comprises the shared service cost of HR, provided by NUS Services.

IT: This area comprises the shared service cost of IT, provided by NUS Services.

Customer Services: This area comprises the shared service cost of Customer Services,
provided by NUS Services.
Income
£46,784

Net
(£1,325,507)

5 | COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING
In this section you will find costs relating to communications for the National Union. It includes
corporate communications, brand, new media/web expenditure, copy and design and
marketing. The income for this area is the shared service charge to NUS Services Limited.
Communications
Total

Staff Costs
£299,261

Recharge
Total

Staff Costs
£0

Activity
Costs
£108,500

Income
£0

Net
(£407,761)

£0

Income
£98,085

Net
£98,085

ACTIVITY
COSTS
£108,500

INCOME
£98,085

NET
(£309,676)

Communications Unit: This area includes costs relating to NUS’ corporate communications
functions, including communications strategy, web and print staff plus senior management
overhead.
Activity
Costs

Recharge: This area includes the recharge to the NUS Group for the provision of
communications.
Communications Unit
Total

STAFF COSTS
£299,261

6 | NATIONS
NUS’ Nations work is devolved and politically autonomous. This section reflects the costs of
running each operation’s support, management, administration and activity costs in the
coming year. They do not include any contribution to overheads at NUS UK.
Scotland Core
Total

Staff & SEC
Costs
£334,360

Activity
Costs
£106,593

Wales Core

Staff Costs

Activity
Costs

Income
£0

Net
(£440,953)

Scotland Core: This includes all management, support, campaign, conference and activity
costs in Scotland.

Total

£235,600

Income

£84,050

Net
£0

(£319,650)

Wales Core: This includes all management, support, conference, campaign and activity costs
in Wales as well as limited external project funding.
NUS-USI
Total

Staff & NEC
Costs
£123,505

Activity
Costs
£0

Income
£96,598

Net
(£26,907)

Nations Total
Total

Staff & EC
Costs
£693,464

Activity
Costs
£190,643

Income
£96,598

Net
(£787,509)

NUS-USI: NUS-USI is a partnership arrangement between NUS UK and the Union of Students
in Ireland. All income and expenditure from unions in Northern Ireland and funds from external
sources cover all management, support campaign and activity costs in NUS-USI in the coming
year. This includes affiliation fees in order to enable comparisons to last year’s figures.

7.1 | NUS EXTRA CARD
NUS Extra Card
Total

Activity
Costs

Overhead
£0

£0

Income
£1,370,000

Net
£1,370,000

NUS Cards: NUS Extra represents one of the major sources of income to NUS. This is the
guaranteed contribution from the Extra card for the coming year. The Extra card is managed
by NUS Services for
NUS.

7.2 | MAJOR INCOME
Business Income
Total

Income
£1,449,333

Net
£1,449,333

Affiliation Fees
Total

Income
£3,720,000

Net
£3,720,000

Income
£5,019,333

Net
£5,019,333

Business Income: This includes all investments, property rental and affinity income along
with any contribution from Externally Funded Projects.

Affiliation Fee Income: This budget includes provisions for hardship and abatement. The
Affiliation Fee income from NUS-USI has been included within NUS-USI.
Major Income Total
Total

8 | PROVISION AND CONTINGENCY
A Pension Deficit provision of £213,234 has been provided for along with a provision for
irrecoverable VAT at £130,000.

9 | INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure costs of £576,602 have been budgeted for the financial year which includes a
provision for depreciation.

Area

Type

Target

TOP LINE INDICATORS
Union satisfaction level with NUS
Q23
Charitable Services/SU Quality
New Core SUEI model launched

How they are being measured

Performance

80% Member perception survey

Performance

70% NSS average score

60 people taking part in the Leadership Development Programme

Milestone

Jul-13 Model piloted from Jan 2013, Launched at SU2013
Jan-13 Numbers accepted onto the programme

Student opportunity strategy developed and approved by Charity Board
VOICE & INFLUENCE
Media coverage in £

Milestone

Feb-13 At Board

Performance

£0.8m Count quarterly

No. of NUS mentions in Hansard

Performance

100 Count quarterly

Milestone

STUDENTS' UNION SERVICES
Learning and Development
Overall ODP satisfaction

Performance

No. of unions taking part in ODP

Performance

85% Count Oct
40 FE Count Oct

Performance

115 HE Count Oct

ENGAGEMENT & INVOLVEMENT
National Conference satisfaction

Performance

Delegates at conference in all diversity groups

Performance

90% Count May
Black Students 30% (21%), Disabled Students (6%), Non-straight students 28% (6%), Women 40% (43%) Full Time Officers 40%, Further Education Delegates 31% (66%)
Black Students 19.6 (25%), Disabled Students 24% (no data), LGBT Students 41.3% (24%), Women 38.6% (35%)

Performance

The number of Women, LGBT, Disabled and Black students standing for election in open positions

Performance

No of Unions visited by NEC

Performance
Performance

Visits from FPOCs and SMs

FE 75 Count Quarterly
HE ALL Count Quarterly
FE 50 Count Quarterly

Performance

HE ALL Count Quarterly

Performance

ALL HE Count Quarterly

Performance

50 FE Count Quarterly

NUS Extra net profit to NUS (£k)

Performance

1.37M Count Monthly

NUS Extra Cards Sold

Performance

550k Count Monthly

Money Returned to Unions

Performance

4.5M

Performance

20% .ORG.UK

Involvement of staff or officers in NUS structures, committees, projects or groups
ENABLING STRATEGIES
ES1 Communications & Membership

Unique Users on Digital assets
Satisfaction from delegates (Venue)

Performance

Events Budget targets delivered

Performance

No. of affiliation referenda

Performance

New constituent members

Performance

Count Annually

Count Monthly

75% Count Quarterly
June 2013 Count Monthly
No <10 Count Quarterly
Lost 0

Count Quarterly

5 X FE Count April 2013
1 x HE Count April 2013

ES2 People
Recommend a friend to work for NUS

Performance

75% Count in Staff Survey

ES3 Finance and Resources
2011/12 Surplus (£k)

Performance

Performance against phased budget

Performance

103K Evaluated Monthly
95% Count Monthly

Affiliation Fees as % of overall income

Performance

35% Count June 2013

ES4 Ethical and Environmental
GI scores for NUS group increase
E&E revenue targets met       

Performance

5%

Performance

20

Count Annually
Count Monthly

ES5 Corporate Governance
Board Effectiveness Improves

Performance

NUS / NUS Services inter-relationship on Schedule

Milestone

YES Initiate Board Effectiveness Survey summer 2013
Apr-13

ES6 Equality and Diversity
Belief that we value equality & diversity

Staff 80% Count in Survey

Performance

Officers 80% Count in Survey

Big Strategic Goal
"Future of Education": Vision paper and policy development

Milestone

MET Topline at NEC September and policy presented to National Conference

Compass work on Public value of Education: Seminar & Launch Event
Winning on Funding and Participation
Pound in your Pocket Reports launched
Bursaries
Making Education Better

Milestone

MET Expert Seminar December/ Debate Event February

Milestone

MET Launch Nov 2012
MET 10% increase in cash bursaries for students

Education Seminar

Milestone

Students as Partners Manifesto
Securing a Fairer Society
Living Wage Campaigning
Loans
Transforming Students through Activities and Development (Not Charity)
Clear policy stance on students and employment
Opportunities
Building Strong Students' Unions (Not Charity)
Improving Governance of SUss and developing trustee boards to become more effective
Good Governance

Impact

Impact
Milestone
Impact
Milestone
Impact
Milestone
Impact

MET 100 delegates attend education summit, 80% satisfaction
MET At least 20 unions use manifesto to generate change [measured via case studies]
MET 20 FE/HEIs commit to paying living wage
MET Islamic Students able to access loans via policy changes
MET Stance researched, developed and approved by May 2013
MET 60 unions using opportunity barometer
MET Good Governance Code review group formed – October 2012, Code review complete March 2013
MET 50 unions using the tool
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#Demo2012: Update for the NEC
This paper provides an overview of progress on the delivery of the National
Demonstration.
Membership Communications
The demo website will be launched on Monday 17th September. This site will be
evolving and being updated regularly between now and the demonstration. If
you have feedback from unions about things that are missing or that unions
would like to see on the site please email campaigns@nus.org.uk and we will do
what we can to arrange for this.
Weekly Briefing – a new briefing will go out to the membership every Monday to
help us build momentum and generate interest amongst students’ unions as well
as of course provide them with the latest/current information.
Tip of the Week – every Wednesday we will be circulating tip of the week – this
will be an opportunity to share best practice from students’ unions so if you see
anything you think should be shared either encourage the union to let us know or
let us know who we should be contacting and we will get in touch. Again drop an
email to campaigns@nus.org.uk to keep us up to date.
Feedback from the ‘Road to the National Demo’ event was overwhelmingly
positive – thank you to everyone who came to the event and participated from
the NEC, your involvement was invaluable.
Blogs – we have also been collecting blogs from a wide range of students’ unions
and these will be put up at regular periods to assist us with maintaining
momentum and interest through twitter, facebook and the demo site. You can
assist us by tweeting and posting to facebook links to the blogs when they are
released. We will email around the links when things go up.
We will be launching a video competition on the 15th October and this will close
on the 14th November. Last time students’ unions got really into this and it
produced some great videos that we could show at the rally. Please encourage
unions to either make a video or get their students to make one.
Any questions about mobilising please do either email in as directed above or
speak to Dani Beckett who is leading on this area of the demonstration.
Local and National Media Coverage
In order to maximise the way in which we get our messages to the general public
we have developed a local and national media strategy. We are developing
resources to support local unions and will be putting together materials that they
can adapt and use to get local coverage. It would be great if you could
encourage unions to think about how they are going to use their local media and
if they need help and support they should email pressoffice@nus.org.uk and we
will get back to them. The earlier they talk to us the more helpful we can be.
Added to this we will also be targeting local radio stations ahead of the
demonstration.
Regarding the national coverage we plan to survey incoming students to ask
them about their future expectations around the issues and themes inside
educate, employ, empower to assist us in creating media interest in the issues as
well as the action itself. We will also be doing the general press work expected
around an event/action of this size.

Police Liaison
We have been working with a professional event management company to
manage the safety for the demonstration and this has included using them to
support with police liaison in order to try and reassure the police that we are
taking safety and logistics seriously. We think that this goes some way in trying
to mitigate against tensions between the police and demonstrators. We are
constantly reviewing this situation and the October 20th demonstration is key to
this. However we do recognise that in the past there has been police behaviour
which instigates the tension and through working with the events management
company, changing the way in which we steward to be more effective we believe
we are working hard to mitigate against this.
There is still a decision to be made about legal observers at the demonstration.
This is thought to be a good idea in principle however concerns have been raised
by some about using Liberty in this role. We are yet to establish if we can
engage an alternative and the resource implication involved in this.
Participant Safety
Ensuring we have done all we can to create a safe environment is a key priority
for us. We will be issuing students’ unions with guidance on what they can do to
make the demonstration safe and we intend to be clear in our messaging to
students’ unions and directly to students where we can that we have clear
expectations from those taking part that they act lawfully.
We held a question and answer session at the ‘Road to the National Demo’ event
that was really helpful in understanding the key concerns that students’ unions
have. This has provided us with a range of new ideas that we can implement.
Again if you hear questions, ideas or queries on this issue you can either email in
to campaigns@nus.org.uk if that is convenient or speak directly to Vic Langer
who is leading on this area of the demo. All safety information will be sent
directly to students’ unions as well as appearing on the demo site.
We are reviewing our safeguarding measures by gaining feedback directly from
staff in colleges and will be issuing this as soon as possible.
We will be working with the Right to Protest in the lead up to the demonstration.
Post Demonstration
The trustee board has asked the NEC to come to a political position on what
should happen in the event that things do not go to plan and the demonstration
ends violently or with a number of people getting arrested.
I suggest that it is not appropriate for NUS to take on individual legal cases as we
cannot in advance assess the risk or manage any resource implications. However
I do expect that we will have advanced conversations with a legal firm and
provide information and signposting in advance of the demonstration. As part of
working with Right to Protest we will be ensuring that those attending know their
rights in advance.
KEY QUESTION: Do we agree with the course of action outlined above regarding
legal support?
We also need to be clear in advance what our public position on this should be. I
suggest that we are clear that direct action may well be wholly proportional to
anger and scale of attacks however violence (which defining as vandalism of
property, harm or intimidation to others) does not help our cause and we will say

that but at all times will try to move back to our core messages around educate,
employ, empower.
KEY QUESTION: Do we agree with the position as outlined above?
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paper
Subject:

ODP (Officer Development Programme): Summer Training 2012

Produced by:

Vicki Baars

To:

NEC

Date:

10 September 2012

Action:

For information and discussion

Summary
We delivered seven residential training programmes from June to August, with the one-day
Understanding and Supporting Liberation conference also taking place during this time. Furthermore
this year’s report includes the FE Leadership training course; however, it does not include feedback of
the pilot master class programme.
567 (578 delegates in 2011, 557 in 2010) HE officers attended these courses from 115 HE students’
unions (127 HE students’ unions in 2011, 125 in 2010). Overall, 664 officers (HE and FE) from 155
different students’ unions attended ODP 2012.
Feedback from 541 delegates was received on all aspects of the course with delegates giving an
average score of 7.9 out of 10 when asked how satisfied they were with the overall experience of the
course. This equates to 79%, which is 1% lower than our current KPI of 80%. It also reflects a
decrease 0.7 when compared to last year. Furthermore, 93% of delegates would recommend our
courses, which is a decrease of 5% when compared to last year.
1. NUS Summer training programme
From 26 June to 10 August 2012, we delivered the following learning & development courses:
• FE Leadership: Introductory course: 3 day course
• Welfare and Community: 3 day course
• Education and Representation: 3 day course
• Understanding and Supporting Liberation (USL): 1 day conference
• Communications in Action: 2 day course
• Leading Active Student Involvement (LASI): 3 day course
• 2 x Lead and Change (formerly APL): 4 day course
• Master class Programme: 20 classes across 3 weeks in August
2. Delegate feedback data
Each delegate was asked to complete a feedback questionnaire at the close of each course. We
received 541 completed feedback forms from a total number of 664 delegates. This equates to 82%
response rate. In comparison to 2011, this represents an increase of 7.4%. The response rate has
risen for the past 3 years, however, it is still an area that can be improved and we will be considering
how we collect feedback at the end of courses.
3. Delegate quantitative feedback
We asked for feedback in relation to: pre-course (registration and course joining instructions), on the
course (registration, venue facilities, location, meals and refreshments, event documentation, plenary
sessions, tutor groups, workshops, trainers, course satisfaction) as well as their comments on the
most/least relevant sessions, what parts of the course could be improved, if they would recommend
the course and their overall experience of the course and how they would apply the learning from the
course, including the actions they planned to undertake.
Delegates were asked to rate their responses from 1 to 6; 1 being low and 6 being high. In terms of
overall satisfaction with the course, across all 8 courses we received an overall average score 4.9 out of
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6. In comparison with last year’s satisfaction score, this represents a decrease of 0.3. This decrease
should be considered against the fact that we ran 4 less residential courses this year. This year 93% of
delegates stated that they would recommend the course they had attended, which reflects a decrease
of 5% when compared with last year.
One area that is a concern is our response rate of delegates who attend our summer training courses.
82% of delegates completed a feedback form, which equates to 126 delegates not giving any feedback.
Across the courses the response rate ranges from 96%(LASI) to 61%(USL). As such we will be
reviewing how feedback is collected and processed so that a more actual reflection of delegate
feedback can be achieved next year.
Again, tutor group sessions were scored better by delegates when compared to plenary sessions. Tutor
group sessions received an average score of 5.2 out of 6 (5.4 out of 6 in 2011) with plenary sessions
receiving an average score of 4.8 out of 6 (4.7 out of 6 in 2011). There has been an improvement in
plenaries and we will continue to review how to improve these sessions for next year.
For the first time two years, how the delegates rate NUS trainers has decreased by 0.1 with an average
score of 5.4 out of 6 received this year. When examining the course figures further this drop seems to
be caused by USL receiving a 4.8 out of 6 scoring, however, the feedback response rate was low for
this course. Lastly, as in previous years, we used trainers from students’ unions to support the delivery
of 3 summer courses.
3. Officer Development Programme 2013
The initial plans for next year’s summer training are to deliver:
• 2 Lead and Change courses both during August, towards the end of the summer programme.
• Both the Welfare and Community and Education and Representation courses will run again,
however, they will not run back to back
• Communications Officer course
• Leading Active Student Involvement
• Understanding and Supporting Liberation conference
• FE Leadership course (dependant on funding)
All courses will be developed or revised with input from NUS officers and staff, students’ union officers
and staff. We will be sourcing suitable campus-based institutions and their respective students’ unions
to host one of next years summer courses.
4. Conclusion
Overall, no area of delegate feedback scored an overall average of less than 4 out of 6. Specific areas
that scored 3 out of 6, such as: materials received before the course, venue location and
meals/refreshments, will be raised with the relevant course lead developer and events staff to review
and to make improvements for next year’s course.
From the feedback received this year, our trainers and tutor group session have the highest scores,
receiving an overall average of 5.4 and 5.2 respectively. The lowest overall average score was for the
materials received before the course (4.1 out of 6). A new area of delegate is how they would apply the
learning from the course, including the actions they planned to undertake. This area scored an overall
average of 4.9 out of 6.
Over the next year, we will be undertaking a piece of work to assess the impact and value that our
courses have with a sample of delegates, as well as collecting online feedback data asking delegates to
reflect 3 months on from attending the course. We will also be reviewing the pilot master class
programme feedback and its future inclusion in Officer Development Programme 2013.
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NUS Brand Project Update
Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to update the NEC on the findings of Phase 3 of the brand
project; testing the propositions.
The NEC is asked to approve the brand proposition so that further detailed communications
work can progress.

Context
The brand realignment project is intended to ensure consistency across the new
organisation (NUS, NUS Services and NUS Charity) allowing us to make the most of the
benefits of the new group structure and enabling us to capitalise on the strength of our brand
to maximise our voice, attract supporters to our cause and increase the profile and impact of
our campaigns.
After a detailed discussion among the NEC it was agreed two propositions ‘thriving and
driving’ would be researched among key audiences and further consultation and feedback
would be sought from Full Time Officers in particular.

Summary of key findings from research
Methodology following the last NEC
In-depth telephone interviews with 11 key stakeholders that included government and the
opposition, influencers and charity partners.
3 x online focus groups of 8-10 students that included; Students from Wales, Scotland and
England and 2 x HE and 1 x FE
Key findings
Most stakeholders preferred the route to have some explicit connection to wider society
o

‘to create a fairer, stronger, prosperous society’

o

Language that conveys the breadth of NUS work preferred

o

‘pragmatic’ and ‘provocative’

Most stakeholders preferred language that gives a sense of students’ agency
o

‘passionate about students’ power

Language that is inclusive and communicates NUS representative role was well received
o

‘7 million voices’

o

‘authoritative’

o

‘understanding the realities of student’s lives’

o

Where NUS is felt to be expert is in understanding student experience, and
working in a breadth of ways to improve students’ experience

o

Focus on education could be included, if linked explicitly to wider society

o

Education by itself seen as too narrow a focus

Language that was felt to be too explicitly commercial was not felt to be a good fit
o

E.g. ‘getting a better deal for students’

o

However, some of this language felt to be an excellent fit for NUSSL

Language that was felt to be over claiming or exaggerating NUS role and work was disliked
o

‘improving education for everyone’

o

‘change the world’

Further consultation with Full Time Officers
Following this research further feedback was sought from Full Time Officers and the Senior
Leadership team at a residential meeting in August.
The outcome of this work was an increasing feeling of 'ownership' amongst the group for the
positioning, with aspects being discussed and debated amongst the groups and in a wider
group discussion. Several changes to the core positioning followed, these were to the
'Ambition' and 'Focus', with a note on one aspect of the 'Style'. For instance, the word
'stronger' was dropped from the ambition, being deemed unnecessary, leaving the statement
as "Shaping the future of education to create a fairer, more prosperous society."
There were three aspects of the focus at issue: one was the risk of the organisation being
perceived as paternalistic by 'doing to' students instead of 'with' them and empowering them,
to the extent that 'by students, for students' was perceived to be misrepresentative.
Secondly, concerns were raised about the question of making sure students' unions were
represented as being an essential part of the unique decision making processes of NUS.
The group instead opted for "By students, with students, from students' unions". Finally
some concerns were raised about the use of the word ‘inspiring’ in the context of the
disabled students campaign (DSC) where the term can be deemed as being patronising and
for that reason we will not use the word inspiring in the context of DSC activity.
The research and further consultation clearly supports the feedback from the NEC. The
following positioning is a distillation of this research and feedback and we believe, accurately
captures the DNA of who we are. It has been endorsed by all the Full Time Officers who
attended the August residential and is recommended for approval.

Next Steps & Timings
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NUS National Executive Council
TO DISCUSS
Future of Education Project
Liam Burns, National President
This paper details the “Future of Education” project being run as part of the Priority Campaign this
year. It sets out the details of the project and explains how many of the Zones projects fit within a
broader framework. It is for feedback and discussion.
Introduction
This paper and the extended discussion paper attached represent the initiating documents for our
planned programme looking at The Future of Education. This programme has been devised to
respond to conference policy (see boxout below), and to the circumstances we currently find
ourselves in – namely that we are at the mid-point of a political cycle, anticipating a general election
in 2015 that is likely to be closely fought, and witnessing a vacuum of ‘big ideas’ for those parts of
the educational landscape in which we have a significant interest – further and higher education.
Extract from Conference 2012 Policy:
Conference Believes
1.
The next General Election will be held on 7th May 2015. Between now and then the Coalition Government will
have made huge changes at all levels of education and society, the state of the economy will look very
different and the labor market will have completely different demands.
2.
In England, there exists two qualification frameworks straddling two departments of government. Students in
further education are funded by two different funding agencies and the currency of their qualifications is
poorly understood by universities and employers alike. The lack of a national offer in access and progression
throughout tertiary education lets down those who could benefit the most.
Conference Further Believes
1.
Our tertiary education system is fragmented, compartmentalised and too far down the road of
commodification for piece meal changes to represent winning campaign aims anymore. NUS must be
prepared to propose radically different policies that deal with not only funding, but also the shape and
structure of tertiary education as a whole.
Conference Resolves
1.
To begin researching, consulting and creating new policy on both tertiary education funding and structure.

This paper outlines the aims of the proposed programme and its timeline. The appended paper,
written by Graeme Wise, sets out an intellectual foundation stone, laid down to get the process
started. Readers should bear in mind that it is very much a work in progress. We are conscious that
some of the attached is quite theoretical and most of you don’t have much time on your hands. So if
you are in a hurry (or just bored!), we would advise looking at:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

first part of the first section before you get to the asterisks (***)
diagram on page five
short section entitled ‘looking to the future’
last two sections ‘coda’ and ‘critical questions’

Some key points
There are currently many different notions of what underpins our thinking on education ‘rushing
around’ – these include something about ‘the public good’, about ‘thinking tertiary’, about people
‘becoming effective in the world’. All of these remain bound up in the approach discussed in the
paper attached – indeed, the paper represents an attempt to marshal them together into a coherent
whole.
Over the summer the Vice Presidents considered how they might organise their work for the year
ahead in line with a broad “tertiary” agenda- that is, to consider how their work contributes to a
focus on the following areas:
Learning

Labour

Localities

As the agenda develops, we do not need to stop thinking or talking about these notions– they are
conceptual shortcuts for capturing a rich educational vision. In fact, if we look closely at the ‘coda’
on page 11 of the paper, we can see them all there, albeit in a different form.
It is also clear that many people within NUS have already scoped out projects with different aims
and objectives, in the expectation that they will connect with this work. That remains a completely
sound approach and the entire basis of this programme is that it only works if it is broad, plural and
above all pragmatic – in the sense that it must be about doing not just thinking. We are hoping to
learn by doing in this endeavour.
Process
Initially this paper will be circulated internally within NUS, to staff and the national committees. All
will be asked to comment on the precepts and critical questions it sets out. We will also be seeking
wider engagement with experts in the field and others who have set out related ‘visions’ for
education, in an attempt to connect this work to wider debates. We hope to develop and refine the
work during term one, anticipating a full launch of the Future of Education programme in January.
Discussion
At this point it would be very helpful for the NEC to:
a.
b.

comment on whether you consider the critical questions (on page 12 of the long paper and At
the end of this paper) are the right questions for the programme to inquire into
comment on the proposed schedule for taking the programme forward (below)

Onward schedule
This work clearly invites big questions and they will need time for proper discussion. It is also the
case that the first term is already at maximum capacity with the national demonstration, London
Metropolitan, Pound in Your Pocket, and other things. We are therefore proposing the following
process for taking forward the Future of Education programme:
Sept. 2012 – November 2012

Discussion of ‘framing paper’ by NEC
Wider informal discussion within the NUS group and key partners, and at zone
conferences

December 2012

Expert seminar convened to consider updated framing paper and alternative /
complementary papers

January 2012

Formal launch of Future of Education programme at strategic conversation /
future of education national event
Future of Education microsite goes live
Open consultation and targeted commissioning of material begins

February 2013 – May 2013

Optional sessions at liberation, nations and sections conferences

April 2013

Activity at National Conference

April 2013 – Sept. 2013

Synthesis and development phase

September 2013

Refinement and approval

October 2013

Publication of “A Vision for the Future of Education”

Critical questions
The paper ends with a set of critical questions that relate to its contents. For ease of access, they
are reproduced here:
•

Is the outline theory of educational value discussed here functional? How can it be critiqued
and/or refined? What is the balance between educational goods, and what should it be?

•

How might we further develop a coherent ‘early adult’ phase of education, articulated with both
the journey to adulthood and with a broader concept of lifelong learning?

•

What should the experience of ‘early adult education’ be like for people being born today? In
other words, if we assume this phase begins somewhere around the ages of sixteen and
eighteen, then what should it look like by 2030?

•

How should we conceive the aims of this system? What approach should we take to capability,
knowledge and skill?

•

What kinds of tertiary structures, institutions, and institutional relationships will this require?

•

What should be people’s rights and responsibilities within this vision? What should be the
character of the relationships between people such as students, teachers and other education
professionals?

•

How will our vision relate to ‘grand challenges’ such as labour market transformation,
globalisation, localisation, urbanisation, personalisation, digitalisation, and environmental
sustainability?

•

In particular, where do we need to consider different answers to these questions to ensure
solutions that are authentically Welsh, Northern Irish and Scottish, in the context of present and
further devolution?

•

What policies would need to be changed or developed to realise this vision? What policies would
need to change or be developed at interim points in time to make progress towards our vision
(e.g. between 2015 and 2020, between 2020 and 2025)?

Exploring the Future of Education
Introduction
We are living in times marked by enormous social, political and economic turbulence. What we
currently understand as further and higher education is critical to enabling people, individually and
collectively, to cope with the challenges we face. Furthermore, the future of these kinds of
education, their connection to other kinds of education, and to the wider world, matters to all of
us. This is a time not only for resistance to change we regard as wrong, but for vision about the
change we want to see. To do this, we want to take a new approach to the future of education,
both in terms of how we think about it and what we might do about it.

How to read this paper
The paper can be read as an essay in the true sense of the term – as an ‘attempt’ to structure our
thinking about the future of education. It introduces a number of concepts and ideas, but is not
intended to be prescriptive. It hopes to marshal a range of different concepts and premises into
some kind of coherent whole; but at the same time it hopes to be open and flexible in the way it
deploys those concepts and premises. It is also self-consciously a working draft at this stage, and
readers should be aware that it has plenty of limitations and problems. Finally, it is hoped that it
will be a magnet for debate and criticism – that is, it is devised and structured as a provocation,
and it takes a number of significant liberties compared to a ‘typical’ policy paper.
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Towards a theory of educational value
Here’s a question we’d like you to consider for a few moments. How would you describe our
educational culture?
There are some commonplace answers to this question, which we see reprinted and re-articulated
over and over again. Descriptions like:
Striving for world-class skills
Dumbed down by an ‘all must have prizes’ attitude
More about leisure than learning about important subjects
Privileging the academic over the vocational
Too instrumental and consumerist
In the middle of a long decline
The starting point of this paper is to reject all of these as starting points. They may or may not
represent truths, but none of them do much work for us. Our starting point is to consider
education as a site of the mobilisation of goods. The prevailing educational culture can be
understood in terms of the balance between these goods and the ways in which they are
mobilised. We wish to concentrate on five particular ‘goods’ in education, which we will introduce
shortly. We do not presume that these are the only educational goods out there – consider them
like a poker hand, made up of five cards, in which others may still be in the deck. Our selection of
these five particular goods is based on the way they have developed in history, and their
resonance with current educational debates. We insist that they are all to be considered genuine
‘goods’, in the sense that none of them are ‘bad’; they reflect individual and collective ambitions
and desires for education, rooted in human experiences and preferences. Here is our ‘flush’ of
educational goods:
Intrinsic good. How educational activity may be of value for itself, creates a repository
of permanent knowledge, cultivates wisdom, good ethics, and intellectual freedom.
Civic good. How educational activity strengthens social bonds, inculcates informal
learning within a population, breaks down social barriers, contributes to wider public
activities and services, improves the public realm, makes communities more
sustainable.
Investment good. How educational activity enables people to improve their future
earning potential and, at the macro level, improves economic performance, generates
economic growth both regionally and nationally, and increases tax receipts.
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Positional good. How educational activity influences people’s social status, especially in
relation to the kind of work they do, the circles and networks they associate with, and
the way they use language.
Consumption good. How educational activity supplies people’s material needs, and
even more so their material desires, it is suggestive of transaction and satisfaction,
pleasure and gratification.
***
Within the earliest forms of higher education, the intrinsic good of education was paramount. It
was possible to study in Oxford or Cambridge in the twelfth century and read within a few years
just about everything that had ever been written within Western civilisation, so this was education
about high knowledge, transmitted by elders and received by the next generation; the sustenance
of knowledge. It was education with God at its centre; activity with a sense of the numinous, of
the awesome, of being about something beyond human experience. It was also an education
imbued with a strong character of being a positional good – these early institutions were training
grounds for the leaders of society in the form of priests and princes, doctors and diplomats. There
was a higher spiritual purpose, but also a quite separate purpose connected with the social codes
and hierarchies of the time. Early forms of vocational education as conducted by London’s guilds,
under the leadership of master craftsmen, were also rooted in intrinsic and positional goods. They
considered their working practices and their conduct of apprenticeships to be, in and of
themselves, giving “Honour to God” (hence their designation as “Worshipful Companies”). But
there is also no doubt that Grocers and Goldsmiths, Haberdashers and Ironmongers, and others,
had real political power by the sixteenth century, reinforced by their educational practices.
There surely must have been a sense of the ‘national interest’ in education in these times. But
they long predate the development of modern political economy (from the 1770s onwards) with
its understanding comparative advantage in trade, before the enclosures, before industrialisation,
or the development of a national self-adjusting labour market. Education could not then have
been seen as an investment good; such a notion was beyond the boundaries of economic thought
of the time. Only later, once these features and others had come into being was it possible to
properly view education in terms of its investment potential. By the 1870s, the state was spending
on primary education for the masses as governments saw the potential to benefit from it (in a
range of ways, but not least fiscally). By the 1920s, the state was spending directly on universities
via a ‘block grant’, and local authorities were giving scholarships, albeit in varying quantity and
value. Today, following the creation of a fully-fledged theory of human capital within the Chicago
School of economics in the 1960s and the subsequent application of those theories to public policy
in the 1980s and since, much of our educational activity has become seen first and foremost as an
investment. We put funding into it, both collectively and individually, and we are looking for
returns.
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We have seen within living memory the rise of the investment good in education. But this does not
mean the positional good aspect has been diminished. The kind of education one has had – the
curriculum followed, the knowledge acquired, the skills obtained, the institutions attended, the
networks forged – remains central to one’s social status. The intrinsic good of education, robustly
and famously defended by John Henry Newman in the mid-nineteenth century, is perhaps seen
now more as a ‘niche good’. At some level we continue to believe in ‘knowledge for its own sake’,
but we are more often in the education game to pursue our own interests, not to any great extent
the interests of knowledge (the balance is perhaps inverted for research postgraduates, an
educational path whose investment potential has never looked more shaky). Some might judge
that another kind of good has grown in its place – the consumption good. Today, education is
viewed as an essential for life like running water and electricity – we all want to be supplied with
as much of it is required to meet our needs. In addition, certain practices associated with
education have connotations of luxury consumption. In 1899, Thorstein Veblen had already pinned
down higher education as a particular example of conspicuous consumption, taken as a leisure
pursuit by the well-heeled classes; we can only imagine what he would have written about certain
private student residences in London on offer for tenancy at a rate of £350 per week.
And what of the civic good? It has waxed and waned. There may be a case for arguing it was
present, in some form we would barely recognise, in the foundation of certain Oxbridge colleges
(New College Oxford – founded 1379 – was established to alleviate an acute shortage of priests
after the Black Death). It was arguably there in the Elizabethan Statute of Artificers (1563), which
limited the power of the guilds and established, for the first time, standards for apprenticeships. It
was certainly there in the foundation of the University of London (1836), conceived as a
touchstone for the needs of a rapidly growing metropolis at the centre of both nation and empire.
It was there slightly later in the foundation of the ‘civic universities’ (e.g. Birmingham, Bristol,
Liverpool, Sheffield) – and more strongly evoked, notably by Viscount Haldane in his articulation of
a vision for civic higher education. It was there in the Butler Act of 1944, which presented social
harmony as the main aim behind the unimaginable expansion of educational opportunity that it
mandated, despite its faults. It was there in the creation of the polytechnics, which represented an
attempt to develop a new form of higher education within the public sector – an ultimately
problematic experiment, but an important idea. We suggest that the civic good in education is
weak today. We have adopted a funding settlement in which spending on a majority of further
and higher education is structured as investment in human capital terms (not least via an explicitly
Friedmanite student loans mechanism), in which civic purposes are not even explicitly sought
(they form part of what is disparagingly termed ‘the third stream’ of activity), and in which
consumption value has overwhelmed intrinsic value in most educational settings. Education today
is far more about what we can get, not what we can give.
***
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This is merely a rough sketch. We have traversed here a thousand years of British history in the
space of a thousand words, and at the same time dragged in far too many philosophical ideas to
treat any of them very well. What matters is that we can assemble these goods within a
framework, in which we can order them in terms of their tendency towards public value and
private value. A simple diagram may assist in visualising this:

<<<< Public Value Tendency <<<<

Intrinsic
Good

Civic
Good

>>>> Private Value Tendency >>>>

Investment
Good

Positional
Good

Consumption
Good

It should be clear, for example, that the intrinsic good in education connotes shared aims and
endeavours; we all benefit from wisdom and from ‘common knowledge’. It should be equally clear
that the consumption good in education tends to be very private; it connotes satisfaction of our
personal needs and pleasures. This does not mean that it is impossible to conceive a public
interest in consumption or a private interest in education’s intrinsic qualities (in a some sense, it is
only a popular desire to consume education that makes it possible to sustain the institutions and
people who advance and disseminate ‘common knowledge’). These are tendencies, getting
stronger as we ‘move out’ in each direction.
Just as the intrinsic (e.g. more knowledge for itself) and the consumptive (e.g. more knowledge for
me) are counter posed, so we can see education’s civic good and its positional good as counter
posed. They are both in essence about society. The first is about the connections within society,
their contexts and environments, and their strength. The second is about individuals within society
– their role and status relative to each other. Again, the tendencies are towards the public and the
private respectively.
At the heart of the framework, we locate the investment good in education. This is about the
investment of both money and of time and of effort. We see it as being equidistant between the
public and the private – it can be seen as a question of individuals investing in their future or as
society investing in its future. In either case, it should be noted, the investment may be both
unpredictable and unreliable. The investment good is also directly interpolated with the civic good
and the positional good. Investment in education may be understood in terms of economic growth
that spells social dividends for the many, and equally it may be understood in terms of ‘buying
advantage’ for the few.
The implication of this way of seeing goods in education is that it is insufficient to talk of a singular
‘public good’. Instead, we see a complex of more specifically conceived goods that tend towards
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public-ness. It follows that strengthening those goods will stimulate a rise in public value within
education. Equally, it is not useful to cast educational investment solely as a private good in which
individuals look out for themselves, plotting individual risks and rewards. The crisis of today’s
prevailing educational culture is that it’s ‘holy trinity’ has become investment in connection with
social positioning and an underlying emphasis on consumption values – whereas we believe in a
different kind of educational culture, whose ‘holy trinity’ would be investment in connection with
civic strength and an underlying emphasis on its intrinsic qualities.
This most emphatically does not mean attempting to vanquish the positional good or the
consumptive qualities of education (if that was even possible, which it plainly is not). The bare fact
is that people want to gain materially from their education, they want to gain prestige from it, and
they want it to give them satisfaction and pleasure. Frowning on such instincts does no work for us
and we should embrace them. But our argument is that they have become too strong and
domineering, and the balance must be redressed, in the interests of both people and of education
itself. We envisage and hope for a more careful balancing of goods that would constitute
education for a good society.
Looking to the future
We propose to pursue this ambition and hope via a new Future of Education programme. As the
title suggests, it will delve into the future, and that is not an easy matter. We need to adopt some
core premises at this stage to allow us to do this successfully.
Thus far we have discussed ‘education’ in the round, and not attempted explicitly to bound it
within a particular phase or stage. This is not practically sustainable. First, we cannot directly take
on the whole educational landscape or experience – it is not our natural focus or the area of our
expertise. Second, time is critically important. We are hoping to initiate dramatic and far-reaching
change, and thus setting a longer time horizon for our thinking and action is important.
We want to begin, then, by suggesting it may be possible to conceive a coherent ‘early adult’
educational phase. This would not be unprecedented. Considerable work has been done in recent
years conceiving a ‘transition to adulthood’ phase, bounded by the ages of 14 and 19 (for example
by Richard Pring, Ken Spours and Ann Hodgson). We see these phases articulating in a way that
recognises that the point of departure into adulthood is highly variable. It could meaningfully
occur at any point during the transitional phase. Although a fourteen year old can never be
regarded as a complete adult, if that fourteen year old has caring responsibilities (as many do)
then they have undoubtedly put down childish things. At sixteen, a person is deemed capable of
making many important life decisions, and indeed is expected to make many important
educational decisions, but they cannot vote. At eighteen, a person is considered an adult for
almost all social purposes. It is harder still to define a chronological end-point to the ‘early adult’
educational phase. It is probably enough to say that the phase definitely does not end before the
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age of forty (recent social attitudes surveys suggest that most people think ‘middle age’ now
begins at fifty-five). And for the avoidance of doubt, the ‘early adult’ phase is to be conceived as
also being articulated with a broader ‘lifelong’ phase; indeed, in some crucial respects it may also
be articulated with the education of children.
The importance of concentrating on this notional phase is that it is rooted in time. It allows us to
give ourselves time by framing our central question like this:
What should ‘early adult’ education be like for people being born today?
Taking into account the problem of defining the start point of the phase in strict chronological
terms, this still strongly implies that we are considering what it might look like in 2030 – around
sixteen to eighteen years from now. This time horizon is useful for another reason – it represents
at least three complete political cycles, at least three general elections, at least three significant
opportunities to redefine public policy (it is noted however that fixed term Parliaments may not
continue in the future).
Early adult education – some key premises
As implied in the earlier section, we would consider a successful approach to early adult education
to be guided and underpinned by a mature and well-balanced complex of goods – ranging across
from the intrinsic to the consumptive, with a stronger sense of public value than currently
experienced. But what should it actually do?
Aims and outcomes
We could define its aims in terms of what we want people within it to accomplish – in other
words, to define what ideally the outcomes of the phase might be. We could take the view that
this may be best understood in terms of core capabilities interpolated with the specialised
knowledge and skills of particular disciplines, vocations, subjects and crafts.
We define ‘core capabilities’ as fundamental things which we might consider desirable for most
people to have accomplished within ‘early adulthood’. They might include, giving just ten
examples:
Understanding of our democratic system and the main political traditions in it
Recognition of social, economic and environmental problems large and small
Ability to obtain secure, well-paid work
Confidence and control over personal financial matters
The ability to use digital technology effectively
Criticality of the mass media
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Understanding and respect for social and cultural difference and diversity
Ability to be responsible for a child and to prepare it for schooling
An orientation towards continuous learning
To never be without a sense of the next educational step or challenge
We are suggesting that to be an adult ‘effective in the world’ in 2030 may require one to have
these capabilities (and others, yet to be described). But this on its own is not enough to achieve a
genuine sense of achievement of one’s potential. For most people, this would require successful
induction into a range of social, educational and occupational practices. They might include
becoming a plumber, becoming a beauty therapist, becoming an historian, becoming a doctor,
becoming a painter. Induction into any of these requires the acquisition of a certain blend of
knowledge and skills, and requires creativity and imagination. But in all these fields, successful
becoming is primarily experienced in doing them in practice, not merely thinking them. Not only is
the distinction between academic and vocational education meaningless, but we might hold on
these terms that all education is vocational.
This does not mean there is no meaningful distinction of complexity, difficulty or risk – and by
implication it does not mean that there is no meaningful distinction between, for example, higher
education and other less advanced levels of education. Being a barrister is not the same as being a
legal clerk – both require distinct blends of knowledge and skill, but one is recognisably more
advanced. Similarly, when I wrote “becoming a painter”, did I mean ‘painter’ as in ‘painter and
decorator’ or as in ‘fine artist’? These are related vocations – indeed, they may both involve
something called ‘an apprenticeship’ – but they are differentially advanced and are addressing
different codes of knowledge and skill. For that matter, it may be desirable at some point during
early adulthood for a person to be both a successful barrister and a handy painter and decorator.
We seek to collapse the aims of the early adult educational phase into a complex of capability,
knowledge and skill which may be understood both in terms of personal, individual journeys
towards effective adulthood. But crucially it may also be understood as strengthening collective
capability of the population at large (e.g. to be capable of voting responsibly, of criticising what we
read in the papers, of being the first line in the education of children, etc.) and general social
recognition of value in the many diverse forms of knowledge and skill and the relatedness of them
in quite unexpected and beautiful ways.
Structures, institutions and relationships
We do not deny that there will remain meaningful differences between education at different
levels of complexity, but we do deny that these differences are any longer recognisable in
structural and institutional terms and certainly will not be in twenty years’ time. We are trapped in
a considerable and distracting preoccupation around the nature of the school, the college and the
university, not to mention the conservatoire, the barracks, the firm, the trades union, and other
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sites that we seem to easily forget are engaged in educational action. All these institutions play
their part in early adult education. They are not the same; indeed they are infinite in variety. We
should we make no attempt to discard any of them, as they each have great histories, traditions
and strengths of their own. But we will want to consider whether there are new institutional forms
– perhaps growing from within the ones we have mentioned here, perhaps not – which could be
of use. We will need to consider how institutions of all kinds should be governed and funded, how
they should be accountable, and to whom.
Most importantly of all, we will need to consider how people transition between these many
institutions during early adulthood and for what purposes. Perhaps in some cases progress
through and between them assumed to be moving only up in the level of complexity, when it
should be moving up and down. Perhaps we make it hard to be a participant in more than one of
these institutions at the same time, where great benefit might be had from simultaneous
participation (within, for example, a university and a college, doing different courses). We might
ask why schools are not routinely pressed into use after the hours allotted to the teaching of
children, for the purposes of adult education. Of course, we will also look at how all the
institutions and the activities within them might be better and more equitably funded.
It can be presumed that we will want to envisage appropriate structures to record and compare
the meanings of different kinds of achievement, and, following the section above, to recognise
different codes of knowledge and skill. We will want to explore the possibilities for more holistic
structures for supporting people as they make their way through this landscape of institutions,
including advice and guidance, welfare provision and financial support. Attention must be given to
the national frameworks in which these institutions operate – how can they be made more
coherent so that structures and institutions work together more effectively? We will want to
consider how the management of ‘quality’ interacts with capability, knowledge and skills and
whether the meaning of ‘quality’ changes in this context.
As part of this general area of interest, we will also need to consider the rights and responsibilities
of people within education and the relationships between them. Where there are ‘sharp edges’, as
there must be in any major system, students and education professionals alike must be
appropriately protected, and we will want to establish what that might mean. But there are far
more expansive matters, such as the nature of the partnership between these people and their
responsibilities and duties to each other and to creating a successful educational environment. A
specific interest is in whether we understand how student representation and activism may
change into the future, and in whether we have a view of how we would like it to change.
Grand challenges
We can only be successful in our endeavour if our thinking is responsive to major developing
features and trends in society that have been referred to as ‘grand challenges’. There are a wide
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range of these, they are immense in scale, and they are all interlinked. The approach we take must
not be to attempt to answer all these challenges directly, but to consider how they relate to
education within the boundaries that we are looking at it, and to evaluate the implications.
We will want to investigate how early adult education might in the future relate to the
simultaneous and opposing pressures of the global and the local. Our education system involves
people from all over the world, and we now have to look at this mindful of the very damaging
approach to movement across borders being taken by the present government. Adult educational
activity creates an unparalleled opportunity to make people more international in outlook and to
integrate communities across lines of heritage and culture; we will want to consider how that
opportunity can be exploited to the fullest. The need to achieve environmental sustainability and
to ensure that education is playing its part in changing people’s behaviour must be brought into
the frame. Our national relationship with Europe is changing and may yet change even more
dramatically, and we must consider this. Devolution is also a crucial factor and requires us to
develop parallel and complementary answers that reflect the current devolutionary settlement
within the UK, but which are also open to possible future changes in that settlement.
Continuous labour market transformation bestrides this entire project like a colossus. The early
adult phase of education is by its nature intimately related to work, and yet we do not presently
have an understanding of education that is related to labour market conditions either in terms of
people moving between education and the labour market or indeed being engaged in both at the
same time. The analysis cannot be limited to big national recruiters of graduates – we need to
understand the relationship with SMEs and how student labour has an impact and relates to
migrant labour, for example. We will have a related concern with rapid urbanisation – discovering
the role that adult educational activity might play in developing sustainable cities, where many
social challenges are at their most acute but also where there is the most presence of educational
institutions and where it may be possible to better connect them with social institutions, private
firms and the third sector. We will want to consider how education connects to local politics and
local priorities, especially in light of moves towards a general power of competence on the part of
local authorities.
Finally, the way that digital technology is transforming our world is extraordinary. The rise and rise
of social media and the expectation of free and open access to information will play out in ways
that we cannot comprehend. The sheer pace of this process probably makes it one of the hardest
to imagine how it will change into the long term, but we have to attempt it. There are already
hugely significant projects within a wide variety of educational contexts and institutional types
which promise powerful new technological possibilities. Perhaps the approach we take may best
be expressed in terms of the way people access and use these revolutionary technologies, rather
than the technologies themselves.
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Coda
To sum up, this paper has argued that to build a vision for education in a good society (within our
self-imposed focus and remit) we should work out how to do the following things:
Imagine a rebalancing of educational goods towards public value
Conceive an ‘early adult’ educational phase, articulated with other phases
Focus on individual and collective capability
Take a holistic view of induction into codes of knowledge and skill
Empower people involved in education with rights and responsibilities
Develop tertiary systems and structures
Embed in both the local and the global, and connect them
Integrate conscientiously with labour market change
Ensure environmental sustainability
Harness the development of digital technology
But it is recognised from the outset that this is big stuff; it is ambitious, difficult stuff. It will require
us to be imaginative, generous and open to new ideas. But we can choose to take them on
because (to paraphrase a great statement on ambition from the past) that goal will serve to
organise and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge is one that we are
willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one that we intend to meet.
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Critical questions
Is the outline theory of educational value discussed here functional? How can it be critiqued
and/or refined? What is the balance between educational goods, and what should it be?
How might we further develop a coherent ‘early adult’ phase of education, articulated with both
the journey to adulthood and with a broader concept of lifelong learning?
What should the experience of ‘early adult education’ be like for people being born today? In
other words, if we assume this phase begins somewhere around the ages of sixteen and eighteen,
then what should it look like by 2030?
How should we conceive the aims of this system? What approach should we take to capability,
knowledge and skill?
What kinds of tertiary structures, institutions, and institutional relationships will this require?
What should be people’s rights and responsibilities within this vision? What should be the
character of the relationships between people such as students, teachers and other education
professionals?
How will our vision relate to ‘grand challenges’ such as labour market transformation,
globalisation, localisation, urbanisation, personalisation, digitalisation, and environmental
sustainability?
In particular, where do we need to consider different answers to these questions to ensure
solutions that are authentically Welsh, Northern Irish and Scottish, in the context of present and
further devolution?
What policies would need to be changed or developed to realise this vision? What policies would
need to change or be developed at interim points in time to make progress towards our vision
(e.g. between 2015 and 2020, between 2020 and 2025)?
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NEC/20ii/12
Motions to NEC
Trigger warning: Motion 3 discusses rape
Motion1:
We Are London Met
Submitted by: Daniel Stevens
Seconded by: Adrianne Peltz, Alex Causton-Ronaldson, Caroline Dangerfield, Danielle
Grufferty, Dennis Esch, Emma Meehan, Finn McGoldrick, Fiona Wood, Hannah Paterson, Jo
Johnson, Joe Vinson, Liam Burns, Mark Sewards, Mike Williamson, Rachel Wenstone, Reni
Eddo-Lodge, Robin Parker, Stacey Devine, Sam Reid, Stephanie Lloyd, Toni Pearce, Vicki
Baars
NEC Believes:
1. The UK Boarder Agency (UKBA) has revoked London Metropolitan University’s (LMU)
“Highly Trusted Status.” This will mean that non-EEA (international) students will have
60 days from receiving a letter of curtailment from UKBA to either enrol in a new
institution or leave the country unless a legal challenge is successful.
2. UKBA claim that this is justified by “systemic failures” in LMUs ability to monitor
attendance, language abilities and Leave to Remain status of its international students.
Other than legal action, which LMU has initiated, the institution has no power to reverse
the decision. Legislation does not allow for Government to reverse the decision unless
forced to do so via Judicial Review.
3. NUS has secured a position on the Taskforce convened by David Willetts (Minister of
State for Universities and Science) to support LMU students through the financial,
academic and pastoral consequences of this decision, both for students who are forced
to find a new institution and those students left behind.
4. International students are currently included in the Governments statistics on net
migration, following UN convention that migrants are defined as any individual staying
in a country not of their origin for more than a year and one day. Numerous reports
have criticised this practice including the Higher Education Policy Institute, the
Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee and Public Accounts Committee.
5. Notes NUS Policy 207 “International FE” and 607 “Against Discriminatory Immigration,”
as well as LMU Students’ Union belief that students should be allowed to continue at the
university.
NEC Further Believes:
1. International students must be allowed to continue their studies at LMU. Current
legislation does not allow Government to reverse the decision themselves but NUS
could act as an “Intervener” in LMUs Judicial Review and legally force the Government
to allow students to continue at the institution, ensuring the student voice is fully
represented in court and setting a precedent to stop UKBA making similar decisions at
other institutions. The significance of this case justifies the high costs such an action
would incur.
2. Should it become clear that the institution could have taken action to avoid this
situation, NUS should support the students’ union in holding LMU management to
account. Our current focus however should be solely on securing the future of
international students at London Met.
3. Should we be unsuccessful in allowing LMU students to remain at the university, we
must campaign to mitigate against detrimental financial, academic and pastoral
consequences, both through the Taskforce and in forcing Government and LMU to take
responsibility for their failures.
4. NUS celebrates the positive impact of both international students studying in the UK
and migration as a whole. The Government have claimed that they have reduced net
migration by 30,000 in 2012 however international student visas fell by 75,000.
International students should be taken out of net migration counts as they are not
representative of migratory trends but are used as a tool to further the deeply flawed
Conservative manifesto pledge to reduce net migration “from hundreds of thousands to
tens of thousands”
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

5. That LMU students’ union have led a fantastic campaign against UKBAs decision,
securing significant press coverage and putting us in a far stronger position to reverse
the decision.
NEC Resolves:
1. To endorse the decision to instruct legal advice on acting as an Intervener in the
LMU Judicial Review. Should advice indicate that we would increase the chance of
LMU students remaining at the university, we ask the Trustee Board to ensure
resources are available to take such action. We will ensure our intervention is seen
as distinct from that of LMU so we reserve the ability to hold LMU management to
account.
2. To ensure students are allowed to continue their studies at LMU. We will encourage
Students’ Unions to lobby their MPs to sign the EDM tabled by Jeremy Korbyn MP,
collect signatures for our HM Government e-petition entitled “stop playing politics
with international students” and will use the LMU situation to mobilise international
students around the country for #Demo2012, weaving the case of international
students and London Met in our narrative on the Government’s attacks on
education.
3. To simultaneously ensure that, should our challenges to the decision not to allow
LMU students to continue be unsuccessful, international students are supported in
finding new institutions and home/EU students in continuing at the university
academic, without being disadvantaged academically, financially or pastorally.
4. To work with trade unions, education sector bodies, colleges, universities, business,
politicians and students’ unions to restore the rights of international students in the
UK, specifically in removing international students form net migration counts.
5. To commend LMU students’ union and students’ unions across the UK in their
campaign to support LMU students.
Amendment:
Submitted by:
Seconded by:

Amendment to “We are London Met”
Jamie Woodcock
Jamil Keating, Matt Stanley, Michael Chessum, Sean Rillo Raczka,

ADD NEC believes:
6. The threats to deport 2,600 students from LMU are the result of the government’s racist
immigration policies combining with processes of privatisation taking place both at LMU and
across other universities.
ADD NEC further believes:
5. No migrants should face racist scapegoating or attacks, whether they are students or not.
6. The early campaign has drawn in many students and staff from across London and the
country, as illustrated by the solidarity campaign and the demonstrations.
ADD NEC resolves:
6. TO continue and strengthen the campaign by calling a London-wide demonstration with LMU
Students’ Union and UCU branches in the run up to #Demo2012.

Motion2:
Let London Met International Students Study!
Submitted by: Aaron Kiely
Seconded by: Fiona Wood, Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley, Sean Rillo Raczka
NEC Believes:
1. London Met University’s licence to teach and recruit students from outside the EU has
been revoked, meaning that over 2,600 international students will soon have only 60
days to find a place at another university or be forced to leave the country without
completing their studies.
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2. Emmanuel Egwu, the International Students’ Officer at London Met University Students’
Union is right when he points out that getting a place at another university at this late
stage is extremely difficult.
3. International students make a huge contribution economically, including contributing
over £3 billion to the economy as well as positively enriching our campuses with the
diversity and many cultures that international students bring.
NEC Further Believes:
1. The government should not be allowed to throw international students out of the
country at will - students who have spent years studying and have paid thousands of
pounds may now be denied the chance to finish their education.
2. Deporting international students will cause huge damage to Britain’s reputation across
the world and the country will rightly be seen as treating international students with
disrespect and contempt – making Britain an extremely unattractive destination for
future international students.
NEC Resolves to:
1. Prioritise campaigning for international students to be able to continue and finish their
current studies at London Metropolitan University.
2. Aim to get 10,000 signatures on the “Support for London Metropolitan University and
International Students” petition which calls for “the Home Office to allow all students
currently studying at London Metropolitan University to continue to do so” and then
deliver this petition, alongside London Metropolitan SU, to the government.
3. Continue to encourage and support students to lobby their MPs to sign the Early Day
Motion put forward by Jeremy Corbyn MP that calls on the government to reverse its
decision to revoke London Metropolitan University’s licence.
4. To fully support the legal challenge to the Home Office ruling, in line with Resolves 1.
5. In the event that the Home Office persists and tries to deport London Metropolitan
students, then the NEC should launch a high-profile campaign, including providing legal
and financial support to work towards halting deportations.

Motion3:
No Apologies for Rape Apologists
Submitted by: Kelley Temple, Jo Johnson
Seconded by: Adrianne Peltz, Caroline Dangerfield, Fee Wood, Reni Eddo-Lodge, Stacey
Devine, Vicki Baars, Danielle Grufferty, Hannah Paterson, Jo Johnson, Joe Vinson, Rachel
Wenstone, Toni Pearce, Emma Meehan
NEC Believes:
1. That, as of August 2012, Julian Assange is wanted in Sweden to face allegations of rape
and sexual assault
3. That a UK Court approved the extradition of Assange to Sweden to face allegations of
rape and sexual assault
4. That Julian Assange is currently seeking asylum in the Ecuadorian embassy in London.
5. That in discussing the case, many prominent political voices have undermined and
belittled rape victims, seeking to redefine rape on their own terms.
6. That George Galloway, Respect MP for Bradford West, referred to a man inserting his
penis into a sleeping woman as, “bad sexual etiquette”
7. That Tony Benn, at a “Defend Wikileaks” conference hosted by Stop The War in
February 2011, stated of the Assange case, “the charges are that it was a nonconsensual relationship. Well that's very different from rape”.
8. That the complaints in the Assange case are as follows: that on 14 August 2010
Assange committed "unlawful coercion" when he held plaintiff 1 down with his body
weight in a sexual manner; that he “sexually molested” plaintiff 1 when he had
condom-less sex with her after she insisted that he use one; that he had condom-less
sex with plaintiff 2 on the morning of 17 August while she was asleep; and that he
"deliberately molested" plaintiff 1 on 18 August 2010 by pressing his erect penis against
her body.
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9. That, in tandem with the Assange case, the right wing in the USA is debating the
definition of “rape” in relation to anti-choice legislation.
10. That fewer than 6% of rape cases end in a conviction.
11. That 1 in 7 women students will be a victim of serious sexual or physical violence
during their time as a student (Hidden Marks, 2010)
12. That when women are rape victims in court, they are routinely interrogated by the
defence about their sexual history, what they were wearing and how much they had
had to drink when they were raped.
13. That 75% of rapes are committed by someone who is known to their victim.
14. That in rape and sexual assault cases where the victim is a woman student, the
majority of the time the perpetrator is also a student (Hidden Marks, 2010).
15. That rape is an act of violence.
16. That penetrating someone as they sleep constitutes rape.
NEC Further believes:
1. That Respect leader Salma Yaqoob spoke out against Galloway, stating, “George
Galloway’s comments on what constitutes rape are deeply disappointing and wrong.”
2. That political figures undermining rape victims and alleged rape victims is not exclusive
to the Julian Assange case
3. That in 2011, Roger Helmer MEP attempted to distinguish between “classic stranger
rape” and “date rape”, stating “the victim surely shares a part of the responsibility, if
only for establishing reasonable expectations in her boyfriend’s mind”
4. That “Lad” culture on university campuses, lads mags and websites like Unilad
consistently glorify, joke about or dismiss rape.
5. That rape is always the fault of the perpetrator and never the victim.
NEC Resolves:
1. To publicise the resource which the NUS Women’s Campaign will develop on detailing
what consent is, why it is essential, how to actively seek consent and how to teach
others about consent.
2. That NEC councillors and NUS officers shall not share a platform with George Galloway,
Roger Helmer, Andrew Brons or other speakers who are rape deniers, and who blame
and undermine rape victims.
3. The NUS shall not offer a platform to speakers who are rape deniers, and blame and
undermine rape victims, nor shall it officially support any event that does.
Amendment1:
Submitted by:
Seconded by:

Amendment to “No Apologies for Rape Apologists”
Aaron Kiely
Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley

Delete NEC Resolves 2 and 3, add:
NUS Believes:
1. That Ecuador granted asylum to Julian Assange based on its deep concern that Mr
Assange may be onwardly extradited to a third country, the United States, where there
is a risk of torture, or being condemned to a life sentence due to his involvement in
founding Wikileaks and his role in releasing documents exposing US war crimes through
Wikileaks.
2. That this important expose of US war crimes included: revealing a classified US military
video depicting the indiscriminate killing of over a dozen people in the Iraqi suburb of
New Baghdad; releasing over 400,000 documents about the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq which were previously not in the public domain; publishing 779 secret files relating
to prisoners detained in the Guantanamo Bay detention camp.
3. Ecuador took into account other cases such as that of Bradley Manning currently on trial
in the US for his involvement in Wikileaks and Ahmed Agiza's, who was rendered from
Sweden to Egypt and tortured.
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4. It is perfectly possible to support the rights of the women accusing Mr Assange for a full
judicial process and to oppose steps that would lead to the extradition of Mr Assange to
the US where he may face torture or worse. In fact this is the only position consistent
with human rights for all.
5. Ecuador has offered such a solution making it clear in its ruling granting political asylum
that "Mr. Assange must answer for the investigation in Sweden". As President Correa
said on August 18: "We have never said that Julian Assange shouldn't have to answer
to the Swedish justice system nor contribute to the investigation into these supposed
crimes. What we have always asked for are guarantees that there won't be an onward
extradition to a third country" if Britain extradites Assange to Sweden.
NUS Further Believes:
1. No platform is a policy we reserve for fascists because they threaten democracy for all
and stand for the annihilation of entire groups for people.
2. No platform is not about banning people whose views we find offensive or disagree
with.
3. To extend no platform beyond fascists, blurs and undermines the policy which is very
dangerous when fascists are seeking to overturn this on campuses as they have done in
recent years.
4. If the no platform policy was applied to George Galloway, Tony Benn and Roger Helmer
for their offensive views on rape then surely the policy should also be applied to those
whose have engaged in actual actions that have led to the death, rape and torture and
denial of basic human rights. This would, for example, include all those
Parliamentarians who voted for, and even organised, the war on Iraq that led to the
deaths of hundreds of thousands of women. Likewise it would also have to apply to
those all MPs, politicians and others who support the illegal occupation of Palestine and
blockade of Gaza which was recently described by United Nations under Secretary
General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator as “an open air
prison”.
5. Furthermore NUS has not banned other politicians who have made reactionary
comments. For example Tory Mayor Boris Johnson whose offensive remarks include: “if
gay marriage was OK then I saw no reason in principal why a union should not be
consecrated between three men, as well as two men, or indeed three men and a dog.”
He referred to Black people as 'piccaninnies' and described African people as having
'watermelon smiles'.
NUS Resolves:
1. To reject and condemn any attempts to undermine what constitutes rape, including
disgraceful claims that non-consensual sex is not rape.
2. To call on the British and Swedish governments to give written guarantees that Assange
will not be onwardly extradited to the US, so that Assange can be sent to Sweden to
face the accusations against him.
3. To welcome the role Wikileaks has played in exposing US war crimes.
4. To reaffirm that the NUS and its representatives shall not offer or share a platform with
fascists.
Amendment2:
Submitted by:
Seconded by:

Amendment to “No Apologies for Rape Apologists”
Jamie Woodcock
Robin Burrett, Jamil Keating

NUS Believes:
1.
The case of Julian Assange raises important issues. We are opposed to any attempt by the
US to exact revenge for the Wikileaks revelations which exposed imperialism's brutal
conduct. We are also against the trivialisation of rape charges.
The US and Britain have a bloody record of war crimes and of targeting those who reveal
them. Bradley Manning has faced appalling treatment and is currently on trial in the US for
his involvement in Wikileaks.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

At present if Assange was deported to Sweden he could then be sent to the US. Ahmed
Agiza was rendered from Sweden to Egypt and tortured.
Opposition to imperialism must not lead to a lack of support for women's rights or inaction
over rape allegations.
That in discussing the case, some prominent political voices including George Galloway and
Tony Benn have made comments that undermined and belittled rape victims, seeking to
redefine rape on their own terms.
That political figures undermining rape victims and alleged rape victims is not exclusive to
the Julian Assange case.
That “Lad” culture on university campuses, lads mags and websites like Unilad consistently
glorify, joke about or dismiss rape.
That rape is always the fault of the perpetrator and never the victim.

NUS Further Believes:
1. No platform is a policy we reserve for fascists because they threaten democracy for all and
stand for the annihilation of entire groups of people.
2. No platform is not about banning people whose views we find offensive or disagree with.
3. To extend no platform beyond fascists, blurs and undermines the policy which is very
dangerous when fascists are seeking to overturn this on campuses.
4. If the no platform policy was applied to George Galloway and Tony Benn for their
offensive views on rape (which we should condemn) then surely the policy would also need
to be applied to those who have engaged in actual actions that have led to the death, rape
and torture and denial of basic human rights of hundreds of thousands of women in Iraq
and the Middle East. Thus a no platform policy would apply to all MPs, politicians and
others who backed Iraq war or support the illegal occupation of Palestine.
NUS Resolves:
1. To produce a public statement condemning attempts to undermine what constitutes rape
and asserting NUS's position on rape.
2. To censure George Galloway and Tony Benn for their comments about rape and write to
them demanding a retraction.
3. To call on the British and Swedish governments to give written guarantees that Assange
will not be onwardly extradited to the US.
4. To reaffirm that the NUS and its representatives shall not offer or share a platform with
fascists.
5. To work with the NUS Women’s Campaign to develop a resource on detailing what consent
is, why it is essential, how to actively seek consent and how to teach others about
consent.
6. To oppose the assault on Wikileaks and Bradley Manning.

Motion4:
Motion to NEC: Liberty and legal observing
Submitted by: Michael Chessum
Seconded by: Jamie Woodcock, Mike Williamson, Sean Rillo Raczka, Vicki Baars
NEC Believes:
1. Current conference and NEC policy on the right to protest, which strongly condemns
policing and sentencing at student and anti-austerity protests. It also condemns the fact
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

that attempts “to demonise protesters in the media has created a false dichotomy between
good and bad protesters.”
That Liberty provided legal observers for the TUC national demonstration on March 26th
2011. This observing covered only the 5-hour period of the demonstration after 11am.
That Liberty’s record on legal observing on the protest drew heavy criticism from the
Network for Police Monitoring and other protest organisations for being too close to both
the police and the TUC. Metropolitan Police spokespeople referred to repeatedly to
Liberty’s role in “working with us on the planning process.”
Liberty’s report of March 26th states that it believes that the police “acted
proportionately”; it makes no mention of the Fortnum and Mason arrests, and makes no
mention of the police attack on the student-organised occupation of Trafalgar Square.
Liberty repeatedly made no mention of these incidents in the aftermath of the protest.
Liberty’s report of March 26th, while not mentioning the most serious police violence,
much of which was unprovoked, makes a number of references to ‘violent protesters’ and
‘violent individuals’ – often in the context of “infiltration” within the demonstration – and
frequently fails to distinguish between property damage and physical violence.
Liberty is not primarily involved in legal observing. It describes its activities as “public
campaigning, test case litigation, parliamentary lobbying, policy analysis and the provision
of free advice and information.” O ther criticisms of Liberty’s conduct on the March 26th
demo centred around logistical issues, and there being an inadequate number of legal
observers in the streets.

NEC Further Believes
1. That legal observers exist to monitor the police, not protesters; they should not share
information with the police.
2. That any mode of legal observation which failed to maintain this role, or which was seen to
be partial, would be a danger to the safety of protesters and to the unity of our movement
in the streets.
3. That legal observing of our national demonstration must not be time-limited: our
members’ safety does not cease being an issue after the final rally.
4. That Liberty’s record in observing and reporting the TUC March 26th protest is a serious
cause for concern, and raises doubts over their ability to observe our demo.
5. That numerous other organisations train legal observers: for instance, the Legal Defence
and Monitoring Group, the Green and Black Cross, and the Network for Police Monitoring.
6. That the student movement should be building a level of self-sufficiency in terms of legal
observing, and that activists and students should get legal observer training.
NEC Resolves
1. To urgently explore alternative options for legal observing on November 21st.
2. Not to use Liberty as a legal observer on November 21st.
3. Whatever the outcome of the above, to encourage students and officers to undergo legal
observer training with the Legal Defence and Monitoring Group, the Green and Black
Cross, and the Network for Police Monitoring. Appropriate resources will be made available
for this.
Reference
http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2011/03/474998.html
http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/materials/libertys-report-on-legal-observing-at-thetuc-march-for-the-alternative.pdf
Ibid.
http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk
Amendment:
Liberty motion amendment
Submitted by:
Hannah Patterson
Seconded by:
Adrianne Peltz, Danielle Grufferty, Finn McGoldrick, Rachel Wenstone,
Robin Parker, Vicki Baars
Delete FB3 and 4 replace with 4 and 5 below
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4. That we should be concerned about the issues stated here, and look into the many options
for legal observation, while acknowledging that NEC voted to affiliate to Liberty last year,
despite acknowledgement of the concerns over 26th March 5. That Liberty and NUS have
worked in partnership in the past, including when Liberty offered a vast amount of legal
knowledge on the right to protest guide, of which was consulted upon with DTRTP
Delete and replace R 1 and 2 with:
1. To explore the many options for legal observing on November 21st 2. To continue to work in
partnership with Liberty, Green & Black cross and others on right to protest work, but to
approach legal observing following 26 March with due caution

Motion5:
Defend the Right to Protest and November 21st Demonstration
Submitted by: Jamie Woodcock
Seconded by: Aaron Kiely, Robin Burrett, Sean Rillo Raczka
Believes:
1. That the best way to defend the right to protest is by protesting.
2. That the key to the NUS demonstration on the 21st of November being safe from police
brutality is by maximising the turnout on the day.
Resolves:
1.
To continue to work with Defend the Right to Protest (DTRTP) and build on the motion
passed at national conference last year.
2.
To work with DTRTP and Student Unions to make sure students know their rights in
advance of protests including aiding the distribution of jointly produced DTRTP/NUS bust
cards and inviting DTRTP to relevant forums such as demonstration mobilising meetings to
inform students of the campaign.
Amendment:
DTRTP
Submitted by:
Danielle Grufferty
Seconded by:
Adrianne Peltz, Hannah Paterson, Jo Johnson, Finn McGoldrick, Rachel
Wenstone, Robin Parker
Delete and replace R2 with:
To work with DTRTP and Student Unions to make sure students know their rights in advance of
protests including aiding the distribution of joint right to protest materials.

Motion6:
Promoting and mobilising for #DEMO2012
Submitted by: Aaron Kiely
Seconded by: Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley
NEC believes:
1. That at NUS National Conference 2012 delegates voted to hold a national
demonstration "against cuts, fees, high interest on student debt and privatisation."
2. That students in Further Education have faced a series of attacks from the Tory-led
government, from the slashing of ALG and EMA, to enrichment cuts and the threat of
fees and loans for adult learners in FE.
3. That all students should have the right to have their voice heard when their education is
under attack.
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4. That NUS has not currently produced or made available any #DEMO2012 promotional
materials for students’ unions to order or download, with the exception of a poster
created by the NUS Black Students’ Campaign.
5. That it should be an organisational priority to build the national demonstration, to
mobilise the largest possible section of our membership and to ensure that #DEMO2012
is a success.
NEC further believes:
1. That in order to effectively promote the demonstration to their members students’
unions need access to basic promotional materials (for example flyers, posters and a
website).
2. That one of the best times for unions to promote the demonstration to their members
will be during Freshers events and the first few weeks of term.
3. That, although many HE unions will be holding Freshers events over the end of
September/beginning of October, many FE unions will have held their Freshers or
welcome events over the beginning of September.
4. That without access to official NUS resources, some unions may have missed a vital
opportunity to discuss and promote the demonstration to their members.
5. That many FE unions have specific needs and requirements due to their small (or nonexistent) budgets, the fact that many unions may not have any sabbatical officers, and
those that do may have no access to staff support.
6. That all FE unions should be able to engage and contribute to NUS’ actions, including
#DEMO2012.
NEC resolves:
1. To create a series of #DEMO2012 promotional campaign materials (including but not
limited to; flyers, posters and a website), to be made available to students’ unions
within the next two weeks.
2. To create a travel fund, open to FE unions who do not have the resources or funding to
book coaches or other transport to the national demonstration.
3. To write to the UCU and other Trade Unions requesting additional contributions towards
this travel fund within the next two weeks, and to update the NEC on this at the next
NEC meeting.
Amendment:
Promoting and mobilising for #DEMO2012
Submitted by:
Joe Vinson
Seconded by:
Adrianne Peltz, Aidan Mersh, Alex Causton-Ronaldson , Emma Meehan,
Jake Kitchiner, Jo Johnson, Mark Sewards, Samantha Reid, Surya Prakash Bhatta
Delete NEC Resolves 2 and 3 and replace with:
NEC Resolves 2: “For NUS to assist in looking into financial support for FE unions for
transportation to the national demonstration.”
NEC Resolves 3: “To encourage collaboration between HE unions and their local FE unions for
the national demonstration, with a view to HE unions assisting with funding or resources for FE
unions to travel to the national demonstration.”
NEC Resolves 4: “To support FE unions in contacting their local trade unions branches in
search of additional funding for transportation to the national demonstration.”

Motion7:
Support the Unison Strike – A living wage for every worker
Submitted by: Rachel Wenstone
Seconded by: Danielle Grufferty, Liam Burns
NUS believes:
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1. Unison is in the process of balloting members who work in higher education on the pay
increase for 2012-13.
3. The union is asking for a guaranteed living wage for all HE staff and a decent cost of
living increase, to reflect high inflation plus years of cuts in real pay.
4. A freedom of information request sent to every Higher Education Institution (HEI) found
that more than half of those who responded pay some staff below the current Living
Wage. The Living Wage rates are £8.30 in London and £7.20 outside London and are
calculated as the minimum needed to provide employees and their families with a basic
standard of living.
5. NUS and students’ unions regularly campaign for fair pay and a living wage for every
employee on campus. As a result of inflation and years of low pay increases, pay for
workers in higher education has fallen drastically in real terms in recent years.
6. The Government attack on higher education has never been solely focused on students
through devastating changes to funding and consequently access – attacks on the
pensions and pay of staff is part of the marketization of higher education.
7. The pay and conditions of staff on campus is intrinsically linked to the quality of
learning and experience that students participate in at university.
8. The HE zone has policy to campaign for fair pay for Post Graduate Research students
who teach
9. No guarantee of a minimum living wage for staff in HE will affect student workers, who
rely on part-time work to fund their studies
10. We will not support action that detrimentally impacts on summative assessment.
11. In line with other policy, we will be unable to support action that affects summative
assessment being sat.
NUS Resolves
1. To support the Unison strike action for fair pay and encourage students’ unions to do
the same.
2. NUS will work with Unison to produce guidance to inform and help students’ union and
local Unison branches to work together on this and other issues.
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